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Abstract
The subject of this research is the policy and practice regarding the switch between different
sexual cultures refugees experience in their process of integration in the Netherlands.
Oftentimes, the refugees that now (aim to) participate in Dutch society, were brought up in
very different cultural environments. In integration, the Dutch government tries to shape ideas
gained from the refugee’s former environment to fit the Dutch society. However, this practice
of integration has a few clear focusses, such as learning the language and learning how to get
employed. When it comes to ‘learning’ about sexual health and etiquette, less information is
provided by official government channels. It is up to refugees themselves, or non-governmental
organisations, to gain or share knowledge about the situation in the Netherlands. This state of
affairs seems contradictory to the securitization of migration, which sometimes heavily
depends on the problematization of the refugee's sexuality. The aim of the research, therefore,
is to find out how the sexuality of refugees is problematized and securitized in the discourse of
translators of integration policy, how the problematized sexuality of the Other became a central
part of ‘becoming Dutch’ and how this intersects with the ‘switch’ the Dutch expect refugees
to make. Furthermore, insight is provided about the lived experiences of the refugees that went
through a switch between sexual cultures.

Keywords: Refugees, integration, sexual etiquette, securitizing discourse, citizenship, sex
education

“Ik weet nog heel goed dat ik een gegeven moment stond te werven, dus dan sta je buiten met
mensen om activiteiten aan te bieden. Toen kwam er een jongen op mij af, en we stonden
naast een vrij grote weg. Die jongen was net uit Syrië hier. Ik denk dat hij verstandelijk licht
beperkt was, hij had een vrij laag IQ kreeg ik de indruk. Hij was via gezinshereniging hier
gekomen, dus hij kwam met het vliegtuig in was meteen hier. Toen kwam er een vrachtwagen
voorbij, die stopte daar, en die kwam ergens lingerie brengen bij een winkel. Doutzen Kroes
stond daarop, maar ze stond daar in een hele seksuele pose op. Die jongen keek, en keek mij
daarna aan, en ik zag zijn verwarring. Ik dacht: ‘Die jongen snapt hier helemaal niks van’.”
Quote NGO-worker
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1. Introduction
1.1 Discursively emphasized ‘danger’, little genuine action
During New Year’s Eve in 2015, 1200 women were harassed on the streets of Cologne and
Hamburg (AD, 2016). A significant part of these women also reported being harassed in a
sexual manner. Groups of young, male, refugees were named as possible attackers. A few
important things need to be stated about this news-item. First of all, the Correspondent (2017)
and Althoff (2017) argue that the events of New Year's Eve are surrounded by ambiguity,
miscommunication and different stories. Besides this, this event happened in Germany, and not
in the Netherlands which is the country of interest for this particular research.
Still, apart from what happened exactly and how, the events in Cologne and Hamburg triggered
or reinforced worries in Germany and other Western European societies about the safety of
‘our women’ during times of increased inflow of refugees and asylum seekers (de
Correspondent, 2017; Althoff, 2017, Della Libera, 2016). Over the past decades, there indeed
has been a remarkable increase of refugees coming to ‘the West’ (De Haas, Miller & Castles,
2019). Many countries in Europe experienced this increase, and navigated through the influx
of ‘newcomers’ from a political neoliberalist stance (European Foundation of Democracy,
2018). This, logically, influences the decisions made about for instance the accommodation of
refugees and the terms on which the refugees could stay in the receiving country, even though
the latter is often determined by international law and joint systems such as the Common
European Asylum System (De Haas, Miller & Castles, 2019; Hatton, 2015).
When zooming in to the political decisions in the Netherlands regarding migration and
integration, the prevalence of neoliberalism trickles down to the daily reality of refugees and
translators of Dutch policy in three ways. Firstly, the assistance provided by the state to the
refugees gradually decreased over time to fit the neoliberal idea of everyone fending for
themselves. Whereas the welfare system of the Netherlands was first known for the extensive
help to its refugees and asylum seekers, the country currently follows the philosophy that
integrating in the Dutch society is the responsibility of the newcomer. Secondly, the Dutch
system of integration changed from wielding a multiculturalist definition of ‘becoming Dutch’,
to an assimilationist definition (Hoekstra, 2015). Finally, the establishment of educational
environments in which accepted refugees learn how to assimilate exactly is, also due to
neoliberalism, led by the free market and volunteers (European Foundation of Democracy,
2018).
According to VluchtelingenWerk (2017), the major number of refugees that arrived in the year
2015 laid bare the structural problems of the neoliberal approach to integration: The refugees
find themselves in a situation in which it may be difficult to bear the responsibility of passing
exams, or having to leave the country again because they failed. Besides this, leaving the
educational environments up to the free market has arguably led to learning programmes that
are of lesser quality: information which is supposed to simplify ‘becoming Dutch’ is limited,
and communicated solely in Dutch. Both the neoliberal approach to migration and the
assimilatory nature of integration, seem to result in a focus on quick but all-important education
with a great focus on participation in the labour market and speaking the language. Within this
system, it’s likely that only certain aspects of integration are focussed on, while others are
deemed ‘optional’ or less important. Time and budget are scarce, after all. Arguably, while
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understudied, the changes in Dutch integration policy also have implications for people who
facilitate the process of ‘becoming Dutch’.
Returning to New Years’ Eve, it’s clear that alleged non-conformation to sexual etiquette of
‘newcomers’ occasionally gets a lot of attention in the public political debate. Different aspects
of ‘the Other’ trigger worries and fear in debates like the ones succeeding the events on New
Years’ Eve. Specifically, the aspects surrounding the role of women in society, religion and
perceptions about homosexuality are emphasized in public debates, and therefore also as the
point of departure in this thesis (Dagevos, Huijnk, Maliepaard & Miltenburg, 2018; Vermeulen,
2021). All three items can be narrowed down to the subject of sexuality, of which sexual
etiquette is the behavioural consequence. Hence, based on this observation, I propose that the
sexuality of migrants, though often indirectly, is perceived and framed as a problem. This
framing, as illustrated, is capable of triggering feelings of fear and anger about ‘them’ not
understanding or respecting ‘us’. Quite on the contrary, in neoliberalist countries such as the
Netherlands, learning the language and being part of the labour force are emphasized when
refugees obtain citizenship, while other aspects of integration are ignored. In this thesis, I
identify sexual etiquette of refugees as one issue that is neglected in the official curriculum of
integration. In sum, the sexual etiquette of newcomers triggers worry, while simultaneously
getting little (official) attention in the process of ‘becoming Dutch’.
The aim of this research, therefore, is to find out how the securitization of migration on the
European level of scale influences reflections on sexual integration, from the perspective of the
translators of this policy and to a lesser extent of refugees. Given the neoliberal context,
resulting in providing less help to refugees and their integration, a contradictory situation arises
in which worries about refugees not behaving as they should according to Western norms
prevail, while not being acted upon in ‘official’ integration. This contradiction forms the basis
of this thesis. I use this observation as a point of departure in researching how the contrasting
trends add up with the assimilatory nature of integration in actual experiences on the ground,
involving people who are expected to translate ideas of integration into reality and refugees,
who are expected to make a switch between two sexual cultures. I aim to discover the
implications and consequences facilitators and refugees face, given the context of the
Netherlands leaving sexual etiquette out of integration policy, while discursive
problematization of the sexual etiquette of newcomers is omnipresent.

1.2 Pre-existing literature: the context in which ‘the Other’ is
sexually securitized
Whereas the ‘Otherness’ of refugees is problematized, remarkably often in the realm of
sexuality, no governmental help is provided to newcomers to bridge this supposed ‘gap’.
Multiple scholars have already highlighted some of the aspects of this contradiction, but never
engaged in the full story of sexual integration of refugees in the Netherlands. I consider their
contributions to be helpful in setting the scene, and in guiding me towards the aspects that have
not yet received the attention they deserve.
The aftermath of New Year’s Eve in Germany, and the problematization of refugees and
alleged non-compliance to the sexual etiquette in their host-country, shines light on the
securitization of migration, which is overall covered in existing literature. In the public debate,
refugees are actively framed as a threat to security, for instance because they practice religions
different than Christianity, or maintain cultural traditions deemed obsolete by the West
8

(Althoff, 2017; De Haas, Miller & Castles, 2019; Della Libera, 2016). These narratives are
sometimes reinforced with non-academic literature such as books and articles containing
opinions rather than facts (Perocco, 2018). This state of affairs, of problematizing migration
via (sexual) security, I suppose is likely to have an effect on the design and executions of
policies regarding refugees, and how translators of policy and refugees relate to ‘the switch’
newcomers are expected to make. Essentially, I expect that the framing of every refugee as a
threat, is followed by a treatment of any refugee based on prejudice. The exact effect of the
problematization of migration via security, of which I use sexual security as a focus for this
thesis, remains underexposed to my knowledge. Hence, what’s missing in current academic
studies is how exactly securitization is reflected in the integration of refugees on the sexual
domain, involving sexual etiquette and health, ‘on the ground’.
Furthermore, multiple scholars did recognize the switch from living in for instance an Islamic
society, to living in a society that’s traditionally Christian, white, and liberal (Muchoki, 2016;
Alessi, Kahn, Greenfield, Woolner & Manning, 2020). Within this switch, “countries of
asylum represented new cultural, social, economic and political sites that offered both a
continuity of some traditional ways of life and a disruption of others.” (Muchoki, 2016, p. 53)
This transition is difficult in itself, but more complexity is added to this with the increase of
Islamophobia throughout the EU (Alessi et al., 2020). As Althoff (2017) illustrated, instead of
questioning other aspects of the mentioned events in Cologne and Hamburg, such as the lack
of police protection, the events were framed to be an issue of refugees and their ideas about
gender relations (Althoff, 2017). In multiple analyses of German news channels, the (sexual)
misbehaviour of male refugees was discursively connected to their religion, cultural habits and
socio-economic status (Althoff, 2017). This raises the question to what extent things like
religion and culture of refugees in the Netherlands are approached as issues that de facto
complicate their ‘fitting in’ in Dutch society.
Regarding the level on which the refugees encounter new cultures of sexuality, hence their
daily realities, two important observations can be made about existing academic theory. First
of all, of the little information that is to be found about integration and sexuality of refugees, a
large part seems to focus on the experiences of queer refugees. Multiple academics assessed
this situation and painted a picture of fear, hope and feelings of insecurity (Alessi et al., 2020;
Patterson & Leurs, 2019; Karimi, 2018; Hertoghs & Schinkel, 2018). Issues such as is the
experience of gay men in Amsterdam that state to feel threatened by allochtonen1, particularly
Muslims, are researched too (Mepchen, 2016). Although useful to set the scene, this
information is not representative for the switch in sexual cultures because it reasons from the
perspective of (part of) the host society and it’s based solely on how gay men feel, while women
too are framed to be threatened by the Other in securitizing discourse. Furthermore, data seems
to be missing about hetero, cisgender refugees and their experiences with sexual integration. If
academics pay attention to the subject, as Keyngaert, Vettenburg, Roelens and Temmerman
(2014) did, it’s mostly focussed on sexual health.
Secondly, only a few organisations, such as Rutgers Centre for Sexuality, publish bits of
information about both sexual health and behaviour. The subject has not yet really been taken
up by academics and peer-reviewed papers in the European context. In the research of Nguyen,
Hardesty & Hong (2012), which is focussed on Vietnamese migrants, it’s stated that the cultural
beliefs and structures of the migrants are key determinants of their sexual health, and to some
1

The Dutch word allochtoon refers to someone with a background of migration. Whereas the word officially
changed to ‘person with migrational background’, ‘allochtoon’ is still used from time to time. The word used as
the opposite of ‘allochtoon’, is ‘autochtoon’. ‘Autochtoon’ refers to a person whose parents were both born in
the Netherlands.
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extent their sexuality as a whole. While this thesis accounts for a different group, refugees in
the Netherlands, the phenomenon of cultural values and beliefs influencing sexuality is not
unlikely to happen here too.
In order to map and understand what refugees experience in their switch to the Dutch sexual
culture, I argue that it’s crucial to also take a close look at the perspective of the translators of
policy. The translators of policy, in this thesis, are people whose jobs revolve around
facilitating the integration of newcomers. Honkasalo (2014), researching Norwegian discourses
on sex education offered to migrants, observes: “Discourses emphasising knowledge about sex
as a human right and the importance of reaching migrants, who are perceived as a particularly
vulnerable group, run parallel to discourses that emphasise cultural and religious differences
as obstacles to sex education” (p. 289). In the Netherlands, like Norway, sexual freedom is
deemed crucial and is discursively defined as such (Bartelink & Wiering, 2020). The Dutch,
translators of policy included, would like to see everyone enjoy this human right, allochtoon or
autochtoon. Different from the Norwegian point of view, however, is the Dutch emphasis on
the other being the ‘threat’ while neglecting how newcomers are vulnerable themselves. While
there’s sufficient proof that the discourse of Western governments and policies tends to frame
refugees as a threat to ‘us’, the study of Keygnaert, Vettenburg and Temmerman (2012)
victimizes the refugees instead of the West or ‘our women and gays’. Their research claims
that refugees themselves are a group that’s very vulnerable to sexual and gender-based
violence. Hence, their research claims that a discursive simplification of (male) refugees as a
threat to Western women, as a predator, is not sufficient. I expect this research to show that
this simplification can also be observed in the daily discourse of Dutch translators of policy.
Arguably, a simplification of ‘them’ is not particularly helpful in bridging the supposed and
problematized differences between ‘their’ sexuality and ‘our’ sexuality. Keygnaert, Vettenburg
and Temmerman (2012) therefore conclude their research with the advice to invest more time
in educating refugees in the sexual norms of the country that they now live in.
Logically, one could argue, people that switch environments need help. In case of a switch in
sexual cultures, providing sex education might be used to prevent misunderstandings from
happening (Keygnaert, Vettenburg & Temmerman, 2012). The majority of Western countries
like the Netherlands, however, deprive newcomers of learning about sexuality and sexual
etiquette by not offering it by default as part of the integration curriculum. In the Norwegian
case, the cultural and religious differences of newcomers are discursively blamed for any
difficulty in ‘their’ learning (Honkasalo, 2014). Arguably, something similar happens in the
Netherlands: the differences the Dutch fear and occasionally express publicly, rather than being
effectively bridged, are used to motivate why it’s difficult to offer sex education in the first
place.
What deserves more attention, therefore, are the implications of this lack of attention to
differences in sexual etiquette in official Dutch integration. The ones who need to translate
policy into reality, are currently left to their own resourcefulness in bridging a problematized
gap, while this very gap is also presented to be inherent to the (‘problematic’) religion and
culture of the Other.

1.3 Research topic & problem
The topic of the research is the linkage between integration, translators of policy, refugees and
sexual etiquette in the Netherlands. The aim is to see whether and if so how, discourses of
securitization shape how facilitators of overall integration deal with specifically the part of
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sexuality. I use sexuality and sexual etiquette as the point of focus for this thesis, because it’s
discursively problematized but also excluded in governmental guidelines of ‘becoming Dutch’.
As a next step, the lived experiences of a small number of refugees in the Netherlands regarding
their switch between two sexual cultures will be accounted for, to illustrate some implications
of the contradiction outlined.
In my opinion, there is a gap in academic knowledge about the intersection of integration,
translators of policy, refugees and sexual etiquette in the Netherlands. Personally, I think that
the dynamics at this intersection are useful in understanding the broader tendency of Dutch
attitudes regarding refugees. Discourses that problematize refugees, I propose, are not without
consequences. Specifically discourses about sexual etiquette of refugees, as discussed in this
thesis, touch upon sensitive issues and concern a group that still increases. It’s important to
illustrate the discourses present in the Netherlands, for they may influence quite rigid decisions
about the faith of a refugee, such as the toughening up or culturization of the procedures they
go through in order to ‘become Dutch’. Arguably, taking securitizing discourses as a point of
departure, especially in the heat of the debate regarding refugees, leaves insufficient room to
account for alternative ways of making sure ‘newcomers’ behave in a way that is deemed
appropriate and safe in Dutch society, while being able to define their own citizenship in a new
country. Securitizing discourses, then, might cause a loss of sight on things that actually make
integration ‘succeed’, for both the host country and the refugee.

1.4 Research question
Main question
“What influences do Dutch discourses about refugees have on the sexual securitization of
migration, and how does this affect perspectives on sexual etiquette and health of refugees and
the switch in sexual cultures that refugees undergo while ‘becoming Dutch’?”
Sub questions
- Do, and if so in what ways, Dutch politics regarding refugees reflect securitization of
sexual behaviour?
- How is the sexual etiquette of refugees governmentalized in practices of integration as
facilitated by translators of policy, when official policy is absent?
- What is considered ‘appropriate’ sexual etiquette and how is it normalized in ‘being
Dutch’?
- How do refugees navigate in a neoliberal environment and how do they experience the
tools handed to them in their switch between two different sexual cultures?
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2. Theoretical framework
The problem statement of this thesis lies at the intersection of integration, translators of policy,
refugees and sexual etiquette in the Netherlands. In order to pinpoint where these overlap,
relevant parts of pre-existing theories and knowledge are used to theoretically make sense of
the real-life practices that are examined. First, I use Foucault’s governmentality to illustrate
how the great majority of actions of mankind starts with categorizations made by the ones in
power. This idea is also applied to sexuality, which I highlight afterwards. Foucauldian
categorizations serve to form a basis on which the ones in power, such as a state, can determine
who is ‘a threat’ and frame them accordingly. The practice of aligning such categorizations
with discourses of ‘danger’ is called securitization. Exploring what securitization of refugees
is based on and how it reveals itself is crucial when entangling the securitized discourses of
sexuality and sexual etiquette of refugees, as applied by the translators of policy. I proceed with
outlining a debate about the sexual securitization from a feminist point of view, because it
provides food for thought in the discussion surrounding the research puzzle I attempt to solve.
From this point in the framework onwards, theory is directed at citizenship, to theorize what
may be expected of refugees who aim to ‘become Dutch’. Different types of citizenship prove
to be helpful in illustrating how securitizing discourses influence parts of the process of
integration. Thereafter, the subject of sexuality is added in terms of limited theory about what
the switch in sexual cultures encompasses. The sexuality and sexual etiquette of refugees, after
all, is where discourse and lived experiences meet. Whereas I perceive sex education as one
means to help facilitate the switch in sexual cultures, some challenging remarks and
perspectives are outlined in the final part of this theoretical framework.

2.1 Governmentality
On the most basic levels of analysis, governments and refugees appear to be the key actors at
the intersection of migration and integration. Reasoning from the line of thought of Foucault,
the government is the most powerful actor since they possess sovereignty over their population.
The government is in sovereign charge of life, which is called bio-power (Muller, 2004). This
particular construction is accepted worldwide, and perceived to be ‘normal’. Foucault calls this
governmentality: the power of the state to act on the actions of others (Foucault, 1982).
Governmentality means both the ability to steer how populations behave, and the normalisation
of being steered in the first place. The ability to govern groups of people has its roots in liberal
rationale, and can also be found in contemporary times of neoliberalism (Schinkel & van
Houdt, 2010).
In the modern state, the government uses biopower and biopolitics to shape behaviour.
Governmentality, and the use of biopolitics, is key to understanding the state’s treatment of
refugees today. Interestingly, individuals in a neo-liberal system are in fact free. However, one
strength of governmentality is that the population internalises how the state has the power, what
‘normal’ behaviour is, and what the state would ideally expect from its population (Mavelli,
2017). Moreover, ‘free’ individuals, despite their freedom, are likely to still act accordingly
(Foucault, 1991). The liberty in (neo-)liberalism, hence, is quite paradoxical in itself (Schinkel
& van Houdt, 2010).
Complicating this concept is the practice of awarding some types of people easier with full
rights than others (Christie & Sidhu, 2006). This is often based on certain categorizations,
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which come forward quite clearly in how refugees are perceived. As an example, a distinction
is made in the West regarding which entering foreigner is a ‘refugee’ and which one is an
‘economic migrant’. This categorization can for instance be reacted upon with tighter border
controls. When using biopolitics with refugees, governments are capable of politicizing both
actions of the refugees and administrative procedures that they have to undergo (Mavelli,
2017). The government can label humans, which makes some categories deemed legitimate
and others illegitimate. Some refugees may be categorized as ‘threats’, or ‘terrorists’ while
others are labelled ‘in need of help’ based on their situation, but also on class, race, health, and
economic needs. These distinctions could be included for instance in border controls (Muller,
2004). Biopower, hence, influences the control over (the movement of) a certain population.
This kind of control, in turn, is deemed legitimate by the (inhabitants of the) (neo)-liberal state
for it will protect ‘us’ against those who don’t fit ‘our’ moral order (Christie & Sidhu, 2006).
Governmentality is especially visible once we take a closer look at refugee-politics. As
Mepchen (2016) argues: “In Dutch [...] popular debate, autochthony has implicitly (and
sometimes explicitly) functioned as the unreflexive norm, a neutral category, a natural fact
without a history or relational context. It functions, like whiteness, as a ‘reference category’
against which deviant cultures can be measured, or as a cultural ‘whole’ into which
minoritized and racialized Others can be reasonably expected to ‘integrate’.” (p. 152).
Hence, particular ideas and labels are tied to ‘the other’ and these in turn form the basis upon
which policy is made, determining how people should behave (Esses, Hamilton & Gaucher,
2017).

2.2 Foucauldian history of sexuality
Governmentality, as explained, is a concept of major importance when interpreting how
governments, and therefore societies, go about the administration and control of human bodies
and behaviour. Throughout his career, Foucault (1984) also tries to make sense of the concept
of power for instance by asking questions about how Western societies produce discourses, and
link these to mechanisms and institutions of power.
Foucault (1984) also examines the history of sexuality in order to shine some more light on the
somewhat vague concept of power. His book called ‘The history of sexuality’ revolves around
sex. Foucault (1984) argues that while institutions, the law and eventually society perceive sex
as something neutral and therefore not governmentalized, that idea is flawed. Ever since we
started talking about sex, which was somewhere around the 18th century, human beings are
analysed based on their sexual behaviour. In overarching Foucauldian thought: once things are
put into words, or discourse, they can also be valued. Summarizing Foucault (1984), the aim
of analysing things like sexual behaviour is to put people in boxes of who is normal (hence,
having sex to reproduce), and who should be adjusted. A norm is placed on society, and all
deviations should somehow be steered back towards that norm. The sexual norm applicable
when Foucault (1984) wrote his book, was one of interdiction and prudishness. The natural
forces of sexual desire, ever since the beginning of Christianity, were deemed bad. Later on,
loyalty in marriage was emphasized in the story of reproduction. Lust, for that matter, became
problematised and could in some cases even be judged.
When sex was taken into the realm of Christianity in the 18th century, sex and sexuality became
a matter of confession. Paradoxically, with the introduction of these mysterious looking
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confessions, a time started where humans actually started talking about sex more than ever. It
became a basis on which society could determine who you were and whether you fitted. People
got identified based on their sexual ideas but most of all, the statistics of sexual behaviour.
Turning behaviour into statistics, as Foucault notices throughout his career, provides a higher
power the possibility to intervene. But this is not where it stops. It eventually makes us question
our own identity. This is still relevant today, when sexual freedom of women is a proxy to
determine the level of civilization of another culture. As in a perfect Saidian line of thought:
we need another in order to define ourselves (Said, 1978). Putting ‘it’ into words, results in
discourse on what is normal. Foucault (1984), therefore, is useful in untangling what kinds of
sexuality, sexual practices and sexual etiquette are communicated to be ‘normal’ towards
refugees, most notably in the discourse of translators of policy. The boundaries of what
populations perceive and communicate as ‘normal’, often heavily influenced by the
government, in turn also determine the discursive boundaries of the nation-state, of the ‘us’.
Proving the relevance of the Foucauldian theory about the power of categorization in the realm
of sexuality, we take a look at Plummer’s (2003) account of different ‘types’ of intimacies. The
categories Plummer (2003) distinguishes range from traditional, that is often present in
developing countries to postmodern, which is often present in developed countries. In
traditional intimacies, the personal life of which sex is a part, is tied to a community and its
culture, religion or family. The culture is often collectivist. For societies that are ‘more
developed’, there are modern intimacies. This means that intimacies became more
individualistic, with more access to information and desire to be authentic. Finally, most
developed societies have postmodern intimacies. This means that sexuality has moved away
from traditional arrangements, and individuals now organise their personal lives themselves.
Hence, it’s tied to an individualist culture. This kind of intimacy also touches upon the most
recent disconnection of for instance marriage and sex, or heterosexuality and sex. Foucault
would argue that putting differences like these into words, automatically infuses categories
with a certain value, based on how they relate to the norm. Butler (2009) illustrates the effect
of this, when claiming that categorizing ‘traditional’ as the opposite of ‘developed’, can
eventually result in fear that people with traditional sexual cultures jeopardize the ‘modern’
sexual culture. Butler (2009) argues: “It’s my view that sexual politics, rather than operating
to the side of this contestation, is in the middle of it, and that very often claims to new or radical
sexual freedoms are appropriated precisely by that point of view – usually enunciated from
within state power – that would try to define Europe and the sphere of modernity as the
privileged site where sexual radicalism can and does take place. Often, but not always, the
further claim is made that such a privileged site of radical freedom must be protected against
the putative orthodoxies associated with new immigrant communities” (p. 2)
In the Netherlands, sexual freedom, including that of women and homosexuals, is highly valued
by the Dutch government, its politicians and the majority of Dutch society. In essence, Dutch
sexual etiquette is depoliticized: sexual freedom is a value that is not up for discussion or
negotiation, because it’s part of the ‘modern’ culture. Puar (2007) conceptualized this
phenomenon as “sexual exceptionalism”. By emphasizing the un-negotiable character of
certain sexual matters such as liberty and gender equality, a nation forms a narrative of being
superior. Based on this, cultures that have a different view on sexual freedom or interpret it
differently are categorized, and for that reason valued and deemed inferior. According to Huijer
in a reading of Foucaults’ History of sexuality (Podcastepisode of Radboud Reflects, 2018),
the West took the (sexual) freedom of women as a means to determine the level of civilization
of another culture, and recently also added the freedom of homosexual men to this discourse.
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Bracke (2011) approves of this concept and argues to recognize this sexual exceptionalism
happening in the Netherlands too.

2.3 Securitization in times of globalization and domestic security
The concept of securitization will be used to describe that a certain valuing of distinguished
categories can go as far as establishing differences in rights and power, for instance for the
category of ‘us’ as opposed to the category of ‘them’. Multiple scholars already claimed that
migration and refugees are increasingly securitized, which means that discourses are shaped in
a way that frames the refugees as a threat (McDonald, 2008).
“The discourse has shifted, from one of humanitarianism, where questions of hospitality or
cruelty may have entered in, to more identity-based distinctions between the unknown alien
and the familiar citizen; refugee politics has been drawn into a discourse of security and
threat.” - Muller, 2004, p. 51
The Copenhagen School explains this practice by illustrating that we define a situation in terms
of security, in order to act on the situation accordingly. Framing something, for instance by
speech act or graphic means, as a threat to security provides us with the opportunity to go
beyond regular politics in order to ‘protect’ ourselves from the threat (McDonald, 2008). As
the Copenhagen School mentions, securitizing certain phenomena can also be risky, because
of a possibly disproportionate reaction such as militarization, even when that’s not the best
response to the (supposed) threat (McDonald, 2008). The Paris school, established by Bigo
(2006), argues that securitization is not specifically done as a reaction to an event. Rather, it
has to do with daily risk management which is in the hands of security professionals. In the
case of migration, we could think of people that have expertise in immigration or intelligence
control, or the facilitators of integration which I refer to throughout this research as ‘translators
of policy’ (Bigo, 2006). Whether migration is framed as an immediate or a gradual problem,
it’s deemed a risk either way for most European countries.
Fassin (2010) argues that the European Union, for some countries including the Netherlands,
is the best chance of preserving security and ‘saving’ their national identity from foreigners.
The EU, over time, became a collection of countries that try to maintain their own national
identities through the supranational framework, instead of a geographical space in which the
differences between countries are put second to the similarities and the will to cooperate.
Arguably, the securitization of refugees is what keeps Europe together, rather than a desire to
cooperate (Fassin, 2010).
Securitization touches upon an interesting paradox that many European countries face
nowadays: the tension between protecting the domestic state to anyone that could possibly
harm it, while applauding neoliberal globalization. “The reactions of liberal democratic
governments to 9/11 have raised questions about emergency powers, exceptional events,
situations and responses, and whether constitutional checks and balances, international
obligations and fundamental freedoms and rights need to be reconsidered or redefined
according to the ‘necessities’ of security” (Neal, p. 335, 2009). The paradox Neal (2009)
illustrates is set in the liberal idea of a contract between the state and the individual, in which
both have obligations and rights (Bloemraad, Korteweg & Yurdakul, 2007).
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According to Muller (2004), who argues from a Foucauldian line of thought, countries such as
the Netherlands cope with this tension by bio-politicizing refugee politics. This is done for
instance by Frontex. Léonard (2010) claims that the establishment of Frontex is a perfect
example of securitization of refugees done by European authorities (more on this in chapter 4).
I argue that not only the movement or arrival of refugees is securitized. The integration of ‘the
Other’, in the Netherlands, is securitized as well. My argument is based on the claim of De
Leeuw & Van Wichelen (2012), who prove that the Dutch frame ‘their’ (e.g. the refugees’)
relation to ‘our’ civilization as something that needs intervention. Securitization is often
explained as a reaction to events that inevitably need quick political interference. Hence, it
could be seen as a reaction to a rupture, similar to how Copenhagen School explains it.
However, within the securitization of refugees, it’s difficult to distinguish one particular
rupture. Certain events, such as the great inflow of migrants in 2015, are pinpointed as a
rupture. However, inspired by Moffette and Vadasaria (2016), Gray and Franck (2019) argue
that “securitizing narratives should not be read as ruptures in response to extraordinary
circumstances but, rather, as the product of narratives that are integral to the modern colonial
European project (p. 278).” Hence, securitization is based on deeper (racist) structures of
European society. In line with Bigo (2006), it’s carried out not only by famous politicians but
also by the infamous experts that are involved in integration on a daily basis: the people I refer
to as ‘translators of policy’.
In an attempt to make it appear like a rupture, the inflow of refugees once they come closer to
their destination, is framed as a tsunami. This could be perceived as a matter of life and death,
inevitably requiring solutions that go beyond regular politics. As Korac (2003) illustrates, the
perception of refugees as a threatening wave of newcomers in the Netherlands may have
resulted in prolonged stays at asylum centres, whereas that’s not the way it is supposed to be.
Starting with a securitized perception of refugees, then, also impacts the experience of the
refugees themselves. In this particular case, prolonged separation of Dutch society does not at
all facilitate functional integration (Korac, 2003). In case the refugees are granted asylum after
a while, because that’s their internationally determined right, both the refugees and the
receiving societies suffer the negative consequences of securitization, both in the sense of the
Copenhagen- and the Paris school.

2.3.1 Implications of the sexual securitization of ‘the backward Other’
Within the securitization of refugees, a focus may be on the intersection of race, religion and
sexuality (Mepschen, 2016; Yurdakul & Korteweg, 2013). An example of this is the aftermath
of the events in Germany on New Years’ Eve 2015. This example illustrates how inappropriate
sexual etiquette is quickly blamed on the supposed inability of the Other to adhere in a society
wielding a post-modern intimacy (Plummer, 2003). Societies with a post-modern intimacy
highly value their interpretation of sexual citizenship, with all the rights (and responsibilities)
that come with it. Dutch society is no exception. Since ‘traditional’ refugees are thought to
threaten this somehow by particular groups in Dutch society, a wide variety of different ideas
of sexuality of the Other are racialized and culturalized, and framed as one sexuality, which is
subsequently put opposite of ‘our’ sexuality (Mepschen, 2016). By doing so, all the good things
regarding sexuality are assigned to secular liberalism, while all the bad things or limitations of
the good are assigned to the ‘backward’, often Muslim, societies refugees come from (Yurdakul
& Korteweg, 2013). This good/bad dichotomy then forms the basis of political debate and
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public discourse, from where it continues to influence how people live their lives (Mepschen,
2016; Esses, Hamilton & Gaucher, 2017).
This negative perception of immigrants is accompanied by sexual politics, such as for instance
Germany using exams to see whether or not immigrants think that it’s acceptable to hit women
within marriage, or to be openly gay (Fassin, 2010). Interestingly, in Germany, this test
received backlash from the German side because multiple political parties and organizations
argued that these questions should not be reserved for only (often Muslim) refugees to answer,
since values such as gender equality and sexual freedom aren’t even always supported within
non-migrant communities. Hence, the parties and organisations argued that it’s xenophobic to
only ask these questions to people of a different background (Fassin, 2010).
The Netherlands administers an exam too, to see whether incoming migrants are ‘ready ‘ for
civic integration. This is called inburgeringsexamen. Ready for civic integration, in this case,
means that newcomers have to be able to cope with sexual freedom and gender equality, among
other things. According to Yurdakul & Kortweg (2013) and Fassin (2010), the Dutch value of
sexual freedom is framed to be everything that the Islam is not. This aligns with the observation
of Mepschen (2016). As Fassin (2010) argues: “In the Dutch case, the tradition of tolerance
that founded the politics of multiculturalism has now been revised to justify intolerance against
allegedly intolerant Muslims as the best way of preserving Dutch national tolerance.” (p. 519)
In sum, by having immigrants obtain citizenship through testing their knowledge of Dutch
sexual democracy, the Dutch government assumes that Muslims could not adhere to Dutch
sexual freedom and therefore jeopardize it, unless proven otherwise (Esses, Hamilton &
Gaucher, 2017). Hence, freedom seems to go hand-in-hand with coercion. Butler (2009)
expresses her worries about this: “the question raised is: does the exam become the means for
testing tolerance or does it carry out an assault against religious minorities, part of a broader
effort on the part of the state to demand coercively that they rid themselves of their traditional
religious beliefs and practices in order to gain entry into the Netherlands? Is this a liberal
defence of my freedom for which I should be pleased, or is my ‘freedom’ freedom, or is my
freedom being used as an instrument of coercion, one that seeks to keep Europe white, pure,
and ‘secular’ in ways that do not interrogate the violence that underwrites that very project?
Certainly, I want to be able to kiss in public – don’t get me wrong. But do I want to require
that everyone watch and approve before they acquire rights of citizenship? I think not.” (p. 5)
The question, then, is whether the Dutch expect newcomers to prove in their
inburgeringsexamen that they know about sexual freedom, or that they approve of this. While
knowing this may be a plain requirement, awaiting approval may be a means to steer the
population of refugees towards a certain, moralized, norm.

2.3.2 Gendered discourse
Important to realize, however, is that ‘refugees’ is not a homogenous group. First of all, not
every refugee is (strictly) Muslim. Whereas the religion Islam is often brought up as a concern
by Western governments, Christian refugees are likely to be less worried about their religion
because they’re less perceived as a threat to Western norms and values (Mavelli, 2017).
However, the majority of migrant-sending countries, regardless of religions present, are known
to be patriarchal countries rather than egalitarian countries, meaning that societies are likely to
treat men slightly better. Men have a ‘patriarchal dividend’, whereas women are subordinated
(Connel, 1987).
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As many scholars argued in different instances, gender is often used to justify racialized
oppression (Gray & Franck, 2019), as is the case in the securitization of refugees too. When
boiled down, European securitizing narratives are about “racialized masculine threat and
racialized feminine vulnerability” (Gray & Franck, 2019, p. 279). Representations like these
were reinforced after 9/11, and more than ever were directed mainly at Muslim cultures. In this
fashion, the invasion of Afghanistan was justified by instrumentalizing the oppression of
women under Taliban rule (Abu-Lughod, 2002). In this securitizing discourse, Muslim men
are framed as a mixture of terrorism and sexual violence. This type of narrative makes sure the
actions justified by it are rarely challenged, or even supported because they are supposed to
‘control the borders’. Hence, it discursively demarcates what ‘Europe’ consists of, and who
should be in- or excluded (Gray & Franck, 2019). According to Mavelli (2017) as well, a
distinction is made within the ‘dangerousness’ of the refugee based on racialized gender. This
is likely to be done upon or right after arrival. A ‘worthy refugee’, as perceived and
distinguished by the West, is a stereotypical one: it’s either a helpless Muslim woman that both
suffered from patriarchy and war, a child that’s ‘not yet spoiled’ by the Islam, or a notmasculine and desexualised, and therefore non-threatening, Muslim man (Mavelli, 2017).
Framings like these also influence policies implemented within national boundaries. Kılıç,
Saharso & Sauer (2008) recognize how French framings in which “Muslim men are situated
as patriarchs who oppress their wives and daughters by forcing them to veil, and Muslim
women are framed as victims of male family members” (p. 204), are persistent enough serve as
a basis for policy concerning for instance the wearing of a veil. Categorizations, theoretically
speaking, may in this fashion be capable of influencing how the Dutch perceive the sexual
switch of refugees, which in turn influences how they act upon this discourse. On the personal
level of the refugee, it’s also possible that women experience the switch in cultures in a
different way than men. Policy-wise, it could be possible that gendered discourse influences
how men and women refugees are perceived differently, and how they are treated during
entrance into the country and their process of integration.
Governments or politicians sometimes use categorizations and the corresponding discourses,
in which the female European body is put opposite of the female Muslim body that can be
veiled. This is in order to frame the ‘us’, Europe, as modern and civilised while ‘they’ are
traditional and barbaric (Della Libera, 2016; Rothmüller, 2018). Hence, important to keep in
mind is that discourses with a focus on female bodies may not always be coming from a place
of concern about the well-being of women: it may also be in service of particular political
agendas (Della Libera, 2016). Female bodies, therefore, may be used as the battlegrounds of
claiming what is ‘the right thing’ while securitizing the deviants.

2.4 Feminist perspectives on governmentalizing ‘the Other’
In her article in ‘Feminist Review’, Bracke (2011) illustrates an anecdote about a situation in
Dutch politics that perfectly illustrates how ‘they’ are positioned as the opposite of ‘us’, and
how women play a part in this. A Dutch minister, de Geus, in 2003 argued that autochthonous
women in the Netherlands had achieved full emancipation. Therefore, he argued, policies that
were about emancipation would from that point onwards be directed only at allochthone
women. This, according to Bracke (2011), perfectly shows how the Dutch state sees ‘other’
women, and decides for them that they need to be liberated. In Bracke’s (2011) own words:
“The Dutch state thus effectively positioned itself as a flagship of women’s liberation, while
using women’s emancipation as a demarcation line to position ethnic minorities as not fully
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belonging to the Dutch nation.” (p. 34). In this thesis, I will account for the ways in which
women’s emancipation and gender equality, as part of broader ideas about sexuality, are put
forward by translators of policy and more importantly: why. Does the emphasis on issues like
women’s emancipation arise from a desire to include each individual, or rather from the desire
to exclude the people that supposedly have difficulty accepting it?
From time to time, both explicitly and implicitly, the claim made that refugees threaten the
safety of ‘our, or their, women’, for instance in politics or in the media. Articles and political
debates that were generated after New Years’ Eve 2015, again prove to be a good example of
this (Althoff, 2017). In contemporary feminist manifestations, a debate can be observed that
touches upon multiple perspectives on the safety of ‘our, and their, women’. This debate may
prove to be useful in seeing at which points the West connects sexuality to race and culture,
and why exactly. The different perceptions in the debate first and foremost seem to depend on
how feminists define feminism. In essence, feminism is about achieving equality for men and
women. Conservative feminists, on the one hand, consider the influx of Muslim refugees as a
threat, because of the inferior position women have in their patriarchal societies. They fear that
when refugees come to Europe, they will transfer these norms and values and decrease the
freedom of European women (Della Libera, 2016).
On the other hand, this perception of feminism is deemed somewhat narrow, outdated and also
racist by contemporary feminists. Partly due to the presence of intersectional feminism, the
focus is now beyond gender equality: matters of racism, religion or ableism for instance are
increasingly found on the feminist agenda. It’s about solidarity, also to the people in different
environments than your own (Ciccia & Roggebrand, 2021). As becomes clear within the
discussion of refugees and integration, the issue of racism may be considered a sensitive topic.
In sum, some feminists argue that people in the West are losing their freedom to be critical and
ask relevant questions because they fear to be considered racist or xenophobic (Yurdakul &
Korteweg, 2013). Others think that it’s not up to ‘us’ to ask questions about a culture that is
not ours, because that may be considered neo-colonial and may contribute to discourses that
affect non-Western people in a negative way. A similar kind of moral dilemma is recognized
by Mepschen, Duyvendak & Tonkens (2010), who talk about activists that defend the other
Dutch sexual hobbyhorse of homosexuality: “The instrumentalization of gay rights puts
progressives, anti-racists, feminists, and lesbian and gay activists in an impossible position:
taking up the defence of lesbian and gay rights and public gayness comes to be associated with
Islamophobia, while solidarity with Muslims against Islamophobia is represented, especially
by the populist right, as trivializing or even supporting ‘Muslim’ homophobia.’ (p. 965). This
thesis does not focus on homosexuality, but rather on issues like gender equality. Still, there is
a fair chance that the moral dilemma recognized by Mepschen, Duyvendak & Tonkens (2010)
is present in discourse surrounding issues of gender. The dilemma would then be: being either
considered Islamophobic or supporting gender inequality. This may then complicate the work
of translators of policy, who may have a hard time balancing between the two extremes.
Regardless of where the reader positions themselves in these debates, an interesting claim can
be made: Both women’s sexual rights and homosexuality are used in the West to base
securitizing claims on about ‘the other’ (Rothmüller, 2018). Most notably the female body,
European or not, veiled or not, is used as a foundation for claims that influence perceptions
about a whole social group that ‘type of woman’ belongs to. The female body is a battleground,
used by others to fetch proof of claims from any side of the debate.
Given the context, it seems to be a fine line between striving for gender equality and using
gender equality as a means to stigmatize groups (Yurdakul & Korteweg, 2013). Yurdakul &
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Korteweg (2013) even go as far as concluding that the usage of gender equality by state
institutions essentially claims to offer ‘a global morality’ (p. 212), while this morality is not
actually global for didn’t come out of a diverse group of women. Again, the female gender is
used to claim something, in this case morality. Hence, it’s interesting to see how ‘gender
equality’ is defined in the process of integration in the Netherlands, and for what purposes.
Furthermore, different genders organise and pursue intimacy in different ways. Men and
women don’t necessarily have the exact same experiences (Muchoki, 2016). Since feminist
perspectives naturally come out of a socially and politically engaged ideology, it’s particularly
interesting to apply different perspectives of the outlined feminist debate on the treatment of
the Other in (sexual) integration.

2.5 Citizenship
Citizenship, arguably, is one of the most important goals of a refugee when coming into their
country of destination. Therefore, I consider different theories to be useful in understanding
how multiple interpretations of being an ‘official’ part of a country, hence: a citizen, is
connected to certain norms, criteria and discourses. With the focus on the switch in sexual
environment, I attempt to discover whether the kinds of citizenship we expect from an
incoming refugee match the tools provided to facilitate the switch, and the perspectives of
translators of integration policy.
According to Muchoki (2016) “citizenship is about inclusion and involvement as recognised
members of a society; it is about carrying rights but also responsibilities to fellow citizens, and
to the community that defines who citizens are (p. VIII).” Citizenship can be seen as a
mechanism of in- and exclusion, particularly wielded by the state (Schinkel & van Houdt,
2010). As Bloemraad, Korteweg and Yurdakul (2007) explain, citizenship consists of legal
status, rights, participation in society, and a sense of belonging. In their article, Bloemraad,
Korteweg and Yurdakul (2007) assess the old work of T.H. Marshall, published in 1950, called
‘Citizenship and Social Class’. The work of Marshall (1950) states that being a member of a
nation state per definition also means being part of the society that belongs to that nation state.
Because of this, citizenship is the path of an individual in which they almost automatically and
liniary go from obtaining rights and legal status to achieving the sense of belonging. Many
recent scholars challenge this idea by illustrating how this particular path only applies to white,
cisgender, middle class men (Muchoki, 2016). In a broader sense, the reason to criticize
Marshall’s work on citizenship is that it doesn’t account for immigrants (Joppke, 1999;
Schinkel, 2008). Traditionally, as Marshall (1950) argued, citizenship was based on rights
attached to a particular territory. However, people, refugees included, now more than ever
move from one territory to another in a permanent manner. Citizenship, then, might be defined
differently in each territory in terms of characteristics that an individual has to possess in order
to obtain citizenship. Hence, citizenship, consisting of “civic political, social and cultural
rights and duties” (Schinkel & van Houdt, 2010, p. 697) that vary per territory is what Schinkel
(2010) calls formal citizenship. Schinkel (2010) simultaneously also distinguishes moral
citizenship. Moral citizenship adds a value of being (perceived as) a ‘good’ or ‘active’ citizen.
Hence, the inherent value in moral citizenship makes it a normative category. Looking at what
the Netherlands expect from future citizens in terms of integration, clearly shows that the Dutch
by default ‘accepts’ newcomers that show moral citizenship even before obtaining formal
citizenship (Schinkel & van Houdt, 2010).
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Since Marshallian times, citizenship is about exclusion of particular groups of people rather
than inclusion (Joppke, 1999). Schinkel’s (2008) formal and moral citizenship are helpful in
understanding how this works in the Netherlands. He argues that a discursive distinction is
made in Dutch immigration politics that ties ‘citizenship’ to inclusion to the nation-state. This
is formal citizenship. Integration, in the Netherlands, is then something else, because it’s tied
to societal inclusion and can’t really be forced upon migrants. This resembles the idea of moral
citizenship. By equalizing ‘citizenship’ and ‘immigrant integration’ in their discourse, they
now more actively engage in controlling the borders of Dutch society, instead of controlling
‘actual’, physical, borders.
By the time Schinkels’ (2008) article was written, he observed that in political debates and
policies regarding integration, problems with ‘fitting in’ were blamed on the people that were
‘outside society’ for they were for instance not loyal to Dutch culture. Citizenship, then, was
moralized in order to regain control of the Dutch population in a time when it became difficult
to have control at the physical borders. Hence, Western morality can be used to draw borders,
which essentially excludes people based on culture.
Culturally and discursively demarcating the contemporary ‘us’, has a strong link to the
imagined community of a particular nation. Imagined community, as coined by Anderson
(1991), refers to groups of people that feel connected to others based on having similar
belonging. Hence, the imagined community connects people that don’t necessarily know each
other, as the “we-group”. The imagined community wields certain criteria that includes some
people to be part of ‘us’, while others are ‘them’ (Wright, 2011). To become both a formal and
a moral member of the community, one has to adhere to the process of integration, set up by
the national government. The wishes of the government, as we’ll see in the information about
European integration policy, seem to mostly focus on being administratively accepted, learning
the language and being able to make a living of their own by understanding the job market of
the host country.

2.5.1 Cultural citizenship
In line with the concepts of moral citizenship and becoming part of the imagined community,
Beaman (2016) argues that criteria defining a certain citizenship can go beyond merely the
inclusion and exclusion of being granted rights. More than ever, citizenship is about culture
and morality (van den Berg, 2016; de Leeuw & van Wichelen, 2012). Dutch, as well as
European, political discourses about citizenship suggest that it’s a mutually exclusive
achievement of either fully adhering to the Dutch (or European) norm perceived as ‘modern’,
or deviating from the norm and therefore ‘not being a part of progress’. This dichotomy
legitimates policy that steers ‘the Other’ in order to become a part of Dutch (moralized) society
using policy interventions. As van den Berg (2016), using Massey’s ‘space-time’ (2013) puts
it: “the Other in the there-and-then is to be brought into the here-and-now of progress,
democracy and European modernity. (p. 36)”. De Leeuw & van Wichelen (2012), in their
research on the Dutch Civic Integration Exam Abroad that is used for newcomers and not only
refugees, recognize the following main message: “The extent to which you will be recognized
or excluded by Dutch society is entirely up to you: we tell you who we are and, simultaneously,
although not explicit, we explain exactly what our cultural codes are – thus, what you need
to do to be included in the Dutch we. The cultural tropes give newcomers the essence and
parameters of hegemonic Dutch liberal culture, and loyalty to this Dutchness becomes
measured in terms of whether immigrants accept ‘our’ women’s emancipation, homosexuals,
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individualism and freedom of speech.” (de Leeuw & van Wichelen, 2005, p. 199). By
moralizing their citizenship this way, the Dutch justify accepting those who are willing to
adhere, while rejecting those who won’t, while making it seem like it’s entirely up to ‘them’ to
become Dutch. The danger is, however, that ‘we’ might expect more or different things from
particular ‘others’, based on the discourses surrounding them.
Since citizenship in the moral sense is not only based on laws, citizenship has its foundation in
identities, norms, practices and meanings that are socially agreed upon (Schinkel, 2008;
Beaman, 2016). It’s connected to the emotional aspect of belonging to the imagined community
of a nation. Where governmentality comes along is mainly in the idea that potential citizens
are categorized based on culture. Culture, in this sense, is a normative idea and often consists
of the culture that fits the majority of the host-country. If the ‘we’ is deemed to be the common
denominator of a community, there needs to be a ‘them’ to demarcate who’s part of the
imagined community (Bloemraad, Korteweg & Yurdakul, 2007). Hence, based on
presumptions about how one will ‘fit’ in the new culture when coming from a culture deemed
very different, newcomers are put into boxes of ‘full citizen’ and ‘second-class citizen’.
Beaman (2016) rightfully argues: whereas ‘citizenship’ is framed to be a neutral transferable
social construct, ‘make sure you fit in and it will be fine’, in reality it often turns out to be tied
together with race or ethnicity. In turn, being a full citizen and belonging to a certain nation or
community is racialized, especially in a time when immigrants first and foremost are identified
based on race, ethnicity or religion (Bloemraad, Korteweg & Yurdakul, 2007).

2.5.2 Citizenship and intimacy
The categorizations made by the ones in power, also influence how individuals position
themselves as a citizen. Returning to the categorization of traditional and postmodern intimacy,
Plummer (2003) coined the term intimate citizenship to describe ways in which people’s rights
relate to how individuals deal with their bodies, gender, identity and each other. It’s about what
people feel, how they relate to others and how they identify. Intimate citizenship is therefore at
the intersection of the public and the private: right where the public sphere of responsibilities
and the private sphere of bodily rights meet. In the categorization of Plummer (2003), many
refugees coming into Europe are expected to make the switch from a traditional intimate
citizenship, to a postmodern intimate citizenship. Postmodern intimate citizenship revolves
around individualism. It reflects “the idea that we are autonomous beings who can choose
whom we marry and when we divorce; choose how many children we wish to have and whether
to abort them before birth or end them through artificial means; choose what kind of sex we
have and who with—be it homosexual, heterosexual, bisexual or multi-sexual; and choose how
to behave as a man, a woman or even transgender along a range of points on a continuum of
genders” (Plummer, 2001, p. 239). Arguably, postmodern intimate citizenship could be
perceived as a ‘liberation’ of previous ‘arrangements’ that were made in the public sphere, but
affected the private sphere. Returning to the speech of De Geus in 2003, it’s also framed as
such. Some people that make a transition between different sexual cultures which influences
their intimate citizenship might perceive their new environment as hard, offensive and
unacceptable. For others, however, the switch would present an opportunity to obtain a new
kind of intimate citizenship (Muchoki, 2016). Some might want to hold onto their traditional
intimate citizenship in a new environment, whereas others want to let go or at least renegotiate
it.
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2.5.3 Dutchness
One of the first encounters with their new environment, in which refugees are expected to
‘achieve’ citizenship and ‘become’ Dutch, is within institutions such as schools and other
places of integration. Following the line of argument of Bracke (2011), integration may be
influenced by a ‘civilizational project’: “the relation between (Dutch) civilization, (Islamic)
backward cultures and (Muslim) women’s emancipation is set up in such a way that a resource
to ‘victimized women’ legitimizes the interventions of the civilizational project.” (p. 35). In line
with a neoliberal ideology of most European countries, institutions of integration increasingly
standardize their practices to fit the policy (and budget) of the government. What is very
important to realize, however, is that the newly welcomed refugees are not a homogenous
group. The refugees come from all different kinds of backgrounds, meaning that there could
be differences in how ‘integration’ and ‘citizenship’ are taken up by individuals or refugee
communities (Christie & Sidhu, 2006). Still, all newcomers (as one group) are expected to
adhere to ‘the’ Dutch culture. The Dutch culture, according to Verkaaik (2010), is shaped by a
new form of nationalism, or is ‘renationalized’ (Schinkel & van Houdt, 2010). As argued
before, contemporary Dutchness revolves around nationalism, gender equality, freedom of
speech and sexual emancipation. The new nationalism is shaped by opposing to how the Islam
is perceived, most notably in the sexual realm: “unfriendly to women, homosexuals and
heretics” (Verkaaik, 2010, p. 71). “On the one hand, new nationalism is discursively thin and
one-dimensional, based on a simplified orientalism in which secular freedom stands in
opposition to religious doctrine. On the other hand, its social elasticity makes it serve many
projects and desires. Precisely because of this flexibility, new nationalism is difficult to explain
in terms of one master narrative.” (p. 71). In case we rigorously continue this line of argument,
the definition of Dutchness is whatever suits the situation, as long as it stays away from
‘foreign’ religions and sexual behaviour.

2.6 Sex education
Already quite extensively argued in the outline of the feminist perspectives, the female body is
often used as a basis to make claims on by politicians or in the public debate. Some public
intellectuals, such as Ayaan Hirsi Ali (2021), write books in which they argue that Muslim
immigrants are a direct cause of the ‘erosion of rights of women’. Because their cultural and
religious values are different, Hirsi Ali (2021) argues, Muslims ban women (both Muslim and
non-Muslim) from the public sphere by attacking them wherever they show up. According to
Hirsi Ali (2021), this is a logical but very harmful sequence of events, founded in the inferiority
of women in the Islam. It’s important to mention that the book of Ayaan Hirsi Ali (2021) is not
an academic account of the facts. Massey (2013) acknowledges how discourses of ‘us’ and
‘them’, of ‘progressive’ versus ‘backward’ are, even if originated solely from opinions and is
not necessarily proved to be true, inherently political. Framing ‘the other’ to be backward
justifies policies that try to bring ‘them’ into ‘our’ space-time of progressiveness and
modernity. Discourses of ‘us’ and ‘them’, I argued before, occasionally boil down to issues of
sexuality. In Foucault’s History of Sexuality (1984), Foucault illustrated that what is deemed
‘normal’ sexual behaviour by a majority clearly demarcates the boundaries of ‘the good’ for a
progressive society. This provides a basis on which practices that are considered abnormal or
backward, and the people engaging in it, can be identified and steered back to fit the ‘normal’.
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Despite the many fears and worries about issues that relate to the supposed unfitness of
newcomers to adhere to Dutch norms and ‘the switch’ they make between different sexual
cultures, attention is rarely given to how the discursive problems actually play out in reality. Is
‘the gap’ between different cultures that big, particularly in the sexual realm? One thing that
can be said about it, is that what’s considered ‘appropriate’ sexual behaviour does, to some
extent, differ per culture (Luthar & Luthar, 2002). “Ethnicity and culture appear to be
significant components in determining the legitimacy and perceptions of sexual behaviours.
The literature cited above suggests that the likelihood to sexually harass may be higher in some
countries than others. At the same time, women in these countries may be more accepting of
such male behaviours or reconcile to it, as it may be commonplace and considered quite normal
in that environment” (Luthar & Luthar, 2002, p. 271). This shows that what people are used to
can simply differ, which makes the presence of a ‘gap’ between sexual cultures plausible. As
Renzaho et al (2011) illustrate, things like family dynamics can also simply differ in a new
(individualist) environment, compared to the (collectivist) culture people are used to. I argue
that because there is a gap, there is a ‘switch’ in the sexual environment when moving from
one place to another. Both the gap and the switch seem to be problematized in discourse, rather
than investigated or bridged.
In sexuality, love and relationships, what is ‘good’ and what is ‘bad’ is presented by Western
governments as self-evident. Almost automatically, certain people are tied to ‘bad’ behaviour,
because of their religion or culture. These presumptions arguably leave little room for an actual
conversation. Still, the discourse is likely to influence policies of entrance of refugees to some
extent, but it mostly seems to influence discourses of failing integration. However, as
mentioned in ‘Integration’ (Chapter 4), becoming accustomed to another society requires
assistance from a government, and most likely more actors. Interestingly, there is very little
information to be found about what happens after the worries about refugees not being willing
or able to accustom to ‘our’ sexual values. Hence, sexuality and women seem to be used as a
claim of some sorts all the time, but it remains unclear how governments actually deal with the
switch in sexual cultures. Since gaining information about sex can be considered awkward for
a refugee, it could be the case that some try to avoid it. Paradoxically, in the case of a liberal
context like the Netherlands, in which there is mostly a focus on learning the language and
getting a job, this might be one of the things refugees ‘let go off’ in their process of becoming
a citizen.
In case ‘the switch’ is institutionalized, it can be done in the shape of sex education. Sex
education is one thing that is positioned in between the claim-making surrounding ‘the gap’
and the -on the ground- process of integration. It can play a role in getting familiar with the
sexual etiquette present in the new country of residence. Sex education is normally used as a
means to teach mostly young adults about sexual practices, norms and values. It tries to
illustrate multiple aspects to sex, in order to prepare young adults for sexual behaviour with a
great focus on safety and health, and increasingly also accounting for the pleasure in sex (Astle,
McAllister, Emanuels, Rogers, Toews, & Yazedjian, 2021).
Rothmüller (2018) adds a critical note. Sex education, with its ‘steering’ in the Foucauldian
sense of the word, is only legitimate to offer to newcomers when sexuality and citizenship are
intertwined. ‘Good sexuality’, governing citizens by regulating sexuality and bodies, currently
consists of tolerance, sexual liberation and self-determination. Sexuality, historically speaking,
changed into something that is not hidden or suppressed by default, as described in Foucault’s
history of sexuality (1984). Hence, sexuality is perceived as an integral part of Western
citizenship. If we want to understand the power/knowledge nexus of current sexuality
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discourses, we need to connect the bio-political state, in this case the Netherlands, to the
ethnicization of sexuality and sexual discourses of imperialism. Offering sex education is not
only a process of bio-politics, it also serves as a discursive border of national culture and civic
membership. The very discourse that sex education wields, enables educational reforms to be
considered legitimate (Rothmüller, 2018). Put bluntly, offering sex education may be the start
of ‘getting familiar with a culture and learning to read the room’, or a means to weaponize a
(strictly discursively defined) gap for the purpose of ‘protecting our culture’.

2.6.1 The Dutch approach to learning ‘all things sex’
Bartelink & Wiering (2020) illustrate ‘the Dutch approach’ to sex education in general,
showing that it revolves around openness and pragmatism. With the government and nongovernmental organisations working alongside each other, the Dutch aim to have accessible
and safe sexual health services. The foundation of the Dutch approach lies in the 1960s, when
fast secularisation combined with taboo-breaking activism of youth and feminists had the
Dutch perceive themselves, their nation and their culture as sexually liberated (Mepschen,
Duyvendak & Tonkens, 2010; Bartelink & Wiering, 2020). Since secularisation played a role
in the Dutch openness regarding sexuality, religion (especially the religion of ‘others’) is
perceived with suspicion. According to Schrijvers & Wiering (2018), this suspicion influences
the field of sexual health. The Dutch are proud of their ‘progressive’ approach to sexuality, and
encourage speaking out loud and engaging in dialogue while learning about sex. In spite of
feeling like the Dutch approach is about ‘moral neutrality and cultural sensitivity’ (Bartelink
& Wiering, 2020, p. 52), conversations within sex education are drenched with a kind of
normativity that is likely to stem from Protestant Christian tradition. Hence, sex education may
not always be value-free. Scott (2009) takes this conceptualization further, coining the term
‘sexularism’. Sexularism is the combination of secularism and sexual emancipation, used to
identify the themes in sex education that tie reason, autonomy, sexual freedom and pleasure to
modernity (Scott, 2009). Sexularism also seems to be what Bracke (2011) recognizes in the
Netherlands.
Regarding the process refugees go through, only little academically verified information has
been shared on the presence and content of sex education. Oftentimes, the subject is taken up
in relation to how media portrays sex education, when offered to refugees (see the article of
Della Libera, 2016). Hence, the information available doesn’t really highlight the presence or
content of sex education or the ways in which different kinds of refugees appropriate it in the
Netherlands. In his research that focuses solely on male refugees in Australia, which can be
considered a country of postmodern intimacy similar to the Netherlands, Mochuki (2016)
proved that it’s likely for refugees to experience a shift in what is ‘normal’ (sexual) behaviour.
Additionally, he identified some confronting and explicit changes in sexual environment that
his respondents noticed within the process of switching between cultures:
●
●
●
●

Public displays of affection: such as kissing in public
Sexual images in the public domain: on tv’s, billboards, school.
Women’s clothing choices: amplifying breasts, abdomen and thighs.
Tolerance of De Facto Relationships: not married, but with the privileges of having sex
or cohabitating.
● Increased probability of engaging in (casual) sexual encounters: more space for
pleasure, meaning that women express desires too and it’s not only to make babies.
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Another aspect to this is the fear that women only initiate sex if it enables them to exploit
their (male) sexual partner.
● Different family dynamics: a new role as husband and father
● “Women’s” rights, anchored by law and also applicable domestically and in marriage:
- Consent is highlighted all the time: the reflection of the broader ideology of gender
equality
- Right to contraception
- Right to divorce
- Right to child custody and child support
- Right to protection from excessive disciplining of children
Interestingly, the reactions of the male refugees in the research of Muchoki (2016) to these
switches varied from person to person. Some embraced new customs as a part of their new life
and citizenship, others had difficulty negotiating the differences of their new sexual
environment as compared to the customs at their country of origin.

2.6.2 Sexual etiquette
Eventually, the debate boils down to what I coin ‘sexual etiquette. I invented the concept to use
as an umbrella-term, which describes normative behaviour regarding sexual practices and
health in the host country of the refugees. Being familiar with sexual etiquette varies from
understanding that women wearing revealing clothes do not mean this as consent, knowing that
rape within marriage is punishable and being aware that women shouldn’t be ‘exposed’ for
their sexual activities. Sexual etiquette, covering parts of sexual health and sexual practices,
focuses on behaviour that involves other people. As argued, the ideas about what is okay and
what is not in sex, love and flirting are different per culture (Luthar & Luthar, 2002; Muchoki,
2016). In order to understand sexual etiquette (and health, and rights), sex education may be
provided to people that need to learn about sex in order to not hurt other people. In the case of
refugees, information distribution about sexual etiquette can be taken up by different
facilitators of integration, such as the asylum centres or schools of integration, to make sure
refugees get accustomed to their new environment. Surprisingly little information is found
about the extent to which this is already happening, and how.
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3. Methodology
The knowledge gap that this research addresses, to paraphrase, is the unclarity and normativity
regarding the facilitation of the sexual aspect of integration of refugees in the Netherlands, and
how discourse influences the tools refugees are offered in order to navigate through a new type
of citizenship. In order to shine light at this knowledge gap, research of the qualitative type was
the most suited to use. Qualitative research grants researchers the opportunity to indulge
themselves in situations, which leads to observations and data that might have been missed
otherwise. Besides this, the amount of time spent on site and with the research population helps
to not only see what happens, but also to understand the reasons why and the interpretations of
the actual people involved (Bernard, 2017). Especially in the case of researching the real-life
outcome of discourses, it’s insightful to use qualitative research. Different discourses, as we
will see, have different effects on different individuals. Departing from the idea that there is
not one single truth, qualitative research lays bare multiple truths and the reasoning behind
them, running the research participants and their experiences as a thread towards the answers
to the main question. Grounded theory was applied throughout the process, meaning that ideas
and data were constantly at interplay.
To be able to process perceptions, behaviour and experiences worthy, the researcher has to take
an interpretative role. While this seems like a risk for some, others believe that interpretation
done by a researcher can actually strengthen the process of data gathering (Bernard, 2017).
Throughout the course of writing down findings, whether they were retrieved from existing
literature, observations, or interviews, as a researcher I attempted to be as unbiased as I could.
Still, I realise that one is never fully free of pre-existing views, ideas or normativities. In my
humble opinion, the aim for ‘empathetic understanding’ that is inherent to qualitative research
can be served by a little human compassion. Positionality, I argue, can be an asset rather than
a limitation. This idea has one crucial prerequisite: the researcher has to be self-reflexive and
transparent about her positionality all the time. In this research, I was aware of how my
positionality could downgrade the value of the data all the time. Whereas I have plenty of
personal opinions about the topic of research, I made sure to include data from different
perspectives, even if I didn’t agree with certain claims on a personal level. Every perspective,
even if it’s not supported by statistics, shines at least some light on the topics and attitudes that
are connected to the problem statement of this research. Furthermore, while I attempted to not
favour the data I personally agree with, I need to be self-reflexive enough to say that I cannot
be completely sure that the conclusions of the thesis don’t lean towards my own ideas. What
matters, then, is that I can justify my claims with academic and empirical proof. Since I’m
confident that I did, I feel like my positionality mostly accounted for extra commitment to the
cause of shining light on the biases in integration that are unfair but currently underexposed.
The gathering of data consisted of a combination of literature review, observations and
interviews. Having three sources of information enhances triangulation, which I consider to be
beneficial for achieving an in-depth understanding of various interrelating aspects that together
assemble the knowledge gap. The data gathering was done within a sample of a previously
defined target group, consisting of specific people with specific experiences, meaning that any
random sampling method would not suit the research. Instead, purposive sampling was chosen
to create a target group that had the specific knowledge and expertise needed to fill the research
gap (Bernard, 2017). The crucial criterion was that those in the target group had to have any
(recent) experience with the combination of integration and sexuality, either because they work
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with it or because they went through integration themselves. On both ‘sides of the story’ I had
an acquaintance. Starting off with them, I snowballed my way into a diverse target group.
As the ‘data collection’-section will show, there were no specific geographically demarcated
regions in which the respondents should reside. All municipalities have to adhere to nationally
determined policies. Hence, the frames in which integration ‘plays out’ is expected to be
roughly the same throughout the Netherlands, with possibly only minor exceptions.

3.1 Data collection
I planned to first research the way ‘the Netherlands’ perceives refugees, including prejudice
about sexuality, sexual behaviour and sexual health. This perception was derived from
academic and political literature, and turned out to be aligned with the theoretical concepts of
governmentality and securitization. Once I understood how ‘the Dutch’ on the governing levels
perceive refugees, I researched how the Dutch discourse was translated into the actual
integration policy, specifically on the sexual aspect. It was at this point that I started having
informal conversations with multiple professionals and volunteers that in some way played a
role in the integration of refugees in the Netherlands. The aim of this was to get a sense of the
subject and everyone involved in order to prepare myself for the ‘actual’ interviews.
Once I felt familiar enough with both the subject and the field, I interviewed eight ‘translators
of policy’. Translators of policy is a term I use to refer to people whose job consists of
facilitating integration of refugees. The group of translators of policy I interviewed included
people working at asylum centres, teachers of sex education working at GGD and people
working at schools of integration. Some did not specifically focus on sexuality and sexual
health, but were still able to add to the insight of how discourse plays out in real life. In this
first round of interviews, each interview lasted between 45 and 60 minutes. The majority of the
interviews were done via telephone, a few were conducted via Microsoft Teams and I
interviewed two ‘facilitators’ face to face. This was mainly due to the Corona-pandemic, in
which many of the respondents worked from home more than usual or preferred meeting online
due to a fear of contamination or having to go into isolation.
Finally, I conducted three interviews that took between 30 minutes and 1 hour with
‘statushouders’, which are people that came in as refugees and already had obtained their
residence permit by the time I interviewed them. The choice to speak to the so-called
‘statushouders’, and not refugees busy obtaining their residence permit is mostly an ethical one.
I figured that the statushouders might have more time and energy to talk, compared to the
refugees studying for their exams. When interviewing statushouders, there would also be less
of a risk to trigger any trauma’s regarding sex that might’ve happened during their journey.
Another advantage of interviewing statushouders was that they were already more familiar
with the ‘open’ attitude towards talking about sexuality that is common in the Netherlands, so
there would be less chance of making them feel uncomfortable. Lastly, interviewing
statushouders granted me a glimpse into actual lived experiences, with the benefit of maybe
already having reflections on ‘the switch’.
Throughout the process of conducting the interviews, I went back and forth between collecting
primary and secondary data. Sometimes I needed a respondent to indicate what type of
literature was relevant, while I sometimes used literature to be able to interpret the information
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that respondents gave me. Hence, conducting the research was an iterative and reflective
practice.

3.2 Methods
3.2.1 Literature study
In order to find out what’s happening at the level of policy-making, I did a literature study.
With this, I studied several academic papers that analysed the current Dutch asylum and
integration policy, and the discourse surrounding it. The objective was to illustrate in what way
the concepts of governmentality and securitization are present in migration-themed policies of
the Netherlands. In case I found older papers, I checked whether the analysis they did was still
up to date. All literature that was used was openly available.
3.2.2 Observations
Based on pre-fieldwork findings, ideal places of observation would be schools of integration
and asylum centres. The objective of doing observations was initially to get more familiar with
the themes, and create rapport with potential respondents. Some observations were done in
non-educational situations, for instance during the interviews, but the majority was done in
learning-environments, such as sex education classes at the AZC. In this context, I was an
observing participant most of the time, since I sat next to the teacher and was from time to time
involved in the conversation. The aim of observing was to see in what way knowledge about
sexual etiquette and health is provided to the refugees, and how they react to it. The risk of
observation, especially when it comes to settings or topics that some people might consider
awkward, is that it misrepresents how people would normally react. This can to some extent be
countered by making sure the observed population is somewhat familiar with me already.
However, since I couldn’t physically erase myself from the room and was actively involved
sometimes, reactions may be somewhat influenced by my presence. I’m fully aware of this,
especially while analysing the data.
I also engaged in indirect and unobtrusive observation, when I watched teaching material on
YouTube for health promoters who would eventually give sex education to groups at AZCs or
integration schools. This material was provided for by Rutgers, and granted me a great insight
in how healthpromotors approach the lessons of sex education, where they put emphasis on
and how they go about for instance cultural differences.

3.2.3 Interviews
Throughout the phase of fieldwork, I conducted eleven formal semi-structured interviews with
different actors involved in the integration of refugees 2. These were teachers of integration
schools, volunteers that help the refugees, organisations such as Pharos and GGD, that actively
try to educate refugees about sex. I’ll call these people ‘facilitators’, a term I use
interchangeably with ‘translators of policy’. How do these facilitators perceive the situation?
2

See Appendix 1 and 2 for the topic lists I used
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Do refugees get enough information? Is it the right kind of information? Does it seem difficult
for them to make the switch between cultures regarding this particular topic?
A smaller number of the respondents were refugees themselves. I got the opportunity to ask
three of them about what was handed to them, how that made them feel, whether the
information they got was ‘new’ to them, and whether they accepted how sexual etiquette might
be different from where they come from? Maybe most importantly: did it fit their needs? By
asking these questions, I tried to get a grip on the lived experiences of integration. Frankly, I
have to admit that I’d rather have spoken to a larger number of refugees, and also a more diverse
group. Whereas the initial focus of the thesis was on the lived experiences of the refugees, I
decided to shift the focus to the translators of policy along the way when it turned out to be
difficult to find the diverse group of refugees I envisioned at the very beginning of the research.

3.3 Data analysis
I recorded every informal conversation and interview, and turned the recordings into intelligent
verbatim transcripts. This means that I wrote down the sentences my respondents articulated,
while eliminating irrelevant pauses and unnecessary repetitions, and occasionally splitting up
a very long sentence in multiple manageable sentences. Regarding the observations, I
reconstructed much of what I saw based on the jottings I wrote down while in the field, and
turned these into extensive reports of what I saw. When I reached the point of data saturation,
it was time for me to start analysing. Via the Brightspace of WUR, I was able to download a
recommended programme called ATLAS.ti This programme proved to be a helpful feature to
code data, which I did twice. First, I descriptively coded the bits in the transcripts that were
about a certain topic in a hybrid fashion: I started deductively, with a set of codes that I based
on my pre-existing knowledge and the theory I’d read so far. Later on, when I felt like the parts
I encountered didn’t fit the deductive codes, I inductively added new codes. When finished, I
took each code and analysed the sentences that I’d labelled more in-depth, giving them extra,
specific sub-codes. During the process of coding, I made sure to write down the insights I
already got, just from reading.
Once I finished both types of coding, I used the codes to categorize the data and distinguished
a few umbrella-like code groups, which would later serve as the basis for my results chapters.

3.4 Ethics
The aim of research, though it sounds naive, is to eventually make the world a better place.
This, quite idealistic, aim cannot be forgotten during the process of doing research. Hence,
while conducting research, no harm should be done to the respondents in any way. Especially
in qualitative research, there can be a very thin line between building rapport and having the
respondents share information that they, during the conversation or in retrospect, feel
uncomfortable about (de Laine, 2000). It’s the task of the researcher to ensure the respondents
that they are safe to speak and that their information is handled with great care, while also
getting the most honest and pure information.
Hence, it was up to me to avoid that any damage was done to the respondents while they helped
me find the answers to my question. I reduced the risk to this by first and foremost adhering to
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the ethical guidelines as presented by the Dutch Association of Anthropologists 3. In line with
the guidelines, I avoided harm; worked with informed consent; worked with integrity; and
secured data I gathered.
The avoidance of harm, in this research, meant being as careful as possible with regard to the
main topic: sexual etiquette. As already became clear throughout the theory, issues that have
anything to do with sex are great examples of subjects that can be surrounded by shame, guilt,
awkwardness, fear or prejudice. Also, it’s something very personal. During the process of
primary data-gathering, I was very aware of this sensitivity. I’d thought about this sensitivity,
that I considered the greatest issue of ethicality of this particular research, before engaging in
contact with (possible) respondents. While observing, I did my best to get an intuitive
understanding of how my target population perceived talking about sexual etiquette. As a
result, I knew before engaging in formal interviews, though roughly, what kind of approaches
would lead to the most honest information and no harm whatsoever. Furthermore, I mentioned
that I’d understand if respondents felt too uncomfortable while talking, and could therefore
stop the conversation at any time. This touches upon the ethical guideline of informed consent.
All respondents were informed about the research, and its goals and processes, before
participating. Also, I promised to handle all data in an anonymised manner, to avoid feelings
of unsafety and mistrust. I argue that in this research, it’s sufficient to only know the former
nationality, age and gender of the statushouders. With regard to the ‘translators of policy’ that
were interviewed, I added a broad description of their profession. This enables the reader to
put the story in perspective, while not harming any of the respondents. The last ethical code,
as said, is the one of data management. All the data collected was secured with passwords that
only I know.
Before starting the fieldwork, I made one overarching promise to myself with regard to ethics.
It may be a very logical and ancient one, but I think it’s the crucial, number one, rule of any
type of activity: “wat u niet wil dat u geschiedt, doe dat ook een ander niet”, which means that
one should never do anything to another that one wouldn’t be pleased with if it were done to
them by someone else.

3.5 Limitations
Possibly the greatest limit of conducting qualitative outcomes, is that the outcomes are not
generalisable (Bernard, 2017). Even if a researcher finds respondents who naturally have
different views on the topic (for instance healthpromotors, teachers and statushouders), it’s
never safe to say that these respondents represent the overall perspectives of their ‘group’. It’s
risky to extrapolate the findings of this, or any, qualitative research. Apart from the fact that
it’s close to impossible to guarantee that the sample group is representative for the whole
population, the geographical places to which the respondents are connected might influence
their answers. Furthermore, because time is limited while the subject requires some rapport,
it’s safe to say that I’ve been able to reach only respondents that naturally don’t have too much
difficulty talking about the subject, which is for many surrounded with taboo. Unfortunately,
this resulted in the sample of the refugees only consisting of male statushouders. This might be
due to their patriarchal dividend (Connell, 1987, see chapter 2), making it easier for them to be
vocal about the topic of sexual etiquette. Women, therefore, are simply underrepresented in
3

See Appendix 3 for the Code of Ethics as presented by the Dutch Association of Anthropologists
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this research. However, in the defence of myself, the researcher: from a feminist perspective
on research, an overarching stance is to focus on the people that are talked about, instead of
talked with. Engaging only in conversations with men, is therefore far from ideal but at least a
step in the right, feminist, direction. One could even argue that only finding men to interview
has been beneficial for the research, because men are perceived as the most problematic
throughout the discourses I found. Still, because of the taboo-sphere, it’s not unlikely that some
respondents gave me socially desired answers.
Also, I have to admit that it can be considered a limitation to the research that I’ve never
personally encountered a ‘switch’ as the one I look into, nor have I worked in integration apart
from plain language-lessons. Therefore, regardless of the efforts made, I’ll never fully
comprehend what my respondents think and feel. Despite this, I did everything in my power to
reproduce the perspectives of my respondents as accurate as possible.
Lastly, the global pandemic holding the world prisoner as I conducted my research, might be
considered a limitation. While I personally didn’t face too much hardship in conducting most
interviews online or by telephone, I can’t guarantee that I haven’t missed for instance nonverbal reactions to my questions. I tried to counter this whenever I could by prying as soon as
I felt like sensing some hesitation of the respondent.
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4. Background to migration and migration policy
To be able to illustrate whether and how the discourses in migration influence the facilitation
of the ‘switch’ refugees make between different sexual cultures, it’s useful to first outline the
framework in which it takes place. In this chapter, therefore, I provide the reader with insights
in the parts of migration policy and trends of both Europe and the Netherlands that I perceive
as relevant when working towards the answers to the questions put forward in this research.
Starting with Europe, I propose that three contrasting trends happen simultaneously.
Subsequently, I zoom in on the Netherlands to illustrate how the European trends assemble
with the Dutch integration practice. I finalize the chapter by elaborating on the findings in this
literature review, and by theorizing an answer to the question: ‘Do, and if so in what ways,
Dutch politics regarding refugees reflect securitization of sexual behaviour?’

4.1 European trends
Various reasons such as poverty and conflicts have driven hundreds of thousands of people to
leave their homes and find a better future in another country. Even though 85 percent of the
displaced people still reside in the Global South, some migrants find their way to the West.
Because of that, Europe’s number of asylum applicants rose from 309,040 in 2011 to 1,322,844
in 2015 (Haenens, Joris & Heinderyckx François, 2019). The most recent number, of the year
2019, is 744,810 (Eurostat, 2021). Over the last five years, a gradual decline has taken place in
asylum seekers (refugees and economic migrants) coming into Europe to obtain citizenship
here.
European Foundation of Democracy (2018) in a report mapped how several countries in the
EU are doing on the subject of migration and integration. Whereas it could be possible that
some policies have already changed, it’s still useful to employ the report because it accounts
for how countries deal with refugees after the much discussed ‘wave’ of refugees in 2015 which
arguably triggered securitization. Besides this, the report facilitates a comparison between
multiple countries that have to adhere to laws made on a European level, despite being
sovereign.
Based on this report, an observation can be made that the European authorities generally seem
to follow three quite contrasting approaches regarding the influx of refugees at the same time.
Discussed first, will be their desire to stop refugees from even coming to their countries in the
first place. Secondly, parts of the political sphere of the countries engage in discourses of
Islamophobia and xenophobia, while other parts of the political sphere seem somewhat afraid
to even say anything about refugees. Finally, there is Europe’s neoliberal ideology that
manifests itself in the treatment of migration and integration.

4.1.1 Focus on preventing refugees from coming in the first place
Possibly the most recognized example of securitization would be Europe’s external border
management, in the shape of Frontex (Neal, 2009; Léonard, 2010). Frontex has been in place
since October 26th in 2004. On their website, Frontex claims to have “three strategic
objectives: reduce vulnerability of the external borders based on comprehensive situational
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awareness; guarantee safe, secure and well-functioning EU borders, and plan and maintain
European Border and Coast Guard capabilities” (Frontex, 2021). As paraphrased by others,
Frontex is mainly there to prevent refugees from being able to access Europe in the first place.
In practice, Frontex simultaneously protects the external borders of Europe, while safeguarding
the free movement agreed upon in the Schengen agreement that started in 1985 and changed
somewhat over time (Neal, 2009; Stachowitch & Sachseder, 2019). Frontex was the post-9/11
solution to worries about an increase in immigrants, the inability of newly welcomed member
states to adequately protect the external borders, and the threat of terrorism (Neal, 2009;
Léonard, 2010).
Frontex is a good example of securitization, but not necessarily because it uses certain explicit
discourses that frame migrants to be ‘bad’. For an agency born out of the EU, Léonard (2010)
rightfully argues that Frontex’ framing is not done by one particular political actor as is the
case in countries. Instead, Frontex securitizes refugees through instruments and policy tools.
By engaging in particular types of activities regarding the protection of external borders,
Frontex communicates the message that refugees and asylum seekers are a threat without
putting that message into words. Proof of this is provided by examples of Frontex’
securitization in the practical sense of the word. A selection of these are the sea joint operations
normally used in instances of drug-trafficking or piracy; Frontex’ training activities with a
focus on spotting criminal behaviour of refugees; and their communication about ‘intelligence’,
which has a criminal connotation whereas they might use a more neutral word like ‘data’
(Léonard, 2010). This practice of securitization on a European level is better described by Paris
School, that takes a broader approach than Copenhagen School’s ‘securitization by discourse’
(Bigo, 2006)
With the growing number of immigrants, the number of activities and responsibilities of
Frontex grew too, making it a relatively powerful institution (Stachowitch & Sachseder, 2019).
However, as Léonard (2010) shows, the practices and the expansion of Frontex aren’t without
controversy. Opponents claim for instance that Frontex systematically violated human rights.
Still, the institution was able to grow and live up to its nickname ‘Fortress Europe’ (Bossong,
2019). It’s important to keep in mind, however, that despite its seemingly growing autonomy,
Frontex is still deeply connected to the EU. In that sense, it’s fair to argue that Frontex is an
example of Europe trying to keep out refugees by securitizing them.

4.1.2 Growing Islamophobia & xenophobia and the fear of being racist
Tied to the phenomenon of preventing the borders against ‘others’, is the Islamophobia that’s
on the rise in the majority of European countries (Mepschen, Duyvendak & Tonkens, 2010;
Perocco, 2018). Whereas other sorts of anti-migrant racism occur too, such as anti-Roma
sentiments, Islamophobia clearly prevails, most notably in Western Europe since the 90’s.
Islamophobia, according to Perocco (2018) is “[...] an articulate and interdependent set of
topics, policies, practices, discourses, and social actors [...] intended to inferiorise and
marginalise (the Muslim) population while legitimising and reproducing social inequalities
affecting the majority of it.” (p. 26). Racialization is an important aspect of Islamophobia, in
which ‘the Muslim race’ is created by the ones in power, who combine the Islamic race, faith
and culture and treat it as one big exception to the Western European norm. By doing so,
inequalities and problems that Muslim immigrants face are ascribed to their own differentness,
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that is inherent to being Muslim (Perocco, 2018). This Foucauldian categorization, done both
at a European and a national level, leads to eventually blaming Muslims for ‘being different’,
for being the ‘them’ of our ‘us’, for not fitting in, and for facing problems because of that. It’s
important to note that this categorization and its effects apply to all Muslim immigrants,
regardless of their individual relation to Islamic faith, religion or culture. They’re labelled even
before arrival, and carry this label throughout their process of integration.
Hence, Islamophobia seems to have an all-encompassing nature. Perocco (2018) even goes as
far as arguing that Islamophobia is one of the building blocks of current nationalism of
European countries. This statement reinforces a claim made by Fassin (2010), who relates
Islamophobia to European politics by arguing that while nationalism was first invoked against
the backdrop of European institutions, these very institutions are now used to protect national
identities from ‘the other’, that is referred to as ‘the Muslim race’ (Perocco, 2018). Hence, the
European project is no longer based on national resentment towards ‘Big and powerful Europe’,
but ‘big and powerful Europe’ is instead used as a means to articulate resentment towards nonEuropean muslims (Fassin, 2010). Because of increasing Islamophobia, “immigration should
become the new, negative cement of Europe” (Fassin, 2010, p. 515). This kind of sentiment
mostly comes for far-right political parties, but since they are on the rise too in recent decades,
they have been capable of influencing national attitudes and policies regarding immigrants, in
particular Muslims.
Simultaneously, whereas far-right political actors enforce Islamophobia in the public and
political sphere continuously through their discourse, other people struggle when asking
questions that involve racialized groups or issues. According to research conducted by
EenVandaag (2021), the majority of Dutch people, regardless of colour, experience discomfort
when bringing up issues that touch upon race, religion or faith. Black and white people alike
feel like ‘the other’ may react in an exaggerated way to their claims, and therefore prefer not
to express themselves too much. White people in the research indicate that they sometimes
avoid talking about racialized themes because they fear being seen as racist. Arguably, this
could also be the case in European or national politics, although it’s hard to prove since the
topic is sensitive and no relevant academic data can be found.

4.1.3 Neoliberal ideology: they need to leave integration up to refugees
Interestingly, one last element is added to the mix of European securitization, Islamophobia
and anxiety about saying the wrong things in racialized debates. This final element is the
neoliberal ideology that is present throughout Europe, which greatly influences how the
countries deal with immigrants. According to the European Foundation for Democracy (2018),
the neoliberal ideology translates itself policy-wise in the most basic sense into a declaration
that exists in multiple countries for refugees to sign. In this declaration, the refugees promise
to actively pursue full integration to their new society. Oftentimes, successful integration is
understood to be adherence to the liberal-democratic norms and values of the host country.
This also includes a secularized view on politics, meaning that religion and politics are two
separate things and should be treated as such (European Foundation for Democracy, 2018).
In a neoliberal context, the focus lies on the ability to work and be self-sufficient (Bonjour &
Chauvin, 2018). Bonjour and Chauvin (2018) argue that in a neoliberal context like Europe and
the Netherlands, neoliberal economic rationales are mixed up with identity rationales. This is
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the case in migration, integration and citizenship policies and discourses, in which working and
therefore (economically) participating citizens are framed to be the ‘good ones’ (Van Houdt,
Suvarierol & Schinkel, 2011). However, when ‘participation’ is not considered successful,
explanatory factors are searched for in the cultural realm of having insufficient work ethics or
being hindered by oppressive cultural norms in their (economic) participation (Bonjour &
Chauvin, 2018). It seems as if quite an objective criterion such as contributing to the workforce
is heavily influenced by cultural discourse.
Mahmood (2006), though in the American context, argues that something similar is happening
at the highly appreciated value of secularisation in the West. He argues that liberal
secularisation does not mean that the Islam is not viewed without suspicion. Instead of placing
the Islam outside of politics, as is supposedly the case with omnipresent Christianity in the
Western world, politics actively engage in transforming and controlling the religion and its
expressions to fit ‘our’ values. As Mahmood (2006) concludes: “The fear is that orthodox
Islamic practices—from the veil to public prayers to abidance by rules of sexual segregation—
are expressions of a fanatical literalist mentality and, as such, a threat to the entire edifice of
our liberal political system” (p. 345). A similar kind of using secularism can also be seen in
the European context. Again, the neoliberal context in which things will work just fine if you
adhere to the system, take responsibility and earn money, seems to be induced with prejudice
about people that newly join the system (Erel, Murji & Nahaboo, 2016). This, in turn,
complicates the notion of neoliberalism in the sense that ‘individual freedom’ might not be so
self-evident, for it works out in different ways for different people. Following the line of
argument of Van Houdt, Suvarierol & Schinkel (2011), the ‘neoliberalization of citizenship’,
which requires citizens to first show morality, commitment and knowledge to become part of
‘we’, can be observed in the Netherlands. Again, the ‘freedom’ deemed inherent to (neo)liberalism turns out to be quite paradoxical, as neoliberalized citizenship “makes it possible
to identify, differentiate, monitor and intervene in populations and individuals based on
deviation from cultural grounded values and individual responsibility.” (Van Houdt,
Suvarierol & Schinkel, 2011, p. 424). This is governmentality at its finest, determining who is
in or out, and who needs interference.
In sum, all three strands of European policy (protecting the borders; islamophobia and
neoliberalism) seems to be induced to some extent with ‘Otherism’, mostly directed at the
Muslim immigrants that try to access European countries. Once these Muslim refugees enter,
based on internationally determined rights, an interesting situation emerges. At this moment,
integration should ideally take place. However, because of racialized and culturalized prejudice
on the European side, the refugees are looked upon as ‘the other’ that is known (and feared)
for their very different system of value. The differences in culture, in which sexual etiquette
plays a prominent role in Western discourse, have to somehow be overcome by integration.
Yet, there are no European guidelines on how to handle this (European Foundation of
Democracy, 2018). So, the continuously communicated worry (Muslim refugees being a threat
to ‘our’ and to some extent ‘their’ women and gays, because of different ideas and habits of
sexual etiquette) does not seems to be countered by actual policy on how to make sure two
systems of value can peacefully coexist. As Mattern (2016) argues: “Analysts stress the
importance of adopting a comprehensive approach toward early integration, one that is
focused not only on the humanitarian emergency, jobs and material needs, but also on
language, civic integration and education. In particular, some authors stress the importance
of introducing asylum seekers to core European values, including gender equality, tolerance
regarding sexual orientation and the role of religion in secular Western societies” (p. 51)
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This recommendation applies to the Netherlands too. I argue, however, that while Mattern’s
(2016) ‘European values’ will prove to be mentioned throughout Dutch integration, they seem
to be rarely concretized, since the main focus is on learning the language and being able to find
a job. In the next section, the Dutch political stance towards migration and its results in terms
of events regarding immigration and integration will be explained more in-depth.

4.2 Setting the Dutch scene: policy and practices of integration
In a discussion paper about the integration of refugees, UNHCR (2014) describes the
integration of refugees as: “a dynamic and multifaceted two-way process which requires efforts
by all parties concerned, including a preparedness on the part of refugees to adapt to the host
society without having to forego their own cultural identity, and a corresponding readiness on
the part of host communities and public institutions to welcome refugees and meet the needs of
a diverse population. The process of integration is complex and gradual, comprising distinct
but interrelated legal, economic, social and cultural dimensions, all of which are important for
refugees’ ability to integrate successfully as fully included members of the host society.”
In sum, the responsibility of integration on the part of the host country first and foremost is to
provide the refugees with what they need in order to become full citizens. On the part of the
refugees, it’s expected that they adapt to their new society without letting go completely of
their own cultural identity. According to Esses, Hamilton & Gaucher (2017), both sides of the
story have their own worries about the extent to which their integration will succeed.
The Interactive Acculturation Model (Bourhis, Moise, Perreault & Senecal, 1997) can shed
some light on the different ideologies on the bringing together of two different cultures. On the
one side, there is the ideology of pluralism, which advocates for as much maintenance of the
‘own’ culture as possible, resulting in people from a variety of cultures living alongside each
other while practicing their own cultural traditions. On the other side of the spectrum, there is
ethnist ideology meaning that the ‘new’ culture is the absolute norm and the refugee should do
everything in their power to adhere to that (Esses, Hamilton & Gaucher, 2017). The process of
integration and ‘becoming’ Dutch quite quickly changed from a multiculturalist point of
departure, in which different cultures were expected to coexist separately, to rather assimilatory
civic integration. Ideas about cultures of migrants over time went from being celebrated to
being perceived as incompatible (Hoekstra, 2015). According to Citrin & Sides (2008), this
change is due to the, quite extensively elaborated upon, fear of particularly Muslims. With this
change, “the celebration of diversity has given way to support for language tests and knowledge
of national history and cultural norms as conditions of immigration and naturalization (Citrin
& Sides, 2008, p. 35)”
In essence, integration is about combining parts that originally come from different kinds of
societies, and merging them to something both the host country and the refugee can live with.
It’s at this very trade-off that Western politicians can get worried, because is it possible to use
two systems of value at once? And to what extent can and should behaviour be ‘shaped’ once
the refugee is accepted as a (legal) citizen? Interestingly, as a logical follow-up to the
securitized discourse about particular kinds of refugees and growing Islamophobia, Muslims
are a priori expected by governments to have a lot more difficulty integrating to European
societies (Esses, Hamilton & Gaucher, 2017; and see Caneva, 2014 about her view on Italian
integration). As Yurdakul & Korteweg (2013) summarize: “In the exclusionary trends,
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immigrants become Muslims who are depicted as outsiders and problematic subjects, who need
to be carefully monitored and governed by state authorities, because they have “bad” gender
equality practices, which have to be corrected by “integration policies”. (p. 205). Whereas
some scholars find this racist, Schinkel (2007) labels the precedence of cultural integration over
socio-economic integration ‘culturist’. Hence, Schinkel (2008) argues that integration
discourse problematizes culture rather than race.
Whether it should be labelled racism or culturalism, research shows that prejudice of any kind
towards refugees often doesn’t have a good effect. As is illustrated above, prejudice is very
present at the European level. Esses, Hamilton & Gaucher (2017) argue that this might result
in disengagement from the host society, because engagement would prevent further rejection.
This can have a physical aspect, when refugees may avoid the people of the host society. It can
also have a mental aspect, if a refugee turns even more to the ‘old’ culture because they don’t
feel welcome in the new one. This, in turn, often worsens the prejudice of the host-society,
which seems to lead to a vicious circle.
In their quest in finding ways to prevent this from happening, Esses, Hamilton & Gaucher
(2017) conclude their assessment of refugee integration with: “Evidence on refugees’
integration outcomes suggests that immediate programs and services that refugees need upon
arrival in a new host country include those that help them obtain suitable housing, those that
support host language learning, and those that provide information on settling in their new
community. Somewhat overlapping and continuing after the initial resettlement period,
additional programs and supports are needed to address the long-term needs of refugees.” (p.
110)
What can be drawn from this quote, is that it’s important for integration to have the right kinds
of facilitations for refugees to build the required social trust and social capital. These are
logically provided by the government, but reasoning from the fact that their assistance has been
stripped down over the past, it’s not unlikely that other actors also participate in this facilitation
in a multitude of ways. Within existing academic literature, there’s little to no accounts on
which actors can help in the Netherlands, besides the government.
4.2.1 Dutch integration reality
On the Dutch national level, the European discourse about refugees intersects with the reality
of integration. This is where things don’t seem to add up: Europe, of which the Dutch are a
part, fears refugees based on their culture in which gender equality is perceived to be less
present. Especially Islamic culture seems to be the focus point in European discourse. The
biggest numbers of refugees coming to the Netherlands are from Syria, Algeria and Turkey in
2020. Quite recently, a relatively large number of Afghan refugees arrived in the Netherlands
too. These are predominantly Islamic countries. Hence, the European worries, focussing on the
‘threat’ of Muslim refugees, may trickle down to the integration-situation in the Netherlands.
But how does this relate to the process of integration, particularly on the domain of sex and
sexual etiquette? Particularly sexuality and sexual etiquette are presented to be threats in
European and Dutch discourse in sexual politics. This is due to the categorization of cultures
as ‘traditional’ and ‘modern’. But then how does this sentiment translate to actual integration
practices, that ideally aim for cultures being able to peacefully coexist?
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It’s important to first understand what is expected from refugees in the Netherlands during their
integration process, and what exactly is offered in terms of help from the Dutch ‘side’. A picture
will be painted based on the integration policies that are followed during the time of writing
the thesis (until December 2021). In 2022, a new integration policy will be introduced in the
Netherlands.
According to Vluchtelingenwerk (2021), integration (‘Inburgering’, in Dutch) is a mandatory
process of settling in Dutch society. In the case of refugees, it happens after they come in as
asylum seekers and are recognized as refugees, according to the international criteria
established during the Geneva Convention of 28 July 1951 (De Haas, Miller & Castles, 2019).
Based on this, the refugee obtains a residence permit and is expected to integrate. The biggest
part of the Dutch integration curriculum is passing the integration exams, which consist of
seven sections: Writing, Speaking, Listening, Reading, Orientation to the Dutch labour market
and Knowledge of Dutch society. As can be observed, only the last section really seems to
focus on social capital. Besides passing the exams, the refugee has to sign a declaration of
participation, the so-called participatie verklaring. By signing the declaration, the refugee
promises to be aware of the Dutch fundamental norms and values, listed by Vluchtelingenwerk
(2021) as: “freedom, equality and solidarity”. After signing, the refugee will receive a diploma
of integration.
The mandatory exams and the courses that can be followed to prepare for it, are not for free.
To be able to pay for it, refugees can request a loan from the Dutch state (the department called
Dienst Uitvoering Onderwijs). In case the refugee succeeds the integration curriculum within
3 years, the loan turns into a gift, meaning that the refugee doesn’t have to pay it back. If they
fail the exams, however, the loan and a fine should be paid back to the Dutch state. In the new
system, which will enter into force January 2022, the biggest change is that the responsibility
of paying for exams and courses lies with the municipality in which the refugee resides, and
no longer with the refugee themselves.
Regardless of who is responsible to pay for it, the exams have to be taken. In order to prepare
for this, refugees can apply to integration schools that provide the necessary courses. However,
on a practical level in the Netherlands, there is a sprawl of integration programmes, resonating
perfectly with the neoliberal ideology (Van Houdt, Suvarierol & Schinkel, 2011): the exams
are taken care of by the state, but the rest is up to the market. According to European Foundation
of Democracy (2018): “Refugees complained that private service providers—particularly new
schools, many of which are for-profit—are not effectively monitored.”. Hence, the quality of some
schools is questionable. To still have some influence, the government has a quality-mark that is
given to ‘good’ schools (DUO, 2021). According to Hoekstra (2015), how integration is eventually
set up also differs quite a lot per municipality.
What is taught exactly in schools depends on the courses the refugee takes. There is a combination
of courses that is specifically designed to prepare for the exam, provided at integration schools.
However, what consists of the social aspect of integrating into Dutch society under which sexual
etiquette can be put, is difficult to pinpoint both in courses and the exam. The only information
found on the website of the Dutch government, is that the exam of ‘Knowledge of Dutch society’,
hence the societal part, takes 45 minutes and is conducted through watching short clips about for
instance interaction with a doctor or with supermarket staff and answering questions about it.
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4.3 Conclusion
The first subquestion, posed to shine light at the problem statement of this research, is ‘Do, and
if so in what ways, Dutch politics regarding refugees reflect securitization of sexual
behaviour?’ In an attempt to answer this question, it proved helpful to first provide an outline
illustrating the different strands of the European approach, as found in academic literature and
policy reports. This outline covered the protection of the borders, islamophobia and
neoliberalism. The Dutch, due to their connection to the EU, securitize refugees through
Frontex (Neal, 2009; Léonard, 2010; Bossong, 2019). In Islamophobic discourse, securitization
is justified by presenting ‘them’ as a threat to ‘us’, including our sexual values (Perocco, 2018).
Additionally, there is the neoliberalization of citizenship (van Houdt, Suvarierol & Schinkel,
2011). While refugees are, arguably, at the intersection of these strands, there is no European
policy on how to facilitate their switch from one sexual environment to another. Taking a closer
look at the Dutch situation, I extracted the theoretical idea that a similar trend is present, in
which most notably Muslim refugees are perceived with suspicion while being expected to
carry the full weight of proving they can ‘fit in’. Integration, in that sense, is not only about
becoming familiar with a new environment, but is about transforming outsiders into ‘moral’
citizens, in which morality is what the ones in power define to be self-evident values such as
gender equality (Schinkel, 2011). Hence, in integration, emphasis is put on global moralities
like these and how ‘the Other’ is expected to have difficulty accepting it. While the political
discourses embody governmentality and breathe securitization of the sexuality of ‘the Other’,
policy to ‘solve’ the supposed and emphasized is absent. There is no policy that explicitly
‘steers’ the ones ‘we’ fear, or at the very least makes it mandatory to inform them about ‘the
switch’ which could help them navigate through it.
As will be illustrated in the next chapters, some non-governmental facilitators of integration do
provide information, which seems to be almost inevitably normative. The extent to which this
information is based on securitized sexual behaviour, will be elaborated further down the
research.
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5. The daily reality of policy
This chapter I use to describe how the (lack of) policy at the intersection of integration,
translation of policy, refugees and sexual etiquette in the Netherlands plays out in reality. In
this chapter I use the data that I’ve gathered myself, and analyse it using the theoretical ideas
outlined before. The majority of my data is from the perspective of the ‘translators of policy’.
Translators of policy in the broadest sense, in my research, are the people whose jobs revolve
around the integration of refugees. What needs to be noted, however, is that I chose to interview
most people based on their familiarity with the topic of sexuality. As turned out while
researching, there is no actual policy regarding this topic. The term ‘translators of policy’, in
that sense, seems a bit odd. I proceed to use it, however, because it fires the imagination: the
translators of policy are the people who perform political ideas and plans regarding integration
in the broadest sense, while maintaining contact with those who are expected to integrate into
Dutch society. The fact that actual policy and guidelines about facilitating the sexual integration
of refugees is absent, especially in the context of problematization of the sexuality of most
notably male refugees, makes it even more interesting to see how the translators of policy
navigate around ‘the switch’ in sexual cultures.
Based on my fieldwork, I can confirm that while sexual etiquette is indeed not an official part
of the curriculum of integration, broader concepts such as gender equality are an important part
of it. How exactly this is tested in the integration exam is not clear: teachers at integration
schools have no clue what’s in the exams. However, based on the educational books they work
with, their overall observation is that what’s communicated is that ‘we’ highly value the sexual
freedom of women and queers.
“It’s mentioned throughout the books that in the Netherlands, two men or two women can
marry. Some students react quite strongly to this, along the lines of: ‘ew, no’. I tell them: you
don’t have to become gay yourself, but you do need to know that everyone is free and equal
in the Netherlands”
Teacher of the integration school
These values are presented as self-evident, as something that is not up for discussion and more
importantly, needs no further explanation. This reminds us of the exceptional secularism (Puar,
2009). Inherent to this concept, is the narrative of a nation that freed itself from restrictive
religious traditions. The free nation, then, perceives itself as superior when compared to
cultures of other nations that are still influenced by cultural or religious traditions deemed
‘traditional’. Though the translators of policy I interviewed never explicitly referred to ‘our’
culture as superior, this dichotomy is discursively constructed in (sexual) integration.
First, however, we return to the official integration curriculum. The only thing close to
discussing the broad topic of sexuality, I found, are the lessons about the names of body parts
in the Dutch language. This includes learning the names of the genitals. Also, in the integration
curriculum, refugees are taught about rules and rights, for instance about domestic violence.
Rules and rights can also pertain to sexual behaviour.
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“We don’t explicitly mention sexuality, but we do teach the students that hitting each other is
not allowed. Not your spouse, not your children. Then we mention the authorities where one
can go to find help, in case it happens.”
Teacher of the integration school
Based on these findings, I argue that sexuality in the broadest sense, including parts of sexual
behaviour, has a place in the official integration. What I will prove to be problematic, however,
is that it’s rarely concretized in guidelines for the translator or information for the refugees. A
situation arises in which official integration discourse uses gender equality as an
unquestionable fact, while neglecting explaining its importance or offering guidance.

5.1 What’s provided for in terms of sex education
Since informing newcomers about sexual etiquette is not obligated by national law,
institutionalizing it in the shape of for instance sex education depends on municipalities, COA
and voluntary actors. Some municipalities work with certificates of participation that require a
certain amount of school time spent on different subjects, of which sexuality can be one. Other
municipalities don’t have it anchored at all.
“In our municipality we have a program for statushouders, in which GGD provides some
parts of the information. I was the appointed person to combine information about two topics
the GGD deals with, and present it during that program. We discuss a little about sexual
etiquette, norms and values, and a very tiny part of laws and regulation.”
GGD nurse
In the current situation, asylum centres (referred to as AZC’s) can request sex education lessons
at GGD. On a regional level, each GGD department helps to facilitate public health and safety
to every inhabitant. Hence, they are capable of organizing lessons about public health to
newcomers. The sex education lessons of GGD for adults are given solely on request, which
can arise from various reasons: something might have happened in the AZC or people who
work there think something’s about to, or there is a widespread sexual problem with people of
particular cultures, such as female circumcision with Somalian and currently Eritrean women.
“How we do it exactly is discussed with the GGD, like: ‘can we make a plan to offer this
group a lesson?’. Then we choose a date, and we have a look at how many people could
attend. After that, we decide who will be invited. We know our residents, so we can easily see
for whom it would be good to join.”
Manager at AZC
With regard to the more ‘private’ parts of sexuality, one respondent working at COA mentioned
that it’s not unlikely that some particular troubles stay hidden, since sex is a taboo-subject to
many residents.
“Sexuality is a very sensitive topic, so I wouldn’t be surprised to hear that we don’t pick up
on every issue that is present in our group of residents.”
Manager at AZC
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Apart from the limited visibility of issues involving sexuality, high pressure on AZCs and
limited budget result in sexual health being overlooked or deferred, according to the manager
of COA. A GGD-nurse told me that oftentimes, only a limited number of lessons is requested
by the AZC, meaning that there is not enough time to handle everything. Choices have to be
made. As a GGD-nurse illustrated:
“It’s best to start very subtly, for instance by talking about the body, or about puberty. You
never know beforehand how it will go. Hence, flexibility and the ability to adjust are crucial.
Also, you need to connect to the group. You can have a program to follow in class, but it will
always turn out differently.”
GGD Nurse
The GGD can bring materials such as the anticonceptie-koffer and short clips of Rutgers that
show for instance how puberty transforms the body. Teachers told me they prepare to talk about
possible problematic sexual practices or behaviour, and be flexible throughout the rest of the
lesson. Based on the group they teach, they plan for instance to talk about female circumcision.
Female circumcision, as a matter of fact, is a good example of something that deserved
attention according to the translators and therefore got it. Quite on the contrary, translators of
policy might also choose to leave homosexuality out of it for that may be one bridge too far.
As said, AZCs don’t have any agreement with the Dutch government about having to offer sex
education. As a result, they prioritize other things over talking about sexuality. In the neoliberal political climate of the Netherlands, the focus is on being able to find work rather than
on sexuality, sexual wellbeing, or sexual health.
As said, sexuality is no part of the integration curriculum. In an attempt to include in their
lessons on their own accord, facilitators working with official integration material, sometimes
add sexuality to for instance language-classes, for instance in examples. As a teacher of an
integration school said:
“What I do, in my classes, is teach the names of body-parts. I mention them all, the genitals
included. [...] I do so, because I believe it’s beneficial for them to hear about these words at
least once.”
Teacher at the integration school
This works the other way around as well: when people get actual sex education, it’s often done
in Dutch with a translator, so they might also learn some Dutch words while learning how to
navigate. One GGD-nurse said:
“We always use translators, because the newcomers haven't mastered the Dutch language
yet. I have to do it in Dutch, because we also attempt to teach them the language while
educating them on the subject of sexuality.”
GGD nurse
All facilitators mentioned seem to use a fair share of personal insights in helping the newcomers
navigate. Since there is no policy for it, this is quite logical. Separating men and women to talk
about it is one. Another one is using very diverse and quite explicit examples in language-class
that are connected to Dutch sexuality, though in the broadest sense. As an integration-school
teacher told me:
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“Relationships aren’t taken up in our lessons, but we integrate them into the examples we use
in language-class. I sometimes say ‘I marry this man’, when his wife is also present. I do so,
to see how they react. And in the next example, ‘I’m divorcing this man again’. So that is to
explain something, while also communicating an underlying message.”
Teacher at the integration school
In case a teacher of an integration school independently integrates sexuality in for instance
language lessons, the students have little choice but sitting through the lesson and listening to
references about sexuality or sexual etiquette. As a few GGD-nurses mentioned, however: it
sometimes takes a lot of lobbying to get newcomers to join lessons that revolve specifically
around sexuality, since they're not obligated to attend in most cases. Apart from the taboofeelings, this can happen because the refugee thinks they already know everything, or because
they prioritize other things. Only in the case of some municipalities, refugees can’t outrun
hearing about it. As a GGD-nurse working for one municipality said:
“Newcomers are obligated to participate in our municipality. There is a certificate at the end
of their integration process to get, and they’re keen to obtain it.”
GGD nurse
In some municipalities, sex education lessons are a fixed part of the introduction programme.
In ISKs, as a teacher working there informed me, it’s more common (though still not
mandatory) to give lessons on a structural basis. Some NGO offer workshops too about the
subject, for they sometimes see how newcomers struggle with mostly ‘common’ manners and
how these work exactly.
“We had a workshop twice, with Dutch men and women and Syrian men and women, all
mixed up. That was about Whats-App messages. Personally, I thought the way Syrians texted
me was a bit odd, messages filled with emojis of hearts and roses. They don’t mean that flirty,
but I did think: ‘What is this all about?’ “
Worker at NGO
Sexually integrating in the Netherlands, as the quote illustrates, doesn’t limit itself to knowing
about actual sexual intercourse. According to the facilitators, sexuality touches upon plenty of
other things as well, such as: relationships with other people, who does what in a household,
marriage, family planning, gender roles, communication, flirting, dating, being rejected, the
relationship to your own body, sexual healthcare, resilience, rules, laws, puberty, and growing
up. One facilitator argued that it’s in these things where cultures differ, in the norms. Values,
according to her, are often agreed upon. But to navigate through new norms, it’s crucial to
know them first.
“I personally think that different systems of value will converge over time, as one resides in
the Netherlands over a longer period of time. I argue: systems of value don’t differ that much
across cultures. It’s the norms that can differ greatly. Values like respect, love and equality
are actually quite widespread. The actual question is about how we can focus on the norms of
another, without judgement, and how we can bring our norms closer together to achieve
mutual understanding.”
Worker at Pharos
Lastly, some institutions provide self-study material for newcomers, so they can go ahead and
search the answers to their questions in their own time. One example of this is Rutgers’ website
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‘Zanzu’. In this both facilitators and newcomers can look into information, available in many
languages, and learn in an online environment. ‘Steffie’ is another example of a website with
easy-to-understand information. Pharos, for instance, also designed an article about the Dutch
healthcare system for newcomers, which also contains information about sexual health and
how this works in the Netherlands.

5.2 Sexuality often in the ‘optional’-realm of integration
A GGD-nurse argued that refugees themselves are very likely to prioritize other things over
sexuality. A facilitator at COA argued that sexuality or sexual health only becomes important
to them when newcomers face a problem in that realm, or when they have kids that ask
questions.
“They may have a house once they attend my class, but they still need to learn the language,
find their place in society, their children need care and attention, they exercise, they take out
insurance. There are so many things to do, I can imagine this is not a priority from their
perspective.”
GGD nurse
Newcomers, according to multiple translators of policy, focus first on getting all things on
track, and then on learning or processing their trauma in case they have one. This partly explain
why, whenever Dutch sexual culture is ‘taught’ in a classroom-like setting, not everyone
invited is initially keen to join. As a facilitator of an NGO mentioned:
“We invited only the men that we figured could handle such a workshop. Those aren’t the
most Western men, but certainly also not the men that need the workshop the hardest.
Because the latter group won’t participate anyway. We can’t get a hold on them.”
Worker at NGO
What exactly is told to the refugees, often depends on the signals that the municipality gets
from within the group of refugees, or from professionals that work with them. Still, according
to an NGO, the focus of (a progressive) municipality is on sexual violence rather than other
facets of sexuality.
“I personally feel like the municipality of Amsterdam is worried on sexual violence and
brings that to the attention, but they neglect the other aspects of sexuality.”
Worker of NGO where refugees meet locals
Maybe because sex education is not anchored in the programme and doing it depends on so
many variables, both facilitators and statushouders said to worry about how the Netherlands
deal with people that are (sexually) traumatized. As one COA facilitator explained:
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“Some people have been on the run for years, and have been through horrendous situations.
They are bruised. How does that affect sexual health and wellbeing? It’s more than just
culture, it’s also about experiences. But trauma is not something we can start pouring into.
It’s up to them to process that, but we see that they prioritise other things once they’re in the
Netherlands. Trauma is something, I think, that comes to the surface once the newcomer
experiences rest and peace.”
Manager at AZC
Sexual exploitation can also happen in the Netherlands. As one statushouder mentioned,
refugees that experienced trauma are likely to be in survival-mode. Whereas they would maybe
already feel hesitant to talk about sexuality culture-wise, the trauma can make hesitance turn
into resistance against the new environment as a whole.
A representative of the expertise centre of healthcare, Pharos, argues that it’s important to
anchor attention to sexuality and sexual health in integration in national policy. Health in the
broader sense, even, especially for refugees since they’ve been through a lot. She argues that
health has to get a more central role, because if not, it might be overlooked since the refugees
have other priorities, such as learning the language and finding a job.
“What is noticeable, is the degree of voluntariness. The statushouders need to come to the
lessons, the statushouders need to.. If you want the newcomers to understand certain things
about their environment, it shouldn’t all be voluntary. But the lessons should then also be
designed together, accounting for multiple perspectives.”
Worker at Pharos
I can confirm that the importance of sexual health and etiquette is deemed important by all
respondents I interviewed. Learning about sexuality however, in the current system, is optional
for the refugee. Illustrating the degree of ‘optionality’ of talking about anything sexual, a
representative of Rutgers mentioned that upon arrival in AZC Ter Apel, refugees aren’t always
asked about their family planning and contraception. The IND asks about medicines in general,
but leaves contraception out of this conversation. This seems odd, for the refugees can have
difficulty receiving contraception because they might not be too familiar with it.
Taking sexuality out of the ‘optional’-realm by institutionalizing sex education in the official
integration curriculum, some respondents argued, would be no good. Some professionals said
to fear possible public backfire, because offering lessons implies that ‘they’ need to be made
right, hence: are wrong now.
“I personally think that a campaign from the national government is tricky, because it
triggers all kinds of political reactions about refugees. Something along the lines of: ‘If they
get here, they need to adjust, and if they don’t, they’re unwilling’.”
Worker at NGO
Arguably, the broader public would perceive this act of governmentality as a message of
newcomers automatically jeopardizing ‘our’ safety, until ‘their’ inherent danger is dismantled
by teaching them our ‘superior’ stance of sexual exceptionalism (Puar, 2009).
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5.3 What is offered to teenagers, at the beginning of their sexual
development
As I discussed the switch between sexual cultures for unaccompanied minors, an adjuctmanager of the department of unaccompanied minors told me that the switch between sexual
cultures of minors is covered in nationally used systems of competence. A system of
competence, she explained, serves to identify what skills or information a minor lacks
compared to people of the same age, and is supposed to uncover what kind of help the minor
needs in order to integrate into Dutch society. In order to design an individualized system of
competence, a baseline measurement is done by COA to pinpoint the needs of the UAMs.
Having to do the baseline measurement of an UAM is legally anchored, but deciding which
competences are to be tested and how big the role of sexual knowledge is, is up to the guardian
institutions of the minors, such as Nidos.
“These systems serve as a means to give us direction in our guidance to the minors. We learn
them, for instance, how to be independent. Having a system is anchored by law, but it's a
means of guidance with a lot of generalities. We aren’t required by the government to take up
sexuality in this system. We can decide to do so, we often do, but we don’t have to”.
Manager at AZC
The competence systems are in place to help the UAMS, but they mostly seem to be about
granting the guardians of UAMs the chance to justify their ways of ‘bringing up’ the minors.
Sex education to minors often does have a secured position at the school, either regular Dutch
education or the Internationale Schakelklas. The latter is designed for children aged 12 to 18,
who are not yet ready to follow regular Dutch education. At the International Schakelklas,
offering lessons of sex education is not anchored policy-wise either. Most ISKs offer it
themselves, or let the GGD do it. But, it’s not mandatory for schools to do it, and not always
for students to participate. They won’t be tested, for example.
“At this school, we made sex education part of our standard curriculum. As a matter of
principle, that means it’s mandatory to attend those classes. But occasionally, we have
situations in which we think: if we push through with this now, it will be counterproductive.”
Teacher at an ISK
The ‘Nieuwe wet inburgering’, planned to kick-off in 2022, is said to focus more on tackling
the switch between sexual environment of newcomers by involving their parents, so that newly
sexually active children have a place to ask their questions. Still, in this new policy the main
focus lies on learning the language and getting a job. The only difference is that municipalities
are responsible for finding the right facilitators, on the free market. This means that there will
be different methods, meaning it might even be more difficult to anchor sex education in the
integration curriculum, according to Rutgers.

5.4 Drawing the lines of ‘key principles’, while not colouring them in
As I argued in the beginning of this chapter, gender equality is presented throughout the official
integration curriculum as a ‘key principle’, in line with the concept of sexual exceptionalism
(Puar, 2007). The representative of Pharos told me that it often even forms the absolute basis
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of what is taught to newcomers. In the integration books too, there are numerous (non-sexual)
examples that show the equality of men and women.
“What I do know is that our educational books offer little to no attention to sexuality. Quite
on the contrary, gender equality is an important theme in the books. Still, the message that
men and women are valued equally is only communicated by the examples about women
working, or men doing dishes. That’s where it stops.”
Teacher at the integration school
While the contours of values like gender equality are provided for by the official integration
curriculum and therefore reach every incoming refugee, the information of the teacher at the
integration school implies that the next step to discussing sexuality is rarely made. According
to some facilitators, emphasizing rather abstract words such as ‘sexual freedom’ while not
explicitly giving handles on how to actually go about it, may confuse some newcomers. As an
example shared by a teacher, there had been an accident at an integration school with a man
that somehow thought it was acceptable to touch young men that worked there. His motivation
was along the lines of: “in the Netherlands it seems as if you’re free to do whatever”. But, quite
on the contrary, multiple statushouders stated that integration did tell them that your own
freedom stops as soon as you invade the freedom of someone else. Leaving the translation of
this rule to the sexual realm up to people that are unfamiliar with speaking about sex, however,
may cause some misunderstanding.
In some cases, the hollow contours of values are filled with information by translators of policy.
What is told explicitly about sexuality and sexual health, then, heavily depends on what the
municipality or the teacher deems important to tell a particular group. Since there is no
established teaching material for the translators of policy to use in discussions about sexuality,
the people giving the lessons have to determine for themselves what they’ll tell and how. A
GGD-nurse said:
“It depends on who gives the class, what it looks like exactly. One likes powerpoints, while
the other prefers a conversation without any images. But they’re all classes. Every teacher
looks at them from their own perspective, thinking: What suits me, and how can I
communicate that?”.
GGD nurse
This freedom of the translators of policy doesn’t only apply to the means of communication
used in class. It also determines the content of the sex education
“It fully depends on the teacher, how much emphasis is put on themes like gender equality.”
Manager at AZC
Because of this, I argue that within the lessons given to newcomers, even though not mandatory
or created by the government, governmentality can be found (Foucault, 1984). While the aim
of lessons is said to be the start of a conversation, certain subjects get more exposure over
others. The provision of information on contraception is arguably the one that seems to steer
behaviour the most.
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Powerpoint slide used in a lesson, statement 2/7

One slide used in the class during municipal introductiondays, working towards signing the
participatieverklaring
Particularly the groups of women get extensive information about different methods,
sometimes followed up by a direct reference to doctors that can help women obtain it, as I
observed. Furthermore, with the use of invitations for only certain people to join classes, the
ones in power, such as COA, determine which groups need to be steered in order to fit the
current ideals that are presented as a neutral, unreflexive fact, without relational context or
history (Mepschen, 2016). Contrary to being neutral however, these ideals find their origin in
the protestant Christian tradition and the ideals of a liberal secular society (Bartelink &
Wiering, 2020).
The common reasoning behind providing sex education lessons was that most native Dutch,
supposedly, acquired the information about sexuality they needed while growing up. Even
when not all standards are the same, the majority of native Dutch youth knows where to find
information and that it’s okay to ask questions, according to the interviewed facilitators. I
observed this claim to also be used as an introduction in an actual sex education class to
refugees. Using this as a point of departure for starting a conversation, resembles what Scott
(2009) called ‘sexularism’. The secularism of the Netherlands is discursively tied to the sexual
emancipation of the Dutch. In sexularism, sexual freedom, reason and autonomy are tied to the
‘better’ historical position of modernity, which helps portraying the Dutch way as a superior
norm.
The introduction was then succeeded by, quite scientific, information about the body. The
reason for this, according to both refugees and facilitators, is that it’s ‘safer’ to talk about the
body. Everyone has one, and most people are already accustomed to talking about it, though
most of the time in a strictly biological way. This ‘objective’ basis can then later be used by
the students to form a renewed opinion about the cultural effects of biological misconceptions,
such as the bleeding of the hymen or stored sperm causing prostate cancer, or the necessity of
female circumcision.
Interestingly, what was discussed after the general ‘body’-part, depended on the gender of the
group, at least in the lessons I observed. Men and women, as the great majority of translators
of policy explained, are split up when being taught about sexuality. I will return to this
separation and its implications shortly.
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5.5 Steering or talking?
Both interviewed professionals and statushouders, when asked about their navigation in
overcoming the gap between different cultures of sexuality, told me that they ideally wished to
share and receive information that originated from a conversation, from cooperation.
“You can’t just say: this is our law, this is how we do it, and you have to do the exact same
things. We want to teach them something useful, but we can’t define the message from our
perspective only. We need to come up with a message together, which will be a way better fit
for everyone involved because of a degree of common ground [...] It’s the only way to make it
an adequate intervention”
Worker at Pharos
Ready-made information from solely a Western perspective, for instance made by the national
government would probably go in one ear, out the other, according to a few translators. It’s
crucial to react to the exact needs of newcomers, and to exchange perspectives. Having one
programme or lesson as a box to ‘tick off’ in integration, isn’t likely to work because especially
this subject doesn’t resonate the same with all groups, as argued by facilitators of Pharos and
agreed upon by the respondents of an NGO.
“If such a general and institutionalized lesson is not corresponding well with the group, the
information won’t stick anyway. Or it’s something they go through only to be able to tick it
off. We need to try and prevent that.”
Worker at Pharos
Also, as recognized by the translators at the NGO, having a group or individual trust you is
crucial. According to them, it wouldn’t work to have one lesson given by someone they’ve
never seen before and probably will not see again, as is the case now most of the time. Besides
trust, time is an important factor as well: when integrating, newcomers logically have their
minds set on learning the language and finding a job. There should be time, opportunity and
trust to learn about sexuality after that too. Sex education, in the eyes of the translators I
interviewed, should be offered more than once, and not only in the earliest stages.
“The goal is to start the conversation. But the question remains: will the information that’s
given endure? We only see each group once or twice. That can’t be the end. I think this only
works if we do it repeatedly and actually have time to engage in the conversation we started.
That’s not too successful yet..”
GGD nurse
According to another GGD nurse, the timing of providing sex education matters too. It won’t
work to share ideas with newcomers too early in the process, she argued. All you can, and
should, do is offer information and space for them to acquire their new environment more
fundamentally. The goal is to start the conversation after all, perfectly in line with the Dutch
approach (Bartelink & Wiering, 2020), not to convince people. In the case of people having
heard all their lives that sex is a bad thing, it’s a major turn. It would be an illusion to try and
change it all, if that’s even where you’re going for. Still, only giving information might be too
much to fit into one lesson.
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“In one lesson.. We can plant a seed, but I don’t have the illusion that it really changes
things. It’s such a different culture, they’ve had such a different sexual environment.
Changing them or their values is not the goal, of course. But we do need to talk about it. We
need to have more understanding for each other, and more respect. That’s the most
important.”
GGD nurse
The desire of the translators to have more, longer and in-depth conversations about the switch
with refugees, seemingly contradicts my statement about governmentality and to a certain
extent securitization being present in the sexual integration of refugees. The translators would
be willing to engage in dialogue, after all. Still, I argue, they governmentalize some groups of
refugees and decide to emphasize different aspects of Dutch sexual etiquette to different groups
of people. My overall finding, however, is that they do so in order to facilitate the people they
expect to cause trouble, whereas they don’t have time, budget or opportunity to assist everyone
who switches between sexual cultures. In the neoliberal context of Dutch integration, choices
have to be made. The choice of who needs to be steered to the norm as efficiently as possible,
results in a categorization of people based on both prejudice and the behaviour they show, as
we’ll see in the next chapter.

5.6 Conclusion: the role of translators of policy, operating without
guidelines
The second subquestion of the research is ‘How is the sexual etiquette of refugees
governmentalized in practices of integration as facilitated by translators of policy, when
official policy is absent?’ In answering that question, I first need to emphasize that everyone I
spoke to agreed that the lessons are needed. The respondents recognized that there is indeed a
‘switch’ between sexual cultures. Regarding the facilitation of the switch, there were two
opposite perspectives. While a few translators of policy argued that it would be best to have,
for instance, lessons of sex education included in the official integration, others feared that it
would imply a certain (negative) label on refugees. Foucault’s concept of governmentality
proves interesting to use, especially when nuancing how the categorization of people by the
state actually transforms into power: it’s not necessarily the state that acts. The boundaries and
norms set by the state, instead, are maintained through the actions and beliefs of “ourselves,
others and organisations” (Bevir, 2011, p. 461). In this sense, I argue that the translators of
policy wield governmentality more than the Dutch state, because (adherence to) the sexual
norm for the refugee is not captured in policy. Whereas they could’ve neglected the gap in
policy, the translators of policy I spoke to acted upon the gap by requesting, offering or
designing lessons of sex education. I’m convinced they do so with the best of intentions. In
their actions, however, the translators of policy (need to) depart from a point of view in which
the refugees as a group are split up, based on how their behaviour seems to relate to the Dutch
norm. Arguably, in the neoliberal system of integration, time and budget are scarce and sexual
etiquette simply isn’t a priority. Therefore, often only the people who show ‘wrong’ sexual
behaviour, or are expected to do so, are offered sex education. The ISK forms an exception to
this: in case they offer lessons in sex education, they offer it to every class, as part of the
standard curriculum. In any class, for both minors and adults, sexuality is put into words. What
is discussed in each class varies per teacher and audience. As we will see later on, the overall
gist of the lessons is showing what ‘our’ norms and values are, with a clear undertone that these
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are not up for discussion. This aligns with the claim that sexual exceptionalism is present in the
Netherlands (Puar, 2007; Bracke, 2011). ‘We’ present ourselves not only as the norm that
refugees should be familiar with, but also as the moral to which refugees should adhere.
Approaching the topic of sexuality in this manner, in the context integrating into the
Netherlands, proves how the Dutch expect moral citizenship (Schinkel, 2010). In their attempt
to help the refugees overcome the gap they experience when switching sexual cultures, the
translators of policy have limited time and therefore mostly account for particular, ‘dangerous’,
groups. A similar trend can be observed, though directed at individuals rather than groups, in
the competency systems used for UAMs. Dealing with sexuality this way, in which the
information received depends on how one relates to the Dutch norm, creates and maintains a
system in which not every newcomer is ‘just’ educated equally on a (to them) new norm, but
only the biggest outliers are steered into the direction of the norm. Arguably, it’s up to ‘them’
to join what we claim as global morality, without offering everyone the same tools (de Leeuw
& van Wichelen, 2012; Bonjour & Chauvin, 2018).
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6. The Other and the Dutch
Ideas and discourses about ‘them’ and ‘us’ in Dutch society are omnipresent (Said, 1978;
Christie & Sidhu, 2006; Yurdakul & Korteweg, 2013). By observing and interviewing people
related to the process of ‘them’ ‘becoming Dutch’, various ideas about ‘us’ and ‘them’ came
to the surface. These ideas are drenched with normativity, but are used as a point of departure
for sexual integration in the absence of official learning material. The normativity, as I will
prove in this chapter, originates from one general, though occasionally challenged, picture of
‘the Other’ that the translators of policy, unintentionally, sustain. This is the supposed opposite
of one idea of Dutchness.

6.1 Agreed upon difference between traditional and postmodern
First of all, it’s a mere fact that cultures can differ regarding their handling of sexuality and
sexual health (Luthar & Luthar, 2002). I propose that there may also be differences in handling
sexual etiquette. A few broader differences are recognized and agreed upon by both translators
of policy and statushouders. For starters, as the interviews showed, there seems to be less room
to make individual choices that are justified by simply ‘wanting something’, in cultures with
traditional intimacies (Plummer, 2003). Both the translators and the statushouders argued that
there is a ‘gap’, and that the Dutch sexual culture indeed is more free.
“It’s free. You can do as you please. People are smart here, they know what’s right for them.
Eritrea is lagging behind, in that sense. It’s traditional there. You can’t tell a woman in the
Netherlands that she should wait before getting married, or something. People make their
own choices here.”
Statushouder | Male | Eritrea | Age: 20-25
An example of a difference is having an abortion. As a statushouders told me, it’s possible in
Eritrea, but only if there’s a reason deemed ‘good’ by the community. Another example is
refusing to have sex in a Nigerian marriage, I heard in a sex education class. It’s possible, but
preferably with a good (medical) reason. The same mechanisms work for divorce: preferably
not, but if there’s a reason deemed good enough, it’s accepted. The biggest difference that
covers these specific examples, according to a facilitator working at GGD, is that there’s more
individuality in the Dutch culture compared to many other cultures. Family has a smaller role,
though it’s likely to decrease in other cultures as well. This resembles the theorization of
traditional intimacy (Plummer, 2003). Discursively, traditional intimacy is framed to be the
radical opposite of postmodern intimacy (Scott, 2011). Some newcomers seem to use this
dichotomy as well. Some consider their culture to be ‘traditional’, against the backdrop of the
culture of ‘modern Europe’. One Pakistani woman, in a sex education lesson I observed,
expressed a feeling of surprise when the GGD-nurse told the group transgenders are less safe
in the Netherlands than we’d wish for: “But why? You are so modern!”
The refugees in all interviews thought that (post-)modernity was better, because it’s deemed
‘smarter’. The dichotomy, hence, has inherent values tied to it. These values, in turn, are used
to determine who fits, and who won’t.
Besides freedom, the Dutch sexual culture is more open. In the culture of the Other, talking
about sexuality is often more difficult, and supposedly the opposite of the situation in the
Netherlands.
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“We learned that sexuality is more open here, compared to where I come from. It’s normal to
talk about it, and to express yourself about it. That’s easier. I got some information about
sexuality where I come from, but not in the way that I did here.”
Statushouder | Male | Syria | Age: 30-35
All translators of policy I spoke to worked from seeing a certain degree of reluctance to persist
for refugees, when talking about ‘anything sex’. In the same vein, men and women from other
cultures are expected to have less experience talking amongst each other about sex, and what
they like. This can even be the case within marriage. The statusholders confirmed that they
were confronted with assumptions on their sexual cultures and the supposed ‘closedness’ that
align with the idea of a traditional intimacy (Plummer, 2001). One of them mentioned that the
assumptions of the translators of policy are probably true for the majority of the incoming
refugees. He explained that simply having an interest in learning about sexuality, made himself
fear that he would end up in hell.
“I was afraid that if I’d be more open or eager to learn about sexuality, or when I’d have sex
for the first time, I would end up in hell or be pushed aside by my loved ones. That feeling
was in me. That’s what I’d heard all my life.”
Statushouder | Male | Syria | Age: 20-25

Sexuality and talking about it, other interviewed statushouders as well as translators illustrated,
can also be surrounded by shame, resulting in giggling or avoiding it. I experienced the
ambience they described, when observing a lesson in sex education myself. This ambience, a
statushouder confirmed, in even extrapolated into some closed family-settings of ‘the Other’,
in which it’s difficult for people to talk to relatives (such as parents) about sexuality, or sexual
health. It’s often deemed inappropriate.
“Oh no, I’d never talk to my parents about these things. That’s not good. It’s not a decent
thing to do.”
Statushouder | Male | Eritrea | Age: 20-25
According to a statushouder, newcomers may also fear judgement of others when they open
up about this or they fear to be perceived as doing haram activities. Even if talking is allowed
culturally and religiously, it’s not an easy thing to do. As the Nigerian men in a conversation
during my observation argued, no one should have to tell you about sex, because ‘you should
know by yourself’. As long as you keep control, they argued, there is no need to be open and
talk about it to anyone. As the teacher of the integration school said:
“I’m not sure whether it’s the taboo-sphere that’s holding them back in talking about it. It’s
simply not done, maybe they don’t know how to talk about it.”
Teacher at the integration school
This quote shows how a supposed reluctance to talk about sexuality is observed. Sexuality, in
turn, is not often discussed in the particular setting of this quote. It’s not part of the regular
integration, after all. The observation that there are ideas about ‘them’ and their perspective on
sexuality without actually addressing it, gravitates towards a certain degree of Othering.
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I observed that multiple facilitators, in describing their job and integration as a whole, put a
certain emphasis on the difference between how ‘foreigners’ deal with sexuality and how ‘the
Dutch’ do.
To them, another difference is that ‘The Other’ generally has relatively little pre-existing
knowledge about sexuality and sexual health. Often, according to all facilitators, there is mostly
the knowledge of (the names of) bodily parts and organs, the biological aspect of sexuality,
that is taught in (some) schools such as pregnancy and diseases, though at quite a late age.
Hence, only the ‘scientific’ information. Oftentimes, refugees indeed confirmed to have had
no sex education in the country they come from. This can, logically, result in some
misconceptions. The most prominent ones, as mentioned to me by integration facilitators, are:
having many babies as social insurance, female circumcision and female pleasure, the bleeding
hymen, prostate cancer due to too little ejaculation, contraception, and the start and effects of
puberty.
“From my experience, I could tell which people enjoyed higher education. They know some
things about the functioning of the body. They’re a little familiar with the medical side. But if
people grew up in a hermit in the woods..”
GGD nurse

6.2 Little time to unfold the difference, universal idea of Other as
point of departure
While matters such as freedom, openness and degree of knowledge may differ from culture to
culture, the neoliberal context of integration doesn’t grant translators the opportunity to
discover how these differences influence the switch between sexual environments. Due to a
lack of time, budget, opportunity and teaching material, the translators unintentionally base
their lessons on prejudice about certain groups.

6.2.1 The (rather specific) point of departure in the switch of minors
Whereas adult refugees are, policy-wise, pretty much on their own in understanding the Dutch
sexual cultures, minors seem to get a little more help. Young people, both men and women, are
of a different significance in this research. They are in the midst of their sexual development,
while negotiating between different cultures and systems of values. Both unaccompanied
minors and minors that arrived or reunited with their family have a bigger chance to get at least
some ‘objective’ information about sexual etiquette and health, compared to adults. In case of
the UAM’s, COA uses a system of competence, in which they assess exactly what the UAM
knows and on what topics they need to work to improve. Since they are in the midst of puberty,
sexuality is a topic that is discussed naturally, even when there’s no policy about the guardians
having to do that. Sometimes, experiencing the openness of the Dutch culture results in great
curiosity and experimenting, and sometimes in them trying to avoid additional information
because the shame overweighs their (natural) interest in the topic.
A facilitator of Pharos argues that lacking sexual resilience may be the greatest problem for all
youngsters coming from cultures in which sexuality is considered a taboo.
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“Often, the young people lack resilience, and that’s where it goes wrong. So, I think it’s more
important to focus on sexual resilience first, on the ability to communicate and understand
‘yes’ and ‘no’.”
Worker at Pharos
A teacher of the integration school noticed too that because of this lacking resilience and
abundance of possibilities young refugees find themselves having in the Netherlands, they
sometimes snap because they can’t carry this weight alone. This phenomenon of snapping
youngsters is not limited to the realm of sex, it might for instance happen with drinking, or
petty crime.
In order to facilitate the switch between sexual cultures that accompanied minors go through,
facilitators such as COA and GGD target the parents of the young people for this from time to
time.
“The GGD nurse told that in the Netherlands, it’s determined by law that children get sex
education at school. Knowing about the subject, she argues, is good. Once you have the right
kind of information, you make decent choices. Parents have the responsibility to answer
questions, or at least help their children find the answers elsewhere”
Observation
Contrary to this view, is the claim that ‘the switch’ is not always happening because of the
parents, for children retreat to their own cultural bubble at the end of the day.
“What kind of switch do you even make, when you come to the Netherlands as a married
couple, for instance. You get some information, and you see how things go here. But then you
get a home, for the two of you. What then? The marriage between these two people stays the
same. And they raise their children with what they’re used to. In that sense, the switch can be
very small.”
Manager at AZC
According to the translators, refugee parents continuously express their concerns about
children being ‘exposed’ to sexuality, for instance at schools, and being encouraged to have
sex. This indeed marks how parents also play a role in the switching of their children. In my
observation of a sex education lesson, Nigerian men seemed to become somewhat irritated
when the GGD-nurse told about the sexual development of minors, which starts quite early.
They were convinced that children don’t ever think about sex. Children, however, do have
feelings for other children that may become either love or friendship in the future. Hence, as
the nurse explained, it’s important to learn about the difference already.
According to multiple facilitators, it’s important to tell the parents that nothing is forced upon
children, but that they’re taught to protect their own boundaries and respect the boundaries of
others. Other actors argue that the most information should be given to the young people
directly, so they can find their way in the Dutch sexual culture safely without having to ask for
instance parents. Knowing how to navigate through this situation in which parents are expected
to move in a direction that is not the same as where the Dutch would like to see the child going,
is therefore the focus of sex education to both minors and parents. As an ISK-teacher
mentioned: “children are the future, and they are more kneadable and adaptive to Dutch sexual
etiquette and healthcare standards.”
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6.2.2 The universal point of departure in the switch of adults
I found sex education for adults to rely, in practice, on a number of assumptions about the
sexual culture of the asylum seekers. Universalizing that sexual culture and extracting only the
parts of the culture deemed most incompatible to the Dutch culture, I argue, is a result of the
little time and opportunity the translators are granted in their attempt to facilitate the bridge. In
other words, reproducing the gist of the previous chapter, since translators have limited time in
providing the newcomers with information, choices have to be made. The assumed biggest
difference between ‘their’ culture and ‘ours’, I recognise for the sake of this chapter, has a
tendency of “Othering”.
Despite their well willingness to have a conversation and the observation that many translators
of policy at some point said: ‘they’re not all the same’, some issues of ‘their’ culture came to
the surface in nearly every interview. The culture of ‘the Other’, to some extent also in the way
the lessons are given, is approached as one universal culture. This ‘general’ culture was then
used to paint the picture of the exact opposite situation in the Netherlands, even if the Dutch
picture that’s presented is more rose-tinted than the actual state of affairs. Multiple facilitators
argued that it’s important for refugees to first define the differences between cultures, in order
to understand and navigate through the new one. This corresponds well with the neoliberal
ideology present in the Netherlands: the ‘Other’ is expected to assimilate and willing to do so
if they are a ‘good person’ (de Leeuw & van Wichelen, 2012).
“If they don’t have the information, they won’t be able to make a good choice. They just do
what has always been expected of them. But if they do know all options..”
Worker at Pharos
In the interviews held with translators, I observed that ‘the Other’ is expected to have an
opinion about certain topics, that are therefore clearly highlighted in the discourses of
facilitators of integration.
Firstly, sex before marriage is supposed to be something that may not easily be accepted.
According to some Pakistani refugees attending a lesson I observed, many men experience high
levels of stress about their first night in the marriage, because if they don’t do it right, there
might be a divorce coming up.
“The oldest woman answered that the biggest difference may be that in Pakistan, there can
be no male-female relationships, sexual of non-sexual, before marriage. Men and women
aren’t even allowed to be friends platonically. The GGD-nurse told the group that such a
relationship is possible in the Netherlands, and that people are (generally speaking) free to
have sex before marriage.”
Observation
Divorce, according to the facilitator of Pharos, can be something very undesirable for ‘the
other’. Another issue about marriages is that in some other cultures, getting married at a very
young age is not uncommon. A Pakistani man I observed, argued that there was a good side to
this, for it would prevent people from becoming sexually frustrated. The traditional view of
this relatively old man was non-verbally rejected by the younger men in the classroom. Female
circumcision is another problem in some (African) cultures that gets a lot of attention in the
Dutch context. The idea behind female circumcision is to prevent women from feeling sexual
desire or pleasure. As observed, while it’s known that female circumcision mostly happens in
Africa, it’s mentioned also to groups that aren’t familiar with it.
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“In a conversation about male circumcision, the GGD-nurse said that it was not common to
do in the Netherlands, since it doesn’t have medical benefits. Still, she said, it can be done if
people really want it, because it’s not a very dangerous procedure. Carefully, the GGD-nurse
asked the group whether they are familiar with female circumcision. When the group
answered that this was not an issue where they come from, the slide of different types of
circumcision was presented and also elaborated on.”
Observation
This observation, I argue, proves that even though the lessons are flexible and translators wish
to deliver tailor-made lessons, the same translators still reason from the perspective of the
universal Other, who engages in practices like female circumcision. As the quote illustrates,
themes like these emphasized and labelled bad for they don’t correspond with ‘our’ idea of
sexuality, even to groups of students who don’t participate in these harmful procedures
themselves.
Also, homosexuality is often a taboo, it’s punishable or socially unaccepted. If it’s there, it’s
in secret. It’s considered an illness, or a sin. For some refugees, the biggest culture shock was
seeing this on the streets, out in the open. Because of the weight of this topic, unofficial
workshops sometimes choose to skip it.
“That would be too far beyond our scope for such a workshop”.
Worker at NGO
Masturbation, lastly, is in some cases also covered in shame and the idea that it’s ‘sinful’ to
do it. Female pleasure also seems to be ‘something’, even though I’m not sure why. Maybe it’s
taboo, or maybe they’re really not that familiar with it. Safe to say, however, that it can be a
difficult thing to talk about.
The dichotomy underscoring these sexual issues that illustrate ‘their’ ways and frame them as
the opposite of ‘our’ ways, reminds us of the most fundamental categorization regarding
sexuality, as distinguished by Foucault (1984): putting sexuality into discourse, as is the case
throughout the West, enables the Western people to use it as a means to categorize and even
value other groups of people. By doing so, talking about sexuality is a means of power, while
it also illustrates which cultures have traditional intimacies, perceived as backwards, and which
ones are postmodern (Plummer, 2003). Based on the data I gathered, I argue that the dichotomy
of a moralized ‘us’ and a universal ‘them’ can also be seen in the discourse of translators, who
regardless of that do their best to offer useful information. The information, then, can’t always
be tailor-made and specified to one group, because of the lack of time and opportunity to adjust
the information needed for a particular group.

6.3 The solution to the expected gap: zooming in on gender
Gender inequality, I observed, is often perceived as the essence of the ‘gap’ between sexual
cultures, both in the official integration policy and in ‘extra’s’ such as lessons of sex education.
Gender equality, then, is used as a solution and a means to bridge the gap.
Whenever there is a talk about this in the Dutch context, men and women are separated most
of the time. Newcomers either do it themselves, or they are grouped this way by the facilitators.
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As a facilitator at the integration school argued: “if we make a class of men and women mixed,
no one will talk anyway”. According to the majority of the respondents, it’s necessary to split
up the refugees by gender, because it creates a safer environment to talk in which there is less
resistance or shame. The idea of separation is a reaction to the gender inequality that is common
in multiple refugee-sending countries (Connell, 1987). Women have lesser status, and this is
acted upon by some translators, by addressing ‘the Other’ separately. According to some
professionals, it isn’t helpful to pretend that men and women are equal. The inequality, she
argues, has to be actively addressed instead because the women need to learn how to take care
of themselves and stand up, and the men need to learn how to deal with this new situation
respectfully.
“You first need to address the boys apart. Later on, we can put the groups together and have
a dialogue or a conversation. But they need to come from afar, if gender equality wasn’t
ingrained in the society they come from.”
Worker at Pharos
Several translators argued that adhering to the value of gender equality is one of the biggest
‘cultureshocks’, most notably for men. In my own conversation with men from varying other
cultures, it was sometimes argued that the Netherlands, indeed, is a country for women.
Women have more opportunities than ever before, and this may feel as if the men therefore
have less opportunities. Equality is the ideal, but because of the big relative difference, it feels
as if the men are the one with lesser status.
“Women's rights are so important. I mentioned to the men I see that they have equal rights,
but they argue: ‘well, not in reality’. Of course, they have the same rights, but I get the
feeling that it doesn’t feel like that for refugee men in this system that’s new to them. They
have a feeling injustice is done to them.”
Worker at Pharos
Something men encounter in the Netherlands, for instance, is working alongside women and
giving them a hand or even three kisses to greet them, or casually having dinner together, or
even going out and running into drunk girls. To some, this is very confusing, and can be
considered a culture shock. Another concern ‘they’ have that stems from the emancipated
position of women is that women would now be able to ‘deny’ the man his ‘right to sex’.
Also, since a woman might actually be heard and believed if she’d claim she was sexually
assaulted, men coming from various parts of the world worried that this would be used to their
disadvantage. As an example, the men in a sex education lesson I observed, were afraid that
whenever they had consensual sex with a woman, she could report him a few days after as if
he assaulted her, taking all his things from him and leaving him helpless. Another gender-issue
is the Dutch perception that women are not in any way merchandise, while this seems to be the
case in some other cultures, based on the presence of for instance dowries. Hence, the bodily
autonomy of women seems to be something new, at least to some.
To counter practices that deviate from the Dutch norm, which prove to be widely reported
political discussions or in the media about ‘the Other’, a lot of emphasis is put on gender
equality in the integration-discourse. This is one of the things that is depoliticized in the
Netherlands: it’s not up for discussion (Puar, 2007; Bracke, 2011). While gender equality, in
my humble opinion, is an ideal worth fighting for, little attention is given to how this is to be
achieved. Equality seems to be emphasized mostly by framing how ‘the (universal) inequality’
of ‘the Other’ functions, rather than illustrating a clear and understandable picture of what
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equality means in the Netherlands and which unwritten rules contribute to it. Hence, help in
becoming a moral citizen (Schinkel, 2008). Instead, the inequality the Dutch think they
perceive in ‘the Other’, they try to counter by approaching men and women in a different way.
Whereas men are often approached as possible attackers that seem to know nothing about
‘consent’, women are more likely to be helped with prevention of pregnancy. In this gendered
discourse, masculine men are told different things than feminine women.
“We can’t look at an individual level what information people need. We adjust it to the group
they’re in. With young Arabic boys, for instance, we discuss other things than with Nigerian
women.”
Manager at AZC
This tells us something about the categorizations with which ‘we’ perceive, and therefore act
upon, the ‘Other’. In line of thought with the Paris School, the securitization of most notably
male newcomers, is maintained in the daily work of experts (Bigo, 2006). Furthermore,
resilience is sometimes included in the lessons given to women. However, due to high work
pressure in asylum centres, this is the first thing that is skipped, according to a facilitator at
COA. According to the facilitator of Pharos, the difference in approach between men and
women has to do with the framing of women as fragile and suppressed. In the wording of Gray
& Franck (2019) the framing resembles “racialized masculine threat and racialized feminine
vulnerability” (p. 279). According to a facilitator of a NGO, mainly young men have to deal
with a stigma, which arguably originates from their discursive securitization.
“It’s weird how young men are often discussed as.. I think: Don’t we all have to
learn? Making such a transition can’t just fall out of the air, that’s a huge adjustment.”
Worker at NGO
The stigma of young male refugees as predators is reinforced by the weaponizing of ‘gender
equality’ in order to defend the global morality of the West (Yurdakul & Korteweg, 2014). The
stigmatization of ‘the Other’ was challenged by the majority of the respondents from time to
time. Some said: the Other isn’t oblivious. Male refugees aren’t ‘automatically’ triggered by
bare skin, they don’t even notice it and if they do, they don’t see it as an ‘invitation’ at all.
According to statushouder, however, the difference between a fully covered woman and a
woman in a bikini is a change. That doesn't justify anything, it’s a mere fact.
“In Syria, we aren’t used to revealing clothing. Most women are covered. The most ‘naked’
I’ve seen there is a T-shirt with short sleeves, and long jeans. So, seeing more skin here, can
be confusing. You’re not used to it, so you notice it more. The same goes for women on the
beach, wearing bikinis. It’s simply new, to see so much skin.”
Statushouder | Male | Syria | Age: 20-25
To some, this might be a culture shock. To others, it might not be. The ‘rules and laws’
surrounding sexuality, including the unwritten ones, change massively for some refugees
according to both statushouders and facilitators. According to Luthar & Luthar (2002), what is
deemed ‘appropriate’ indeed differs per environment. Where a ‘no’ in some cases meant ‘yes’,
‘no’ is now a very hard ‘no’.
“We first need to try to understand what they are used to. For instance, in the case of
Eritrean girls, we need to understand that from their perspective, ‘no’ may mean both ‘yes’
and ‘no’, because these girls are never allowed to say ‘yes’. A girl can’t say ‘yes’, meaning
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that consent is communicated by saying ‘no’ sometimes. That’s a great difference compared
to our ‘no’, to the girls as well as the boys.”
Worker at Pharos
According to a facilitator of Pharos, it would be useful to first focus on the autonomy and
integrity of the female body in particular. Coming from another culture, this is arguably one of
the biggest shifts. Newcomers should therefore first get help in adjusting to their new structure,
which is based on equality. Only when they know how to navigate through the relational part
with the Dutch sense of equality, will they need and appreciate information about, for instance,
contraception. Additionally, while emphasizing how gender equality is a Dutch ideal, people
are provided with different information based on a gender categorization. As one statushouders
noticed, this seems somewhat contradictory.
“Men and women need to receive the exact same information, I think. It helps explaining that
they are, indeed, equals. It helps to put them together, because in my culture, the man is more
important than the woman. If you are addressed alongside each other and as equals, that
naturally clarifies a lot.”
Statushouder | Male | Syria | Age: 20-25

In this sense, a live demonstration of gender equality is more useful than separating men and
women and giving them different kinds of information accordingly.

6.4 Challenging and unfixing of then-and-there
Nuance in the dichotomy, and having a conversation with ‘the Other’, is desired by the
translators themselves too. As argued before, however, they have little opportunity to have a
dialogue, rather than a monologue. As one worker of an NGO signalled, reasoning that arises
from framing and prejudice, might only push people further into their ‘roles’ while not solving
the actual problems.
“Well, I can imagine how people at a certain point in time think: ‘Yeah, bye. I’m being
approached as if I’m a rapist’. That complicates having a constructive conversation.”
Worker at NGO
Interestingly, as a means to nuance the idea of translators that ‘they’ don’t know much, a GGDnurse argued that ‘they’ can already have quite some knowledge about the Dutch handling of
sexuality and relationships (the part of behaviour) without having any classes about it.
“I heard enough Syrians saying: we don’t even blink an eye, seeing someone dressed in
certain ways. So there isn’t always a ‘problem’. It desperately needs some nuance. It differs
per person, per descent, per background, per social contacts.. It’s just not the case that
‘they..’ There are things that they struggle with more often, for sure, like homosexuality. But
what this discussion needs is some nuance.”
GGD nurse
Being already familiar with the handling of sexuality and relationships could be due to, for
instance, European television, as one statushouder mentioned. Here, they learned about
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homosexuality, and sex before marriage. Pornography and Google too helped the
statatushouders learning some things, ‘but maybe not the right things’, according to one of
them. Besides that, some gained some insight in the European ways in the countries they
resided in before arriving here. What we also need not forget is that ‘then-and-there’ is not as
fixed as it’s often portrayed. Even though I observed ‘traditional’ to be a buzzword, multiple
statushouders told stories of ‘progress’ in their home countries. In a conversation about
revealing clothing, a statushouder from Eritrean descent mentioned:
“People used to dislike that. But times have changed. It’s possible now.”
Statushouder | Male | Eritrea | Age: 20-25
Besides clothing is getting more revealing, stories of gay couples are more widespread, gender
inequality is slowly decreasing, the tolerance with regard to transgenders in increasing, internet
access to pornographic content is slowly becoming available, though it’s often in secret.
Lastly, ‘The Other’ is seemingly tied to misogynist behaviour, in overall integration discourse.
It is portrayed to be omnipresent and all-encompassing in the culture ‘they’ come from,
particularly when Islam prevails in the country (Fassin, 2010; Yurdakul & Kortweg, 2013).
Religion, particularly the Islam, however wasn’t mentioned in this research as a reason for
‘their’ unfamiliarity with gender equality by translators.
One of the statushouders, without a clear reason, at some point said that it wouldn’t be fair to
blame the Islam for all that we perceive as ‘bad’. He may have said this to defend his religion,
which he feels to be often framed as the ‘bad’ religion. This framing is perfectly in line with
the idea of ‘good’ secular liberalism versus ‘bad’ backward Muslims, extensively described in
chapter 2. Interestingly, the religion of ‘the Other’ in the discourse of translators turned out not
to be perceived as a determinant of trouble in adherence to a new sexual etiquette. I observed
that religion was barely explicitly mentioned by translators and statushouders themselves in
relation to sexuality. Something similar was found in the research of Keyngaert et al. (2014),
in which religion isn’t the big determinant ‘the West’ frames it to be.

6.5 Being Dutch
Integration means ‘becoming Dutch’. The following section will show how both newcomers
and facilitators think of Dutch citizenship; what the key values of ‘being’ Dutch are, and where
‘we’ think that ‘the Other’ needs to assimilate.

6.5.1 Similar values, different norms
Officially, in the integration curriculum, being Dutch means knowing the language and being
able to find a job, and maybe know a fact or two about the Dutch House of Royals. During
integration, it’s also stated quite clearly that men and women are equally worthy of respect,
freedom and autonomy. To show the importance of these values during integration, some Dutch
laws are communicated, such as the one that prohibits domestic violence and the one that
legalises gay marriage. This is in line with the renewed Dutch nationalism, as distinguished by
Verkaaik (2010) and Schinkel & van Houdt (2010). Some laws are also taken up specifically
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in lessons of sex education. The remainder of becoming Dutch in the ‘sexual realm’, besides
learning parts of the law, is optional to learn. In an attempt to simplify these neglected parts,
translators of policy heavily depend on their own perspective and materials. In the process of
becoming Dutch from a sexual perspective, refugees most of the time get to see a presentation,
a monologue, or have a classroom-chat about (to some extent) fixed topics. Hence, based on
what the teacher expects of the group, subjects are mainly handled that are likely to become
problematic by either the teacher or the one organizing the lesson. This is a school-example of
governmentality: the ones in power decide who needs what exactly.
Based on observations and interviews with teachers, facilitators do leave space for
contributions of the newcomers, as much as they can. This resembles the Dutch approach
(Bartelink & Wierink, 2020): though limited, there is room for own contributions and
conversations. As was observed in the instructions on sex education to newcomers:
“Conversations are important, and sometimes a challenge. If we talk about contraception but
they decide not to take it, then that’s what we’re going for. That’s their choice. But if a woman
approaches me individually, and her husband doesn’t know about it, I will help her get
contraception even if he disagrees. That makes it her choice, she’s the director. In this case as
well, we do talk about it”.
This example, however, occurred outside a classroom-setting. In the classroom, there is less
opportunity to engage in a conversation. Instead, facts and rules are set out. While observing
this, I experienced how the listing of information is already appreciated by most attendees of
the class. What is needed to keep in mind, though, is that these attendees are naturally also the
people that are willing to learn about the subject.

6.5.2 The rules
Being Dutch supposedly means having knowledge on both scientific/biological information
about your body and the body of another, including pregnancy and diseases. As I showed so
far, men and women are often addressed separately.
Having a presentation or conversation in groups that are divided based on their gender, has
advantages and disadvantages. As a defence of separation: It’s likely that there is a taboo
sphere, making it easier to ask questions when you’re surrounded with like-minded people. As
one GGD-nurse said: “men are generally more vocal in class, which holds back the women
from speaking.” In the case of minors at the ISK, boys and girls seem to be equally vocal.
However, as one statushouder rightfully argued: “Both genders should learn everything in
order to make responsible choices.”
Still, becoming Dutch, especially for women, means that they should first and foremost know
about various forms of contraception, and preferably choose one as soon as possible. This
theme comes in early if there is a lesson. Furthermore, being Dutch ideally means knowing the
(mostly unwritten) rules of behaviour and the ways in which one can make love appropriately
from a relatively young age. Interestingly, ‘sex’ in lessons was defined most of the time as
penis-in-vagina sex with an orgasm as the ending point. The subject of masturbation was
framed as if it’s something one always does alone. Hence, a certain degree of normativity can
be found in Dutch sexual discourse. ‘Appropriate’, in the Dutch case, most notably means the
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respecting of someone else's, but also your own, boundaries. Individuality, consent and
communication matter.
The 6 rules of sex, perceived as self-evident in the Netherlands. Mentioned by one
translators of policy as a guideline

6.5.3 The switch
According to the teacher of the integration school, deciding what to do even when the
environment is new to you, almost fully depends on your own moral compass and your ability
to ‘read the room’. Sexuality, in her opinion, is only a tiny part of that and shouldn’t be
problematized.
“But if we have a look at what happened in Cologne, I think to myself: ‘something needs to
happen’. We need to inform them that is not how we do it. But is that sexuality? To me, it has
more to do with social interaction. [...] What is the exact problem: Sexual etiquette, or ‘how
do I treat people’?”
Teacher at the integration school
Workers at the NGO also didn’t want to problematize sexuality, but did acknowledge that there
simply is a difference between how cultures handle it, and that while some refugees are
perfectly capable of reading the room, others may have more difficulty doing that (for various
reasons which I will discuss in the next chapter). Still, they argued that one standardized lesson
to illustrate the unwritten rules wouldn’t work either, since that would lack coherence, culture
sensitivity, trust and time. Also, as one of them rightfully mentioned:
“It’s impossible to put the Dutch way into words, since there is not one universal idea on how
it should be done. Everyone has their own preferences. The only things universal are in fact
the core values of equality, freedom and respect”.
Worker at NGO
Still, as argued before, whereas the values are made clear throughout official integration, the
sexual norms that accompany them may be rather vague for newcomers. As one statushouder
mentioned:
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“I didn’t even know what dating was, maybe if a girl danced with me in the very beginning,
I’d think this was real flirting with sex or a relationship as endgoal”.
Statushouder | Male | Syria | Age: 30-35

Another statushouder also said to have trouble determining what is for instance considered
flirting by Dutch women and what isn’t. He mentioned:
“It would’ve been nice if someone explained exactly how dating works. Many men don’t
know how to approach a woman, in a way that is deemed correct in the Netherlands. If men
don’t know how to do that, they might become sexually frustrated.”
Statushouder | Male | Syria | Age: 20-25
When teaching about the norms, the goal is not to push the newcomers into a perfect cultural
fitting, but rather to open up the conversation to show that both men and women have space
and opportunity to talk about it openly. Multiple facilitators reassured that they don’t expect
the newcomers to take over ‘our’ entire system of value. They provide information, and hope
to illustrate the Dutch ways. Maybe in time, the new Dutch will put into use these same ideas.
Looking at it from this perspective, sex education is not a ‘civilizational project’ (Bracke,
2011), but rather a conversation. An interesting observation is that something first has to go
down, before a talk of any kind is done. Even if ‘the talk’ is done, be it in a sex education lesson
or casually with guardians, many respondents questioned whether doing it once would be
enough. One of the nurses expressed her worries:
“The goal is to start the conversation. But the question is, how long will it last? We only see
them once or twice in their process of integration. That shouldn’t be the end. The power is in
repetition, and continuing the conversation.”
GGD nurse
As one nurse said: “We would like to see a change, but that could only happen if we inform
them well. By showing what exactly happens during for instance female circumcision and how
terrible the consequences are, we hope to set a change in motion”. Many facilitators
emphasized how it also makes the newcomer more powerful, knowing how things work and
what is expected of them.
Multiple facilitators and statushouders argued that the least judgemental and the most effective
way for newcomers to become Dutch was to simply do, and see how it goes. This is also the
case in the broader sense of integration, as a worker of COA mentioned. “They already get
quite a good sense of how we interact socially, by seeing for instance that men and women
work alongside each other”. Still, few facilitators as well as statushouders worried that a lack
of knowledge about sexuality and sexual health, might lead to bad decision making or
misunderstandings that involve other people. As a facilitator of Pharos mentioned: “Refugees
simply don’t know everything upon arrival. They don’t know the rules or the laws, and use
their own perspective to make sense of their environment”.
What we need to keep in mind, however, is that sharing information is mostly done by the one
facilitating the conversation. Hence, what kinds of normativities are brought into this
conversation matter. Even though the intentions are very sweet, there is still a degree of
securitization because not all groups receive the same info.
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6.5.4 Dutch deficits
Multiple facilitators on several occasions made clear that the good/bad dichotomy doesn’t
always make sense, for the Dutch have some serious deficits. Not all Dutch people talk as easily
about sex as society sometimes makes it seem. Dutch people don’t always act on the value of
gender equality: plenty of women get sexually assaulted by Dutch men that don’t seem to
understand the concept of consent. Even if they do, not too long ago women didn’t verbally
say ‘yes’ to sex, even when they approved, and rape in marriage was not unthinkable. Also,
queer people get assaulted on the streets by Dutch native on quite a regular basis too. A GGDnurse stated that a random Dutch teen also wouldn’t be able to tell a lot about STD’s. Some
laws are very traditional as well, such as the idea that the fatherly right of a newborn is
automatically for the man the woman is married to. All in all, though it doesn’t happen much,
the image of the Netherlands as a flawless country is challenged by facilitators. Since this is
not done often within the classes given to refugees, I argue that the ‘global morality’ of the
Dutch is indeed communicated as the unreflexive norm (Mepschen, 2016), that doesn’t need
to be challenged.

6.5.5 Reactions to ‘becoming Dutch’
I found a variety of reactions to the sexual aspect of ‘becoming Dutch’. From one extreme to
another: there are people that do not want to participate, at all. They refuse to join class, or sit
there covering their ears with their hands, because the topic is considered too shameful,
awkward or haram, according to a GGD-nurse.
Sometimes the teachers try to convince them, sometimes they let go of one person to make sure
the rest does receive a good lesson. Even after a few years, some newcomers still refuse to talk
about it, being surrounded by like-minded people. Some get triggered by the lesson as a whole,
others are triggered when certain sensitive issues are addressed, such as homosexuality, female
circumcision and sex before marriage. Also, there are for instance people that go into class with
a very heavy heart, but leave the lesson happy because they felt like they’ve learnt something.
There are also people that are convinced they don’t need any class because they know
everything already. As one statushouder argued: “I know enough about sexuality. I don’t need
to talk about it in school.”
There are people that want to learn about themselves, and people that would like to learn things
about their partner. This group is overall interested in the story, and sometimes even asks
questions. They’re happy to know they can safely ask whatever they like. This mostly goes for
young people that are in the midst of their own sexual development. Sometimes, people come
in with pre-existing knowledge that they already sought in their own time. Parents are
sometimes very interested because they want to be prepared for when their children start their
sexual development. Sometimes the students propose topics that they would like to see
discussed. Students might also encourage each other to go ahead and follow the class. Both
facilitators and statushouders argued that the reactions might differ, depending on how the
information is communicated, who the teacher is, what the group is like, and how the translator
behaves.
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6.6 Conclusion: The moralization of ‘Dutch behaviour’
The third subquestion of this research is: ‘What is considered ‘appropriate’ sexual etiquette
and how is it normalized in ‘being Dutch’?’ As could be seen throughout this chapter, the
‘Dutch’ values aren’t expected to always come natural to newcomers arriving from a different
culture (Luther & Luthar, 2002; Muchoki, 2016). The difference between cultures gets
problematized from time to time (see for instance the books of Hirsi Ali, or even Dutch realitystar Erica Meiland). Possibly partly because of the problematization in public discourse, certain
sexual issues are expected to become problematic too. Overall, but especially regarding
sexuality and sexual etiquette, ‘appropriate’ in a Dutch context, revolves around gender
equality and sexual freedom. In line with the observation of Verkaaik (2010), it’s shaped by a
new form of nationalism, or it’s ‘renationalized’ (Schinkel & van Houdt, 2010). I mentioned
the supposed differences, or better said the Dutch values, that are often highlighted when
talking to refugees about their switch between sexual environments: the ability to have sex
before marriage, the ability to divorce, the prohibition of female mutilation and the acceptance
of homosexuality. These values, that may be new to some, seem to be protected by broadly
emphasizing gender equality throughout the official integration curriculum. Zooming in on
expected sexual ‘Dutch behaviour’, however, difficulty in adhering to new values is expected
of some groups of refugees more than others. The translators, instead of researching whether
the discourses of suspicion are justified, present information about Dutch sexual etiquette along
the lines of ‘these are universal values, there’s no need to explain’. The actual problem of a
part of ‘the Others’, however, seems to be a lack of knowledge, which has seemingly little to
do with cultural norms and presenting them as universal. Still, the discourses surrounding the
refugees result in the desire to dismantle their threat, which is done by communicating and
prioritizing the Dutch norm. Meanwhile, there seems to be little trust, time and opportunity for
a conversation. In this neoliberalization of citizenship, as elaborated upon by Van Houdt,
Suvarierol & Schinkel (2011), the newcomers are held accountable for not fitting in. At the
same time, I argue, it seems to be the case that how ‘the Other’ navigate through is touched
upon rarely and if so, it’s actively put opposite of the Dutch sexual culture. Translators, I found,
don’t personally think of the Dutch culture, or people, as ‘superior’. Many of them argued that
appropriate sexual etiquette is not always natural to native Dutch. In that case, expecting
adherence to 'sexual etiquette’ of newcomers, even if not officially anchored, I argue, is part of
moral citizenship (Schinkel, 2011). This means that only the ‘good’ and ‘assertive’ newcomers
will go as far as ‘reading the room’ of their own accord. Arguably, this is a typical Dutch thing
to do: departing from secularism themselves in their views on sexuality, most notably cultures
in which religion plays another role are perceived with suspicion (Schrijvers & Wiering, 2018).
While ‘religion’ was not explicitly mentioned as problematic by the translators, they
(unintendedly) did depart from a dichotomy similar to the dichotomy of traditional versus
postmodern (Plummer, 2003), that endears values of backwards/progressive (Butler, 2009).
Since religion is not the only ‘supposed problem’, Schinkels’ (2008) term ‘culturist’ indeed
seems to be a good fit for Dutch integration politics, since it problematizes culture rather than
religion or race.
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7. Switching and navigating by statushouders
As argued in the previous chapter, there may be differences to overcome when ‘becoming
Dutch’, of which the issues boiling down to sexuality and gender are logically the most singled
out in lessons of sex education. To ‘become Dutch’ in the sexual sense, apart from these
lessons, newcomers have multiple tools they can use to navigate through their new environment
at their disposal. None are mandatory to use. This, I argue, makes adherence to Dutch sexual
etiquette a matter of moral citizenship. This chapter will provide information about the tools
that can be used in order to achieve this, and how they are generally experienced by translators,
but most importantly: statushouders.
In the case of unaccompanied minors, tools to navigate are not strictly mandatory, but they’re
likely to be anchored in the program they follow in other ways. The main guide UAMs use is
their guardian, oftentimes a Dutch professional that helps the teens get accustomed. Within this
process, a facilitator of COA said spontaneous moments arise in which the refugee has a
question, or the guardian senses certain behaviour and uses the opportunity to tell something
about the Dutch ways.
“We do the daily guidance, 24/7, and we see them ask questions frequently. If they’re falling
in love with a classmate, or otherwise raise questions that we can pick up on. Those
conversations can start with differences in clothing. We have spontaneous moments like these
on a daily basis.”
Adjunct manager COA, department AMV’s
The guardians sometimes decide to invite GGD to give some sex education-lessons. In case the
teen goes an ISK, it’s likely but not guaranteed that they receive sex education. The same goes
for MBO-schools. These lessons, then, are considered tools that are offered to some. Adults
that don’t go to school and live in an AZC, sometimes also get sex education from GGD. This
is often one or two lessons fully dedicated to sexual health, sometimes including sexual
etiquette. AZC’s can also ask for instance Pharos or Sense to organize an in-house consultation
hour on the subject. Still, it was confirmed to me by the translators that the number of AZCresidents not getting sex education, greatly outweighs the number of people that did get it.

7.1 In the classroom
In class-educated situations, lessons often start with emphasizing that the room is a safe space,
and that what’s said here can’t be taken outside. Then, a flexible list of topics is presented,
based on what the translators expect the group to need. According to some facilitators, planning
what should be discussed makes it sometimes go wrong, because ironically, the deeper
structures of a certain culture are neglected. As a facilitator of Pharos argued:
“They start right away with ‘this is a condom, this is contraception, don’t get pregnant,
respect women’. But there are so many layers beneath that.”
Worker at Pharos
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In the lessons, the most important goal seems to be getting talking about sexuality out of the
taboo-sphere, and giving information on where people can go if they need help without
judgement. To make sure that the feeling of taboo doesn’t scare people away, teachers begin
by talking about purely the scientific, as said before. Oftentimes, teachers ask questions about
how things worked in the hometown of the newcomer, to make the talk more accessible and
show that pre-existing knowledge can also be used as a fundament. The teacher of the ISK told
me:
“We do the factual part, about what the body looks like, but we also discuss the rest without
prejudice. We ask them for instance what they think, for instance about forced sex in a
marriage. We can talk about those things, but I always close off by saying: In the
Netherlands, yes is yes and no is no, married or not.”
Teacher at an ISK

7.2 The role of trusted people or material in navigating through
Both facilitators and statushouders mentioned that having sufficient trust is crucial for making
the switch. Working on a group of UAM’s, a guardian often is perceived with sufficient trust
to ask something private to. The same goes for a teacher at an ISK or integration-school, a
worker at COA, or NGO-workers that are seen often with all types of activities. Besides the
opportunity to ask questions, there is also the ability of the facilitator to notice something is
off, and act accordingly. A facilitator of an NGO stated:
“All that we do is based on trust. We know these people. We are there if they misunderstand
something, and it’s us who talk to them if they misbehave. They know us, for instance from
the activities we organise. That’s what makes the difference, I believe.”
Worker at NGO
It can also help to include a religious person in the sex education. Keypersons, according to the
majority of translators to play a major role in sexual integration, to both statushouders and
facilitators. They make sure not only language, but also cultural habits are translated. Pharos,
for instance, actually trains these people to make sure they have the right information and are
able to share it with the newcomers that approach them. As a GGD-nurse said:
“We try to involve important persons from their community in our lessons. That helps,
because who are we to say ‘you should do this, don’t do that’.”
GGD nurse
Sometimes a translator gets the role of key-person, but only if they’re comfortable enough to
talk about it. Key persons sometimes also ‘come into existence’ naturally. An example of this
was a highly educated Pakistani man in the sex education lesson I observed, in an AZC. From
my own notes:
“The waiting was for ‘the professor’, a highly educated man who speaks English quite well.
The nurse knew he was a typical example of a key person: he talks easily and a lot, asks
questions, can translate and encourages others to actively participate in class too. It’s this
type of person that can really make a difference, especially in classes about sexual health.”
Observation notes, a day at the AZC
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Former migrants that are fully integrated, have also set up organisations that offer training to
newcomers, to make sure they can learn about their new environment with help from the people
that are also familiar with the old environment.
Screenshot website stichting Lemat

A facilitator of Pharos told me she occasionally directs migrant girls to a special organisation,
like Lemat.
“They train girls, for instance in empowering. They tell those girls that they can be
themselves here, but that it’s important to know the contexts and be able to handle them
correctly. Making decisions is easier when you understand the consequences they might
have.”
Worker at Pharos

7.3 What worked in the stories of respondents
Assertive refugees can informally find their way to Dutch people to ask questions. New friends
or volunteers of language classes or workers at the AZCs or teachers in ISKs are called upon
from time to time. The people that are approached in their professionality will forward the
refugees to people or organizations that can help them, if they’re unable to themselves. Dutch
organisations can also offer for instance workshops (Omgang Man-Vrouw & How to whatsapp
by Welkom in Utrecht;) or women-cafés (BOOST) of their own accord.
Making ‘the switch’ doesn’t solely depend on what kind of help (if any) is offered to the refugee
or the assertiveness of the refugee. It also depends on the situation that the refugee finds
him/herself in. According to both refugees and facilitators, people coming from rural areas
have more difficulty with the relatively ‘free’ sexual spirit in the Netherlands than the people
growing up in urban areas.
“You’ve heard all your life that it’s something inappropriate. It’s very confronting to see that
it is appropriate here. When hearing that, you may want to retreat from the conversation. You
just don’t want to know. That’s what I saw at my classmates at the ISK. They pulled back,
and thought that the Dutch were a bit weird. I understand that, it’s just a lot.”
Statushouder | Male | Syria | Age: 20-25
On a personal note, statushouders told me that even though they consider themselves
progressive, they still experienced a difference between cultures. What can be picked up from
that is that even quite open-minded refugees needed some time, but most of all experience, to
adjust to sexual etiquette of their new environment:
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“You know, I may have been a little shocked in the beginning, in the first years. I’d think to
myself: ‘What is this?’. But that was only in the beginning, because I wasn’t used to it. I was
a bit shocked [...]. Where I grew up, I never saw anything, heard anything. For instance, two
men can be seen together. That’s the biggest difference.”
Statushouder | Male | Syria | Age: 30-35
Culture and religion play a role in how big the adjustment is. Additionally, pre-existing
knowledge matters a great deal too: having none or mostly knowing wrong information, makes
it difficult to adjust to the Dutch standard of knowledge and the behaviour that is expected to
flow out of it. Logically, level of education also matters: the higher, the easier to adjust. Some
refugees are illiterate, making it harder for them to understand information of any kind. What
matters too, is the way refugees perceive the Dutch sexuality. While it’s threatening and scary
for some, others think of it as an opportunity to learn more (Muchoki, 2016)
“You know what it is.. You can’t always be in one tradition. Sometimes, you just want
change. If that’s the case, then the switch in the environment you talk about is an opportunity.
And that’s nice [...] If I think about it now, the Eritrean culture is old. It’s traditional. I don’t
think it’s very nice. If I get a daughter, I would not treat her in the way that’s common there.
I would do it more in the Dutch way.”
Statushouder | Male | Eritrea | Age: 20-25
This quote marks the importance of personal preferences that are closely related to individual
characteristics of the refugees. A few statushouders for instance communicated that they were
quite progressive, already in their home country. It also depends on the people that surround
the newcomers.
“For me, it wasn’t that big of a shock. But I come from a relatively free family. I was allowed
to criticize things, as long as it was in-house. I’m glad about that. I was used to criticizing,
experimenting and asking things. Therefore, I was mostly curious: how does it work here,
and why? Does it work like in the movies, that you’re in a bar and you can hit on a girl? How
does that work in reality?”
Statushouder | Male | Syria | Age: 20-25
The overall gist I picked up, from the statushouders as well as the translators of policy, is that
assertive people have an easier time making the switch. In case they want to, these
statushouders use the Internet and television as tools that can be trusted with the questions of
refugees. Some facilitators also recognized the habit of young people to search for answers
online, but did warn of being redirected to the wrong pages. Whereas pages like Zanzu exist to
provide this group with the correct answers to these kinds of questions, the statushouders I
interviewed were unaware of its existence. Online pornographic content, for instance, turned
out to be employed earlier in the process. But, as a statushouder argued, it doesn’t always
provide the right information.
“In our time, there's the internet. That’s where you can find pornography. Because of that,
people do have an image of what sex endears. Except, it’s not the right kind of image. But
well.. It’s the only thing some people have.”
Statushouder | Male | Syria | Age: 30-35
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As one statushouder argued: it would’ve been helpful, in the switch, that some things were
more explained in depth. He observed that the things left out of sex education lessons, are often
the things that seem very logical, self-evident, to ‘us’, Therefore, he observed that translators
of policy find it unnecessary to even mention. What’s obvious for ‘us’, however, could be less
obvious for someone else.
“I think it’s helpful to explain why women dress a certain way, even if you think it doesn’t
need any explanation whatsoever. We cannot find each other’s way of thinking, if we do not
talk about it. They lie too far apart. We need to find each other halfway, that’s where
understanding starts.”
Statushouder | Male | Syria | Age: 20-25
According to almost every respondent, it’s important to open up the conversation and keep it
alive for as long as possible. This conversation can be planned beforehand, as is the case in
lessons, or arise spontaneously in which the participants need to be ready to answer questions.
The talk can be directly from ‘Dutch’ to ‘Newcomer’, but most respondents saw added value
in using key persons. Furthermore, as Pharos argued, sexuality and sexual health should in
some cases not be the first thing discussed, since there are many layers beneath it. I understand
these ‘layers’ as resulting from a different ontological stance that refugees can have. An
example: if you don’t know what gender equality looks like, it’s rather difficult to put into
practice how it works for you.

7.4 Learning by doing
Still, as many facilitators argued, the best way to learn something is by doing it. Since sexuality
and unwritten laws are such nuanced topics that are difficult to put into words and get across
without it being stopped by initial resistance, the best way to learn the nuances would be by
exploring them one at the time. Again, by reading the room.
“Sometimes I’m startled, but only very occasionally. Because more things are put into words
here, more details. For instance, when talking to you, you talk about your body very easily. I
sometimes forget that I’m in the Netherlands. But I don’t mind. I’m just not as prepared, all
of the time.”
Statushouder | Male | Syria | Age: 30-35
‘One learns the best by doing’, was a sentiment that was communicated throughout all
interviews. As an example, some argued that as long as the importance of gender equality is
clear, the rest will go naturally. As one statushouder put it:
“People will find out naturally what they can and can’t do. There’s no need to learn that in
school. If you feel the love, and you want to treat the other well, there’s no need to learn
rules. You’ve learned already that all people are equal here.”
Statushouder | Male | Eritrea | Age: 20-25
Furthermore, the statushouders told me that ‘finding out’ is the easiest with your friends.
As one told me:
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“I’ve learned most things from the Dutch people I met. I didn’t attend any classes about
sexual etiquette, but I have Dutch girlfriends. I can openly ask things to them. I’m allowed to
ask anything. Even about these kinds of topics.”
Statushouder | Male | Syria | Age: 30-35
One statushouder also put into words what could happen in the current system of integration,
when a statushouder has no Dutch friends that help the newcomer accustom.
“I got to know many people at the ISK, and I sometimes run into them in the city. These
people still reside in their own ‘bubble’, in which sex is taboo. Even when they’ve been here
for 6 or 7 years. I think it’s because they fear the unknown. They don’t dare to step out of
their circle of safety. They only reproduce what they’ve heard before, and it won’t change.
That feels safe to them. They think: ‘You may have a girlfriend, but you can’t have sex. If you
want to, you need to get engaged and then married, that’s the way it needs to happen’.”
Statushouder | Male | Syria | Age: 20-25
I understand, based on the quotes above, that the most important ‘tools’ to the interviewed
statushouders, in making the switch, were themselves and the people close to them. The
statushouders argued to naturally find out the nuances of sexual behaviour, and asked their
Dutch friends prior to any action whether it’s appropriate, when in doubt.
“I could ask my questions to friends. But because I’m a curious and open person, I usually
just find things out for myself. In case something happens that I don’t understand, I find
someone who has more experience and ask that person to explain it to me. That’s where I get
my answers.”
Statushouder | Male | Syria | Age: 20-25
“I think it’s difficult to ask questions about the subject to people I don’t know. I’m not fully
open yet, but I gradually learn that I can ask questions to people I know.”
Statushouder | Male | Eritrea | Age: 20-25
Facilitators, on their end, did agree with the ‘find out for yourself’-part, since everyone has to
learn anyway. “Learn by doing it” also means setting the right example. For instance, not give
any extra attention to a queer person, because that’s considered normal hence unnecessary to
explain any further. Or, men and women working alongside each other without giving that too
much extra attention.
“You also have to grant someone the opportunity to discover themselves here. It seems unfair
that young men are instantly framed to be problematic.. I think to myself: Didn’t we all have
to learn? These things don’t fall right out of the skies, it takes time and effort.”
Worker at NGO
However, the overall present feeling is that it would be good to be offered some help, to make
sure no one gets hurt before finding out the nuances of Dutch sexuality while getting
accustomed to a new environment.
[Me]: You said it wasn’t a big switch for you. You easily understand what is appropriate.
[Z]: No, it wasn’t that big of a change. But it can be for other people.
[Me]: What do you think about the help that those people get? Is there sufficient help for
them to make a safe switch?
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[Z]: No, there isn’t. I know so many boys that didn’t attend any classes. They have no
experience whatsoever. That can be difficult, especially when they aren’t able to sense what
is appropriate and what isn’t.
Statushouder | Male | Syria | Age: 30-35
Interestingly, the statushouder of the quote above only mentioned how ‘boys’ didn’t attend
classes and could therefore experience difficulty in switching sexual environments. This idea
aligns with the (mostly unintentional) discourse of translators of policy, in which I recognized
young men to be perceived as the most problematic, ‘dangerous’ group.

7.5 Conclusion: Switching independently, proving the discourse
wrong
When working towards answering the main question of the research, the last subquestion needs
to be elaborated upon: “How do refugees navigate in a neoliberal environment and how do
they experience the tools handed to them in their switch between two different sexual cultures?”
The governmentalization of refugees I argued to be present in chapter 5 comes from a
combination of lack of time and pre-existing ideas about some ‘Others’, which are outlined in
chapter 6. The prejudice regarding (the values of) people coming from different cultures, shows
itself in the presentation of Dutch values as a global morality (Yurdakul & Korteweg, 2014).
As I observed, the Dutch take a firm stance: ‘This is it, and it’s up to anyone who wasn’t
necessarily raised with these ideas to catch their wind and make these values their own’, in
which the newcomer gets the ‘opportunity’ prove the stigma that lies on the culture or religion
the newcomer wrong. As a statushouder and a facilitator (of Pharos) argued, however: while it
certainly is important to emphasize for instance gender equality, presenting it as a simple fact
doesn’t simplify adhering to it if one simply isn’t familiar with it. Hence, the
governmentalization and the securitization of only some groups, result in facilitators
anticipating what they fear is ‘not right’, while lacking time and space to engage in a
conversation to discover what individual newcomers actually know and think, and how this
relates to them ‘becoming Dutch’. When providing sex education in order to prevent
misunderstandings that might hurt both the refugee and the Dutch society, however, it’s crucial
to communicate without prejudice (Esses, Hamilton & Gaucher, 2017). In reality, the opposite
occurs: what is presented as ‘not right’ in sexual behaviour, is often blamed on the male
refugee. A possible explanation for the securitization of young males is that this is the biggest
part of the ‘refugee’-group in general (De Haas, Miller & Castles, 2019). Another explanation
is that men, worldwide, are the perpetrators of the great majority of acts of sexual violence
(Fahlberg & Pepper, 2016). From this perspective, it seemingly makes sense to focus on men’s
behaviour in discourse on sexual etiquette. What is unfair, however, is the fact that in ‘regular’
sex education in schools, men and women are addressed together to learn about both health and
behaviour. In the case of refugees, I discovered that sex education is often instantly directed to
the ‘problematic’ ones, while the people deemed ‘unproblematic’ need to fend for themselves.
To me, this illustrates the outcomes of a neoliberal context in which some groups are
governmentalized, and these groups internalize this process too: While the men I spoke to can’t
represent the whole group, they didn’t come across as oblivious men. They understood the
nuances of a new sexual etiquette on their own, or with help of their friends. Still, these men
labelled fellow refugee-men, in a similar position to theirs, as possible threats that should be
prevented from becoming dangers. This aligns with the idea of moral citizenship, as coined by
Schinkel (2018), and shows how it can be internalized.
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8. Conclusion
The research started with the following question: “What influences do Dutch discourses about
refugees have on the sexual securitization of migration, and how does this affect perspectives
on sexual etiquette and health of refugees and the switch in sexual cultures that refugees
undergo while ‘becoming Dutch’?” In finding an answer to this question, it first and foremost
needs to be stated that this research revolves around a very sensitive debate: do the Dutch
discourses come down to the judging and steering (the sexual behaviour) of ‘the Other’, which
is racist, or is it about shaping possibly harmful behaviour or attitudes resulting in events similar
to New Year’s Eve in Germany, in which case it may be relevant to give sufficient attention to
this particular topic. As Orgad (2009) summarizes the paradox of neoliberal nations like the
Netherlands: “[Migrants] travel with their language, lifestyle, dress code, and attitudes on sex
and sexuality. Some people are not satisﬁed with this situation. They feel like strangers in their
own country. They see diversity as a threat. From this stance, it is often easy to leap to the
conclusion that the Government should either assimilate the immigrants—that is, compel them
to become ‘like us’—or keep them out. Coping with this challenge is a challenge in itself: How
can nations protect liberal values while, at the same time, refrain from violating the same
values they wish to protect?” (p. 737)
While refugees have internalized how being familiar with these values is part of obtaining
citizenship, and Dutch society expects newcomers to assimilate, there is no official help in
getting practically accustomed to how these values translate to norms, or what I called ‘sexual
etiquette’. The ticket to Dutch citizenship, in that regard, gets complicated because the
behaviour of newcomers doesn’t always reflect the ‘right’ sexual etiquette. This, I argue, is a
matter of moral citizenship on the level of the individual, caused by securitized discourse about
‘them’ as a group (Schinkel, 2018). Refugees are held accountable for not adhering, when
they’ve barely had the chance to become familiar to a different ‘sexual etiquette’ than the one
they’re used to. In the Netherlands, it’s up to the translators of policy to independently create
tools that refugees can take up while ‘switching’ between sexual environments. It’s only when
translators mention that they foresee troubles in a certain group, classes or individual
conversations are kickstarted. Once a class or conversation takes place, it’s largely up to the
translator to choose what story is told, and in what way. Additionally, the translators are
responsible for choosing (and sometimes even designing) the materials they use.
Overall, the focus of translators lies on providing scientific knowledge and dismantling
traditions deemed harmful by the Dutch. If the newcomers keep learning about how the hymen
doesn’t always bleed, they might one day change the stigma that not-bleeding girls get for ‘not
being a good virgin’ anymore. If the newcomers keep hearing that only ejaculating once in a
while does not give you prostate cancer, they might stop expecting their wives to engage in
sexual intercourse only to ‘keep her man healthy’. If the newcomers learn that a foetus of up
to 24 weeks old is not considered an actual baby, they might choose for an abortion if that’s
the better option. If the newcomers are made aware of the dangers of female circumcision and
the fact that it doesn’t serve a medical or religious role, they might reconsider doing it to their
children or forcing it upon their grandchildren in the future. All in all, the biological and the
cultural behavioural are heavily intertwined. Still, the ‘sharing information about mostly the
biological’ is not as value-free as it may appear. By emphasizing the biological and parts of
‘the cultural’ to some groups of refugees more than others, I argued that governmentality is put
into practice. What is unfair, then, is how the Dutch perceptions of some refugees trickle down
to the opportunities they get while ‘becoming Dutch’ (Schinkel, 2018). It pictures quite an
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assimilationist manner of becoming part of the ‘we’-group, but I argue that it doesn’t account
for the very different ontological stances people from other backgrounds may have. Instead of
discovering these and acting upon those, the Dutch government leaves it up to well willing
people, translators, to spend time on the subject. Because of the lack thereof, differences are
emphasized and acted upon rather than effectively bridged in the tools translators provide.
This leads to a vicious circle, in which ‘we’ feel threatened and make it difficult for ‘them’. Or
in other words: the process of securitization at the meta-level. This results in ‘them’, on an
individual level, having a hard time proving their worth and possibly failing under the weight
of showing their ability to be a moral citizen. In turn, ‘we’ perceive this as unwillingness and
confirmation that ‘our ways’ are threatened by all of ‘them’ as a group.
One example in which we see this happening is gender equality. The ‘we’-group, the Dutch,
find it important. ‘They’ supposedly don’t, based on the securitized image of ‘the refugee’.
Based on this, we split up groups and, put bluntly, tell women to mind their womb and men to
mind their desires. This is not particularly the embodiment of gender equality. Yet we expect
newcomers to naturally understand how it works if men and women are put alongside each
other in a free and open society. If they don’t, their culture is blamed, while I believe that
misunderstandings are more likely to stem from an ontological difference. Still, ‘their culture’
is framed to be a direct threat to gender equality. One way of protecting the liberal values, of
which gender equality and sexual freedom are the ones most mentioned throughout the
research, is education. Sex education, I found, is at once a place where actual questions are
answered, as well as a place where knowledge and values may be weaponized to discursively
demarcate who’s with ‘us’ and who isn’t (Rothmüller, 2018).
I argue that there are three things at play here: The first two are neoliberalism, in which time is
limited and everyone fends for themselves, and xenophobia rather than Islamophobia. I would
like to emphasize here that the translators are not to blame for this. In the neoliberal context, in
which newcomers need to work hard to obtain citizenship, the presence and assistance of the
translators is something that needs appreciation rather than criticism. Still, approaching sexual
etiquette this way seems to maintain a degree of Othering, rather than bridging the gap in order
to facilitate ‘the switch’. Thirdly, I recognize the need to obtain moral citizenship for refugees,
which results from discursive securitization on the European and the Dutch national level.
While expecting an active attitude and (sexual) behavioural changes from them, refugees are
at the mercy of their own assertiveness and the channels of information provided for by
institutions that are not the government. In being able to make the switch expected of them,
however, I dare to argue that trusted tools that grant the individual with room for adjustment
and conversation are the ones most helpful. The tools most valued seem to simply be the ones
in which the least judgement was found while they maintained a certain degree of culture
sensitivity. Essentially, providing information without pointing fingers and making ‘the Other’
internalize the threat they’re expected to be, is a solid foundation on which to design tools that
effectively bridge ‘the gap’ instead of widening it.
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9. Discussion
Taking into account the neoliberalism that prevails in Europe and also the Netherlands, it would
be logical to see that refugees are offered relatively little help with integration. At the same
time, however, the arrival of refugees at these particular areas can count on politicized worries
about ‘them’ not behaving according to Western norms. In this, I recognize a degree of
xenophobia, rather than Islamophobia. These parallel running phenomena are, in this research,
focussed on ‘the switch’ refugees (are expected to) make, from one culture of sexuality to
another.
What has been found during research is that it’s, indeed, not mandatory to follow any type of
sex education. In the theoretical sense, this could indicate that there is no clear-cut
governmentality regarding the sexual etiquette of newcomers in the sense that the Dutch
government requires newcomers to fit into the ‘Dutch way’ of sexual etiquette. Essentially, not
all refugees are ‘steered’ by default in their sexual etiquette, based on their ‘Otherness’.
Particular groups of newcomers are offered sex education, by independent facilitators of
integration, based on categorizations. In determining who should be steered towards
Dutchness, race, religion, gender and degree of ‘Otherness’ arguably play a role. The acting of
individual facilitators of integration, hence, shows a certain degree of governmentality: They
categorize the newcomers on a variety of criteria, which is reflected in their daily practices.
The concept of securitization, in my opinion, is interesting to apply to this. The current state of
affairs is theoretically in line with securitization as proposed by Bigo (2006), who focussed on
securitization as being the daily risk management, in the hands of security professionals. In this
research, I argued that ‘translators of policy’, in this case, are the professionals who would
securitize. The categorization they use in offering sex education, for instance, is influenced by
presumptions resulting from the securitized discourse of “racialized masculine threat and
racialized feminine vulnerability” (Gray & Franck, 2019, p. 279). The securitization of certain
‘dangerous’ categories of newcomers, I found, often boils down to broad issues that touch upon
sexuality, and sometimes sexual behaviour.
On the other hand, the absence of official policy regarding sexual etiquette challenges the
concept of securitization. De Leeuw and van Wichelen (2012) argued that the Dutch
government frame ‘their’ (e.g. the refugees’) relation to ‘our’ civilization as something that
needs intervention, in the shape of integration. Based on this, I expected to find that the
integration of refugees is securitized, rather than their arrival. In case we want to go as far as
arguing that inburgeren, in its entirety, is an intervention based on securitization (see Schinkel,
2018, for a more in-depth discussion about this), we still encounter the absence of policy on
‘learning’ sexual etiquette. Refugees, on their end, are expected to be familiar with it in Dutch
society. In other words, it’s (made) part of ‘their’ citizenship to behave according to the norms
of the imagined community (Anderson, 1991). Schinkel’s (2008) moral citizenship therefore
seems to be a term better suiting the situation. Moral citizenship, I argue, is reflected throughout
in the prevalence of moral citizenship that the Dutch state requires refugees to obtain, based on
values like gender equality and sexual freedom.
Reflecting on the theory, moral citizenship and sexuality are connected. Moral citizenship
expects an active attitude, and the letting go of ‘old’ traditions and patterns. What complicates
this procedure with regard to sexuality, is that particular ‘old’ traditions are perceived as bad
(Butler, 2009). In the Dutch system, there is little room for conversation beyond this perception,
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even when translators would ideally want it themselves. Instead, translators of policy fall back
on the combatting of ‘bad’ traditions from a point of prejudice, which further diminishes the
chance of a constructive conversation. The fact that this happens mostly with ‘difficult’ groups,
proves the existence of noninstitutionalized governmentality. In a broader perspective, it shows
us how some ‘Others’ are perceived wrong, and that there is no room or opportunity to
converse. Because of lack of time and suspicion in society, ‘we’ say: ‘this is how we do it,
make sure you adhere to it’. This, however, may result in the pushing of people into roles they’d
rather not take, or in refugees questioning every move they make. These roles, or hesitance or
insecurity, are then perceived as unwillingness, which is projected at the group as a whole, as
may have been the case with New Year’s Eve in Cologne.
On the national level, a lot is requested of newcomers. Complicating the obtaining of moral
citizenship, then, is that it’s only rarely concretized what exactly the refugee has to do, or know.
Hence, it’s up to the refugees or other facilitators of integration involved, to find a way through
which they can, bluntly put, ‘prove they’re worthy of becoming Dutch’. Meanwhile, Dutch
values are taken up in integration as facts (Puar, 2007; Bracke, 2011). The obviousness of
values such as gender equality and sexual freedom, in the eyes of the Dutch, do not require
explanations or justification. Given the situation in which the newcomers are expected to
integrate at once rather than gradually, it may be the case that refugees are expected to become
an ideal Dutch citizen, without given tools on how to do it. In the societal framework, this
demonstrates a double standard regarding ‘us’ and ‘them’: While some of ‘them’ get help in
understanding sexual etiquette and others don’t, it’s a part of obtaining moral citizenship for
all of ‘them’, where it isn’t for ‘us’. Understanding and showing the right, Dutch, sexual
etiquette is part of the moral citizenship, even if it’s not anchored in the official integration
curriculum. Hence, sexual etiquette is something refugees can be judged upon, even when
they’re not obliged to learn how it works.
This reproduces a certain dynamic. By addressing the differences ‘they’ are expected to
misunderstand, their ‘otherness’ is maintained. Because of this, sexual etiquette may feel like
a barrier to Dutch citizenship for refugees. They don’t get help by default in understanding it,
while they are probably aware of how non-compliance is used as a justification to keep ‘them’
away from Dutch citizenship, and outside the imagined community. Technically, these findings
could shine light on how non-compliance to any norm is ascribed to the whole of a group, in
terms of: ‘They don’t want to’. Maybe they do, but they just don’t know how. Refugees, I
argue, are expected to ‘read the room’. As multiple facilitators stated: ‘they’ can, because they
are not oblivious, of course. Metaphorically speaking, however, one first needs to learn the
language in order to be able to read the room. Once ‘they’ understand our ontological stance,
which probably just takes time, many are naturally willing to adhere to Dutch values
(Vermeulen, 2021). Not because the Dutch values are mere facts or because they reflect global
morality, but because people simply understand where the values come from and why they
matter to the imagined community they become a part of. Hence, what seems to be needed is a
more nuanced perception of the (willingness) of the newcomers and a little more faith.
Additionally, whereas facilitators try to include it wherever they can, overall sensitivity is key
in sex education lessons or workshops. However, there is very little time and opportunity to
make it work on the part of the facilitator, as well as on the part of the newcomer, due to
neoliberal context they’re in. Integrating sexually is simply not a priority.
In practice, while it’s deemed important for newcomers to ‘just do’ and adapt while learning,
it might be good to still share information about Dutch sexual culture. Sex education could be
suitable for this, though the effectiveness of one or two lessons may be debatable. On the
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contrary, however, the majority of the people in the observed classes were happy to hear about
it and at least had some handles to learn more about it. Arguably, being familiar with the sexual
etiquette of a country is beneficial for the newcomer as well as the host-society. To bridge the
supposed gap in sexual culture, sex education could be used, not to point fingers (Rothmüller,
2018) but rather to make sure everyone is aware of the context they’re in. What matters, then,
is that everyone is granted the same point of departure and offered the same tools. That doesn’t
seem to be the case in the contemporary switch.

9.1 Limitations
Admittedly, this research has some limitations. In my opinion, the most important one is the
lack of diversity in the group of respondents I spoke to. While I conversed with a variety of
translators, I found only three statushouders, men, who allowed me to ask questions about their
lived experience. These men were also quite progressive. Especially regarding the
statushouders, it would’ve been beneficial to my findings to include the perspective of female
statushouders. Reasoning from the experiences of a diverse group would’ve made my analysis
more representative. On the other hand, however, both literature and my data suggested that
men and women are often addressed as two separate groups when it comes to this topic.
Furthermore, men were likely to be the ones framed most problematically. In that sense, it’s
useful to focus on the experiences of men. Still, it conflicts somewhat with my personal stance
that women’s experiences have been underexposed for too long, maybe especially when
discussing topics like sexuality. When structuring my data, I therefore used the experiences of
these three statushouders as only illustrative of how policy and discourse could affect the
integration-experience of male newcomers.

9.2 Follow up research
Because of the relatively small group of respondents this research is based on, it would be
interesting to conduct a similar kind of research but with a larger group of respondents. When
doing so, it would be very useful to document the lived experiences of female refugees. Also,
it would be beneficial to conduct research in order to find out what newcomers actually need
and how facilitators can secure this. It could be interesting to see whether newcomers consider
it better to have for instance men and women in a sex education class or workshop together, or
to have conversations with men and women apart. With an eye on the future, it would be very
interesting to see how the switch in sexual cultures is addressed in the new policy of integration,
which is supposed to start in 2022. While the integration-curriculum remains the same, it would
be interesting to see how much space learning about sexual etiquette is granted when refugees
no longer carry the full weight of integration, for they can leave a little responsibility at the
municipality they inhabit.
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Appendices

Appendix 1. Topic list: Facilitators
Topic list → facilitators
- Praktisch: de voorlichting gefaciliteerd
Wie initieert de voorlichting? Wat zegt de overheid?
Wie geeft de voorlichting? → opleiding/cursus?
Waar wordt de voorlichting gegeven? AZC of ook op andere plaatsen?
Hoe vaak wordt de voorlichting gegeven?
Is het altijd in groepsverband?
Hoe is de opkomst? (wetende dat het vaak niet verplicht is om te komen)
Wie komen er? → ouderen/jongeren, mannen/vrouwen
- De inhoud
Welke thema’s worden er zoal besproken? → gezondheid en/of gedrag
→ nadruk op bepaalde thema’s? Terecht?
→ nadruk op gender equality?
Hoe reageren vluchtelingen? Ontvankelijk of ongemakkelijk?
In hoeverre bepaalt ongemak wat wel en niet wordt besproken?
Is er sprake van voorkennis over de onderwerpen? Bij wie/wie niet? Klopt de voorkennis?
Lijken de vluchteling bereid alles zelf toe te passen?
Onderscheid tussen wat mannen/vrouwen te horen krijgen?
Hoe passen minderjarigen in dit verhaal?
Wordt de kennis getoetst?
- Eigen indruk
Is de switch die gemaakt wordt groot? Te groot om alleen door te maken?
Zijn vluchtelingen assertief in het opzoeken van info, los van de bijeenkomst?
Is de aandacht voor seksualiteit voldoende? Zijn er nog officieuze kanalen waardoor
vluchtelingen kennis kunnen vergaren over seksuele etiquette?
In hoeverre is de voorlichting normatief?

Appendix 2. Topic list: Statushouders
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Topic list → statushouders
- Algemeen
Waar wordt de voorlichting gegeven? AZC of ook op andere plaatsen?
Hoe vaak wordt de voorlichting gegeven?
Is het altijd in groepsverband?
Hoe is de opkomst? (wetende dat het vaak niet verplicht is om te komen)
Wie komen er? → ouderen/jongeren, mannen/vrouwen
Zijn er andere plaatsen waarop je leert over seks? School, internet, vrijwilligers?
- De inhoud
Welke thema’s worden er zoal besproken? → gezondheid en/of gedrag
→ nadruk op bepaalde thema’s? Terecht?
→ nadruk op gender equality?
Is er sprake van voorkennis over de onderwerpen?
Wordt de kennis getoetst?
- Eigen ervaring
Wat vond je van de voorlichting? Waarom?
Wat verwachtte je ervan? Kwam dat uit?
Durfde je vragen te stellen? Waarom wel/niet?
Is het verschil tussen de omgevingen groot? Wat zijn zoal verschillen?
Is het moeilijk om te leren wat ‘gangbaar’ is? Wat heeft je het meeste geholpen?
Wil/kun/zou je toepassen wat je hebt geleerd? Past het bij jou?
Verandert je sexual etiquette afhankelijk van wie je om je heen hebt? Of is het altijd hetzelfde?
Hoe wordt jouw eigen kennis op waarde geschat?

Appendix 3. Code of Ethics
I extracted the four pillars from the complete document to show in this appendix. In case you
are interested to see the complete document, please visit:
https://antropologen.nl/app/uploads/2019/01/ABv_Code-of-Ethics_2019.pdf
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“This Code is organized around four important pillars of anthropological research: 1) the
ethical obligation to avoid any harmful impact on the people, non-human species and
materials studied or otherwise related to the research context, 2) the need to obtain the
consent of the research population and guarantee confidentiality, 3) scholarly integrity, and 4)
secure data management, ownership and access to data.
1) Avoiding harm
Anthropologists have ethical obligations to the people, non-human species, and materials
they study and to the people and non-human species with whom they work. In all stages of
the research, from design, through fieldwork and analysis to dissemination, anthropologists
need to respect the well- being (safety, dignity, and privacy) of humans and other species.
They need to avoid harm or wrong to the people, non-human species and materials they study
or work with (or that are in any other way related to the research context). Anthropologists
need to ponder the impact that the disclosure of research findings may have on them. These
ethical obligations may be in conflict with the goal of generating data and seeking new
knowledge, and, in such cases, anthropologists should consider to refrain from or discontinue
a research project, or to exclude particular data from disclosure. In the case of vulnerable
populations, e.g. people in precarious and marginalized positions, anthropologists need to be
extra careful as disclosing data that relates to them may lead to their increasing discrimination
or marginalization.
2) Confidentiality and informed consent
Before carrying out their research, anthropologists should, optimally, obtain the free and
informed consent of research participants. The degree and breadth of informed consent will
depend on the nature of the project and may be affected by requirements of other codes, laws,
and ethics of the country, organization or community in which the research is carried out.
Conditions under which research is carried out, as well as relations between anthropologists
and their research participants may change over time, so anthropologists should view
informed consent not as final once given. Anthropologists have the obligation regularly to
renegotiate informed consent. When doing research in or on organizations, or other
formalized settings, anthropologists should obtain permission from any relevant authorities or
management, as long as this does not (potentially) endanger the direct research participants.
Informed consent does not necessarily imply a written or signed form. Anthropologists must
determine whether their research participants wish to remain anonymous or receive
recognition, and make every effort to comply with those wishes. They must present to their
research participants the possible impact of their involvement and their choices regarding
anonymity. If the assurance of anonymity is given, special attention should be paid to the
inclusion or exclusion of details that may disclose the identity of research participants, even
when data are anonymized, e.g. identity markers that may appear in government records or
social media.

3) Integrity
Anthropologists bear responsibility for the integrity and reputation of their discipline and of
science in general. They should be able to provide transparency about their methods, the
choices made in the research process, and their analysis. This transparency can be provided in
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their publications, or when asked for by their peers or other persons who, given their position,
can legitimately require this (e.g. journal editors). Anthropological researchers are subject to
the general rules of scholarly conduct: they should not deceive or knowingly misrepresent
(i.e., fabricate evidence, falsify, plagiarize), or attempt to prevent reporting of misconduct, or
obstruct the scholarly research of others. Anthropologists should publish and otherwise
disseminate their research findings in an appropriate fashion, both to the scholarly
community, sponsors, students and others. In so doing, they must consider carefully the
possible implications of the information they disclose and, to the best of their abilities, see to
it that it is well understood, properly contextualized, and responsibly utilized.
4) Data management, ownership and access to data
Anthropologists are responsible for storing their data securely. In case of digital or digitized
data, these should be stored on secure, password-protected and encrypted drives, to which
only the researchers have access. Non-digital data such as handwritten notes and printed
documents should be stored in secure lockers, during all stages of the research. Laptops,
computers and recording devices should be encrypted and password-protected. In order to
guarantee the safety and privacy of their research participants, anthropologists should be the
owners of their research data. Researchers should make every effort to avoid the transference
of this ownership to other persons or institutes, or to open access data bases, and, hence, to
prevent the disclosure and use of data that could be harmful to research participants. Since
this may be at odds with the codes or regulations of sponsors and host institutes, the
importance of keeping the ownership over data should be explained in terms of researchers’
ethical obligations towards research participants. Due to potential sensitivity of data and the
possible impact of their disclosure, even when anonymized, no access to the raw data can be
granted to any other person or institute other than the directly involved researchers and, if
applicable, their appointed supervisors. In principle, to protect the anonymity and safety of
their research participants, the only reason to consider granting access to the data to others
than the researchers, or their supervisors, is when reasonable doubts concerning the scientific
integrity of the research are raised. In such cases, one or more experienced anthropologists,
selected in consultation with the researcher(s), may be granted confidential access to research
data. Because of the aforementioned sensitivity of research data, anthropologists should
carefully consider if and how their data can be stored for future use, e.g. for analyzing
developments over longer periods of time.”
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